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ABSTRACT

Healthcare associated infections (HCAIs) are a growing issue and represent a leading

cause of morbidity and mortality. Any patient within the clinical space is at risk,

though patients undergoing invasive procedures and admitted to intensive

treatment units are at an even greater risk of acquiring HCAIs. An increase in

antimicrobial resistance means some HCAIs are becoming more difficult to treat,

therefore it is critical any source of HCAI is identified and addressed, not limited to

hand hygiene alone. Historically, surfaces and the environment were deemed to play

a negligible role in the transmission of HCAIs. It is now clear that surfaces do play an

important role, and good environmental cleaning and hand hygiene are critical to

prevent this surface-mediated transmission.

We know that hand hygiene saves lives. This has been a topic of debate since

the mid-1800s and there are large-scale interventions, audit re-audit studies to

improve hand hygiene, with large supportive governmental funding. With

environmental surfaces, however, conflicting evidence and determination of wider

surfaces being non-critical has left surfaces as a forgotten entity. While, at the same

time, HCAI is on the rise. The end goal of this thesis is to provide healthcare

professionals with the tools needed to clean and assess their surfaces effectively to

reduce HCAI. In order to do so, through a number of experiments and literature

assessments, this thesis sought to address the issue of knowing how to sample

surfaces, with all the different and sometimes contradictory literature on surface

sampling devices, often in an inaccessible format. To address this gap, as well as

sampling device testing to contribute to the literature, a literature review of surface
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sampling devices published as a guide, open access and freely available, with a how-

to sampling poster as a single reference resource.

Surface cleaning is vital to preventing the transmission of these infections, though

currently within the UK the requirement is to fulfil a ‘visibly clean’ standard only,

which does not reflect microbiological risk. Environmental surface sampling is an

excellent tool to assess how well cleaning has been undertaken, or to identify specific

risk by individual pathogen detection. However, routine environmental monitoring is

not mandated for clinical environments, and knowing when, how, and what to

sample with is lacking evidence. As hospitals and their surfaces are a busy, dynamic

environment, knowing how to sample these surfaces can be difficult and confusing.

Studies show there are cleaning failures. However, hospital wards are

dynamic environments and patient care does not stop for cleaning. Multiple factors

within a ward can skew results. Busy wards are difficult to assess as spot cleaning and

movement within the ward is continuous, therefore assessing cleaning performance

can be difficult. In paediatric wards, this can be even more challenging, as the patient

population interacts differently with the wider surface environment. Current

literature assesses cleaning while clinical practise is underway. This means increase

of microbial loading on a surface cannot be directly attributed to lack of cleaning.

This thesis produced the first study assessing cleaning within a paediatric ward by

taking samples directly before and after cleaning, due to the nature of the ward

closing before cleaning takes place. This allowed a deeper insight into specifically

how cleaning failed. This data has been used for the production of an effective
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cleaning training intervention, and also helped support and inform training and set

centralised standards for cleaning contractors.

This thesis aims to address the important role surfaces play in the

transmission of healthcare associated infection, explore how an infectious agent may

move and be deposited within a clinical space, and to address how to mitigate this

risk through surface sampling and cleaning. The currently available literature for

environmental monitoring and cleaning will be used a starting point for establishing

guidelines for cleaning training and surface sampling. Links between patient isolates

and the environment can be revealed with typing studies. Potential transmission

from the surface environment to near-patient objects and cleaning failures can be

shown by microbiological sampling. Though neither of these methods can track the

entire route, origin, and journey of a potential pathogen or surrogate pathogen

around a ward environment and to quantify how much of an organism has been

transferred. This data is needed to drive evidence-based cleaning and sampling

interventions, and to also inform safe hospital design. To address this need, this

thesis built on two previous studies using an oligonucleotide marker by developing a

safer marker with no resistance gene. Previous studies did not quantify recovery as

the method design only allowed for presence-absence testing of the oligonucleotide

and sampled a very small range of environmental surfaces. This thesis used complex

method design so recovery could be quantified, interactions between three separate

markers could be assessed, and sampled sites across the entire ward.

This thesis sought to evaluate, develop and apply methods to study microbial

presence on surfaces and their removal, by establishing the current state of the
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literature and evidence, identifying gaps, and adding to the literature where possible

with surface sampler efficacy testing, cleaning agent testing, and to use all this

information to suggest guidelines for both surface sampling, cleaning, and cleaning

training. Study of the movement and presence of pathogens within the clinical

environment was also used to inform cleaning training interventions. There is a need

for better advocacy for more frequent, comprehensive and targeted cleaning training

for healthcare professionals. This thesis added to the literature concerning cleaning

training. Much of the literature concerns resource-heavy large scale cleaning training

interventions. While these interventions are multi-faceted and powerful, this does

not always represent the reality for some hospital environments. When considering

the UK, the NHS and the paediatric critical care environment, cleaning training must

be practical, direct and effective and cheap. Patients requiring more careful and

continuous care, especially in ICU or CICU, mean nurses cannot leave their patients

to attend cleaning training events. The targeted, bed-side design and small-scale

nature of the training designed based on a preliminary audit undertaken within the

study provides not only a template for future cleaning training (published and

available open access) but as a unique insight into how targeting areas of weakness

with a small intervention can still be effective and yield improvement in cleaning

compliance.
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IMPACT STATEMENT

The work within this thesis was designed to support and impact professional

practice within the clinical environment, to be used by healthcare professionals both

inside and outside of infection control, to make safer and more informed decisions

on keeping their surface environment clean and safe to reduce the burden of

healthcare associated infection.

The immediate impacts from this thesis are local to the hospital the research

was undertaken in, at Great Ormond Street Hospital for children. Research methods

were designed for this space and delivered within this hospital. Other outputs from

the thesis were national and international, with evidence-based data being published

for the wider scientific community. While the data may not be explicitly applicable

globally (paediatric setting, publicly funded NHS hospital in a developed country) the

key messages remain the same.

The outputs from the thesis were via conference presentation, journal

articles, training presented formally (as part of audit re-audit) or informally within

the hospital environment. This thesis successfully highlighted how important it is for

academics, infection control teams and ward staff to cooperate and work together

to make the environment safer. A focus of this research was to ensure all outputs

were presented back to the ward staff in an accessible format, to make them aware

of the impacts of such research and to promote learning and foster a friendly and

open relationship between frontline staff and academic teams.

This cumulated in the following individual impacts;
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1. This research established the safe use of an oligonucleotide tracking

system for assessing the movement of hospital infection around surfaces.

This is an improvement on commonly used marker based systems (ATP,

UV) as the oligonucleotides can provide both qualitative and quantitative

data, as well as providing several markers allowing the individual marker

origin to be identified.

2. A cleaning training package was designed and delivered for surface clinical

cleaning. This training was validated as effective as a small-scale effort,

and can be re-used in other clinical environments for training healthcare

staff. The training package comprised of flashcards and posters, of which

are freely available for download for all those who wish to use it.

3. Research into surface sampling of the hospital environment not only

identified potential reservoirs for infection in paediatric environments,

but also examined the large gaps in the literature when deciding which

sampling method to use, both in clinical and non-clinical environments.

4. This study identified how effective commercially available hospital

cleaning wipes are. The results revealed how some wipes do not work as
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advertised, and that their efficacy may be overstated if they are tested to

the current standard.

5. The combination of projects within this study all form a comprehensive

whole to push for evidence-based cleaning in the clinical environment, by

showing how infection moves around the surface environment, where it

is deposited, and how much is deposited.

6. The cleaning review provided an overview to demystify clinical cleaning

for those who need it the most. This review pulled together an extensive

search of the literature and worked it into a user-friendly and informative

guide for clinical teams trying to choose the best cleaning agents for their

environment.

7. A sampling study within the clinical environment identified how personal

perception of cleaning staff and clinical staff have an impact on cleaning

efficacy. This can be used to inform future training packages and allow

them to be more effective.
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THESIS OUTLINE

This thesis consists of three themes; microbiological surface sampling

(chapters 2 and 3), effective cleaning (chapters 4, 5 and 6) and behaviour and training

(chapters 7, 8 and 9).

Chapter 1 explores the background to surfaces and Healthcare Associated

Infections (HCAIs), how pathogens can survive on surfaces, and the options for

assessing hospital surfaces. Chapter 2 explores the associated difficulties in sampling

these surfaces, by use of a comprehensive literature review. With these gaps in the

literature identified, chapter 3 proceeds to test sampling devices under different
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conditions with different organisms. As the importance of cleaning is highlighted,

chapter 4 is a systematic review of surface cleaning agents, exploring what is best to

clean different clinical surfaces. An assessment of commercially available surface

wipes and liquid cleaning agents is undertaken in chapter 5. To continue assessing

cleaning, and explore how cleaning really happens in the clinical environment,

chapter 6 is a ward-wide sampling study to assess cleaning efficacy. Chapter 7 uses

best practise obtained from previous chapters to improve cleaning on a ward by use

of an observational study and cleaning training intervention. Chapter 8 introduces

the concept of the oligonucleotide as a surrogate infection, and shows the various

methods to prepare and validate this material for release within the hospital. Chapter

9 is the release of the oligonucleotide within a ward environment, to identify how

pathogens may move across clinical surfaces. Chapter 10 provides a summary of the

work undertaken within this thesis, the main findings, and highlights limitations and

where future work could take place.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Healthcare associated infections (HCAIs) are defined by the NHS as infections

that ‘develop either as a direct result of healthcare interventions such as medical or

surgical treatment, or from being in contact with a healthcare setting’ [1]. These

infections occur when a pathogen comes into contact with a patient, from either the

patients’ own microbial flora, classified as endogenous origin, or from the wider

environment facilitated by the movement of healthcare workers, classified as

exogenous origin [2]. For exogenous acquisition, the role of surfaces in the

transmission of HCAIs has been heavily debated, and historically, were deemed to

play a negligible role. Surfaces were classed as non-critical, and surfaces within the

wider environment, such as walls and floors, are left forgotten while the focus

remains on high-touch surfaces closer to a patient. This has held back the

understanding of the role surfaces play in HCAI, and has attributed to the lack of

evidence-based guidance on microbiological surface sampling for clinical

environments, and efficacy testing of surface sampling devices. Surfaces within the

wider environment, not near a bedspace or classified as high-touch objects, are often

left forgotten. Cleaning is a key intervention in order to control or mediate

environmental transmission risk, however, poorly designed or implemented cleaning

practices can lead to poor and infrequent cleaning of these surfaces, which can lead

to transmission of HCAI across hospital surfaces.
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There are multiple options for surface cleaning, and the wide range of clinical

settings and surface types require different types and levels of cleaning in order to

keep the environment safe [3, 4]. Different surface materials and surface types have

an impact on how well cleaning is performed, both by personal perception of a

surface and how to approach the cleaning, as well as the inherent ease in which

different surface materials can be cleaned. Knowing how to clean, when to clean,

and what to clean with can be a challenging undertaking, particularly with the lack of

evidence-based guidance for cleaning and cleaning training [3]. This has led to wide

variation in what constitutes as cleaning training across different hospitals. Training

content, frequency and quality cause variation in cleaning.

Environmental screening can help with identifying the source of infection and

show cleaning failures [5, 6]. Environmental screening is based on two goals, either

assessing clinical risk or assessing environmental cleanliness. Both goals require

different surface sampling approaches, however, the lack of evidence-based

guidance can make these assessments difficult.

With a lack of guidance for both cleaning and assessing how well cleaning has

been undertaken in the clinical environment, it can be difficult to determine if these

surfaces are safe, or if they pose a risk in the transmission of HCAI.
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

This study aims to explore the different components within the science of

cleaning and decontamination, both in how to clean hospital surfaces, what to clean

with, how to assess if surfaces are clean, how different surfaces support effective

cleaning, and the roles of behaviour and training related to cleaning. This was

achieved with the following objectives;

 To evaluate the options for microbiological surface sampling of the clinical

environment by review of the literature (chapter 2) and in-house sampling

device efficacy testing (chapter 3).

 To understand what makes effective cleaning by a systematic review of the

literature of cleaning options (chapter 4) and to assess the efficacy of

several ready-to-use clinical surface wipes (chapter 5).

 To identify how well cleaning has been undertaken, and the impact of

surface composition on a ward environment by ward-wide microbiological

sampling before and after cleaning (chapter 6).

 To evaluate behaviour and cleaning training, by an observation study of

surface cleaning within the clinical environment of nurses and cleaners, and

to see how a specially-designed evidence-based cleaning training package

has an impact on how well cleaning is undertaken by an audit re-audit study

(chapter 7).

 To assess how an infectious agent may move around the clinical surface

environment by use of a surrogate material, validating this surrogate
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(chapter 8) and releasing and tracking it within a real ward environment

(chapter 9).
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HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATED INFECTIONS

Healthcare associated infections (HCAIs) are defined as infections resulting

from a hospital stay, and are associated with increased length of stay, increased

antimicrobial use, and in some cases, death [7]. An increasing lifespan and reliance

on modern medicine can leave patients susceptible to HCAI through many forms of

invasive treatment and the devices used during a hospital stay, such as catheters and

ventilators [7]. In Europe, HCAIs have been attributed to 37,000 deaths per year, and

25,000 people per year die from hospital-acquired resistant infections [8]. In surgical

intensive care units (ICU), mortality from central line-associated bloodstream

infections can be as high as 35% [9]. Patients in ICU that are critically ill are more

likely to acquire HCAI, with data suggesting that up to 51% of ICU patients acquire

HCAI during their stay, of which 71% receive antimicrobials [10]. HCAI incidence more

than doubles this ICU mortality rate [10].

The future of HCAI treatment is looking bleak; more multi-drug and even pan-

drug resistant organisms are being found in the clinical environment [11, 12], This is

exampled by the first concern of nosocomial outbreak of carbapenem-resistant

Acinetobacter baumannii in a New York hospital in 1991 [13], in which environmental

samples (including beds, tables, IV drip holders, patient monitoring equipment and

ventilators) were found to be positive with multi-drug resistant A. baumannii. While

these positive environmental samples could not be directly linked to the reported

clinical infection, the hands of the healthcare workers were also found to be positive

[13]. There are increasing reports today of such MDRO’s being recovered from

hospital environmental surfaces, while the burden on current antimicrobials is at an
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all-time high. There is growing concern that in the very near future, pan-drug

resistant (PDR) infections will increase, as nosocomial outbreak of pan-drug resistant

infection has already been identified [11] and that we will be reaching a post-

antimicrobial-era [14].

Despite an increased focus on protecting our remaining antibiotics, and an

increase in antimicrobial stewardship, the situation is yet to significantly improve. In

the past 10 years, a ‘discovery void’ has occurred, in stark contrast to the significant

and continual discovery and development of new antimicrobials between the 40’s

and 60’s [15]. Discoveries have stalled, and improper prescribing, poor use and

unlicensed distribution of antimicrobials across the world is worsening this issue as

poor stewardship is reducing the power of the remaining antimicrobials, while new

discoveries of novel antimicrobials cannot keep up with the demand [16]. Soon,

untreatable infections may be commonplace within the hospital, and invasive

procedures ever more risky. As such, the risk the clinical surface environment poses

to patients and risk of HCAI acquisition is ever increasing.

There are many organisms associated with the ability to cause HCAI. Most

notably, are the ‘ESKAPE’ pathogens, (Enterococcus faecium, Staphylococcus aureus,

Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and

Enterobacter spp.) classified for their antibiotic resistance and ability to ‘escape’ the

biocidal action of antibiotics [17]. These pathogens are associated with significantly

higher rates of morbidity and mortality and represent the ever-growing issue of HCAI

and antimicrobial resistance. The work within this thesis is undertaken within the

paediatric environment. Paediatric represent a clinically vulnerable cohort, and are
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at greater risk of morbidity and mortality. This population subset also has implication

for antimicrobial use and efficacy; some adult antimicrobials are simply not suitable

for paediatric patients, as pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics vary between

adults and children [18]. Because of these factors, advocacy of antimicrobial

stewardship in relation to paediatrics specifically is rising [19].

However, organisms that can cause HCAI in a clinical setting can be relatively

innocuous. Organisms such as Staphylococcus epidermidis and Candida albicans are

common constituents of the normal human skin and gut flora, however, introduction

by catheters and central lines can allow these organisms to cause HCAI, such as

urinary tract infections and septicaemia [20, 21].

STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS

Staphylococcus aureus is a well-known leading pathogen that can lead to HCAI

[22]. In 2005 and 2011, mandatory reporting for bacteraemia cases caused by

methicillin resistant (MRSA) and methicillin sensitive S. aureus (MSSA) was

introduced for the NHS. In 2018, 805 and 12,073 bacteraemia cases were reported

caused by MRSA or MSSA [21, 23]. It is subject to extensive study, and is one of the

most commonly researched pathogens in relation to hospital surfaces according to

search data from ScienceDirect [23]. S. aureus is commonly present in healthy

individuals, residing in the nares of approximately 30% of the population [24]. This

colonisation can lead to translocation and allow infection. Translocation is the

movement of organisms from one site of the body to another, such as the movement

or migration of commensal organisms or indigenous gut flora to usually sterile tissues

and internal organs, facilitated by many factors not limited to stress, host immune
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deficiencies, immunosuppression or disturbance of gut flora [25, 26]. S. aureus can

survive and persist well on clinical surfaces. With the increase of MRSA in hospitals,

measures were introduced to try to reduce the prevalence of MRSA within the clinical

environment, including screening and isolation of shedding patients. Shedding is

most common in infected patients [27] These measures have been largely successful,

and has led to an overall reduction of hospital-acquired MRSA [28]. By the 2020-2021

reporting cycle, reports of MRSA and MSSA had reduced by 15% and 3.4%

respectively since the 2018 report [21]. Shedding is the excretion or release of an

organism from a patient such as from saliva, skin cells or faeces.

KLEBSIELLA PNEUMONIAE

Klebsiella pneumoniae is a pathogen of clinical significance that survives well

in the clinical environment, favouring wet environments such as sink areas and

surfaces within bathrooms. Recent studies have demonstrated that hospital sinks can

be contaminated with carbapenemase-producing K. pneumoniae [29-31]. Between

2018-2019, 21,275 Klebsiella spp. bacteraemia cases were reported within the NHS

[32]. K. pneumoniae account for the majority of Klebsiella spp. recovered from

patient samples. K. pneumoniae readily exchange resistance genes via plasmids

between similar species, such as from the Enterobacteriales family [33]. Persistence

of β-lactamase resistant K. pneumoniae in clinical environments is a growing issue,

and these resistant infections are becoming increasingly difficult to treat [33]. K.

pneumoniae can not only spread easily within the environment, but is associated

with resistance to the highest-priority antimicrobial agents [34]. As effective

antimicrobials dwindle, resistant organisms such as K. pneumoniae are on the WHO
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global priority list of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. K. pneumoniae was within the

priority 1 group [35].

ENTEROCOCCUS FAECALIS

Enterococcus faecalis, like S. aureus, can be found in healthy individuals.

Nosocomial infection with E. faecalis is associated with severe clinical presentation,

such as endocarditis and sepsis [36]. E. faecalis becomes a clinical issue when this

known commensal organism is translocated, or transferred, to a susceptible area of

the body, and introduced through broken skin, or via a medical procedure such as

catheterisation [25]. E. faecalis is responsible for up to 90% of all enterococcal

infections [10]. Voluntary laboratory surveillance of Enterococcus spp. in England,

Wales and Ireland found E. faecalis to be the most commonly reported species (45%)

in 2018. In England, 7,347 Enterococcus spp. bacteraemia cases were reported, of

which 3,249 cases were identified as E. faecalis [37].

Additionally, E. faecalis is becoming more resistant to different antimicrobial

agents [38]. Resistance to vancomycin is on the rise, and many pathogenicity factors

have been identified for E. faecalis [38], such as the presence of two proteases and

cytolysin which promotes appearance in the bloodstream and enhances toxicity to

mammalian tissue [39]. This cytolysin operon is located within an E. faecalis

pathogenicity island and consists of six genes (cylLL, cylLS, cylM, cylB, cylA, and cyl)

each of which playing a role in toxin synthesis, modification, secretion, activation,

and immunity [39].
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PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a pathogen of clinical concern that is ubiquitous

in the environment. P. aeruginosa can persist well on surfaces, and is known for its

ability to produce robust biofilms, resisting both the environment and cleaning

agents [40]. Outbreaks of P. aeruginosa have been linked to water sources within the

hospital, such as from bathrooms and hand wash sinks [41-43]. An example of which

is an outbreak within a neonatal ICU in 2016 leading to two deaths [42]. Interventions

with hyperchlorination of the water and point-of-use filters installed into the taps did

not eliminate the transmission. It was determined the source was contaminated

plumbing and while not all patient isolates could be directly linked to the plumbing,

exposure to the water in the NICU was deemed the most likely cause [42]. A more

recent study by Catho et al. (2021) used whole genome sequencing to assess the link

between beta-lactamase producing P. aeruginosa outbreak within an adult ICU [44].

P. aeruginosa was isolated from the sink taps and drains and the epidemiological link

confirmed between the patient isolates and the sink isolates [44]. This ability to

assess the sequence of an organism allows more complete insight into the potential

links between specific clinical infection and environmental reservoirs, which is a great

advantage of molecular methods (see section 1.4.1).

P. aeruginosa can lead to severe infections, particularly in

immunocompromised patients, such as those with cystic fibrosis or open wounds

[40] and are associated with significant morbidity and mortality, of up to 38% [45]. P.

aeruginosa infections in the clinical environment are a real issue. Between 2018-
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2019, across 147 NHS trusts, over 4,000 P. aeruginosa bacteraemias were reported

[46].

GRAM-POSITIVE AND GRAM-NEGATIVE ORGANISMS

Bacterial organisms can be broken down into two distinct categories; Gram-

positive and Gram-negative. These categories relate to the result following a Gram

stain test, which is a method of identifying an organism by colour depending on the

cell wall properties. This procedure was pioneered by Hans Gram in 1853 [47]. A

staining procedure using crystal violet as a stain, or safranin as a counterstain, reveals

if a bacteria is Gram-positive or Gram-negative. A Gram-positive organism is stained

by the crystal violet and takes upon a purple colour, due to the presence of the thick

peptidoglycan layer [48]. Gram-negative organisms do not have this thicker

peptidoglycan, and the alcohol wash step within the staining procedure removes this

stain and, instead, the organism picks up the pink counterstain [48]. This is a fast and

cheap method of identifying organisms via microscopy analysis including Gram stain,

colony size, shape and morphology.

Gram-positive and Gram-negative organisms have different properties, which

have implications for pathogenicity, patient risk, cleaning and antimicrobial

resistance risk. Gram-negatives, due to the thin cell wall, have increased

susceptibility to some cleaning agents. Gram-positive organisms have increased

resistance, due to the thick, multilayered cell wall. Gram-positive organisms, such as

Clostridioides, use sporulation to protect its DNA during times of environmental

stress [49]. The cortex, a cross-linked peptidoglycan structure is implicated in the

heat resistance from the spore. This allows long-term survival during stress, such as
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environmental stressors and exposure to cleaning agents [49]. It is also this thickened

cell wall that make Gram-negatives more resistant to antibiotics than Gram-positives

[48, 50, 51].

MULTI-DRUG RESISTANCE

Multi-drug resistance (MDR) is defined as an organism demonstrating

resistance to at least one antimicrobial agent within three or more categories.

Antimicrobial agents are defined as substances, natural or synthetic, that kill or

inhibit the growth of microorganisms, including bacteria, fungi and algae [52]. The

word ‘antibiotic’ means a natural product that is toxic to cells, and the term is applied

to any drug used to treat microbial infection [53]. Under the umbrella of

antimicrobial agents, the following categories are formed; antibiotics, antivirals,

antiparasitics and antifungals. Antibiotics can be further broken down into the

following categories by mode of action; inhibition of cell wall synthesis (β-lactams 

including penicillins, cephalosporins, monobactams, glycopeptides such as

vancomycin) inhibition of bacterial protein synthesis (aminoglycosides,

chloramphenicol, macrolides, tetracycline, streptogramins, linezolid) inhibition of

nucleic acid synthesis (flluoroquinolones, rifampin) and inhibition of folic acid

synthesis (sulfaonamides, trimethoprim, pyrimethamine)

In 2011, the term pan-drug resistance was coined, meaning an organism is

not susceptible to any antimicrobial agent, regardless of the antimicrobial category.

With MDRO’s on the rise and discovery of new antibiotic antimicrobial agents

slowing, this issue is becoming a public health emergency. Antibiotic misuse and poor

stewardship has led to MDRO’s increasing. Even in the 40’s, Fleming, a microbiologist
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that first discovered penicillin, was concerned about the misuse of the latest ‘wonder

drug’ penicillin leading to reduced efficacy [54]. As a result, by the 50’s this resistance

led to such a substantial clinical problem that the new, beta-lactams were discovered

and developed [54, 55]. Efforts of antimicrobial stewardship have attempted to slow

and combat this growing resistance, yet there are many challenges with attaining

good stewardship. A current example of which, despite all our knowledge and

concern over the need for strong stewardship, is reflected within the current

pandemic, which has many scientists concerned that inappropriate treatment of

COVID-19 and over-prescription of antibiotics may exacerbate this issue [56, 57]. The

‘golden age’ of antibiotic discovery ended abruptly in the early 1960’s as discoveries

of new agents stalled, and the knowledge of antibiotic action and resistance began

to accumulate [16]. The World Health Organisation (WHO) released a list of priority

pathogens, including resistant Enterobacteriales, P. aeruginosa and Acinetobacter

baumannii [16]. Isolates of A. baumannii resistant to all known antimicrobials have

been found [58]. With this increase in MDRO and pan-drug resistance, the

importance of preventing these infections is increasing. Surface cleaning and hand

hygiene may soon be the only defence against some nosocomial pathogens.

It must then be considered how organisms become resistant. The first

important distinction is resistance and persistence. Persistent organisms do not

contain the required resistant genes when exposed to an antimicrobial agent. Some

cells survive, due to dormancy or biofilm, and are called ‘persister’ cells, or persisters,

named by Joseph Bigger in 1944 to ensure they are not confused as resistant cells

[59]. Persister cells can account for up to 1% of cells within biofilm and therefore
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represent a unique challenge in relation to surfaces; if surfaces are not cleaned

frequently enough, persister cells can remain on surfaces and re-grow and lead to

nosocomial infection [60-62]. Resistance can be either naturally occurring within an

organism and always expressed within a species and not related to horizontal gene

transfer, such as natural absence of a target site [63], or induced natural resistance,

following exposure to a specific stressor, such as exposure to an antimicrobial agent.

These are intrinsic resistance mechanisms, and include reduced permeability of the

outer membrane and activity to efflux pumps (table 1.1) [64, 65]. Table 1.1

demonstrates the key ways organisms become resistant to antibiotics.
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Table 1.1 Resistance strategies used by organisms taken from CDC 2021 [66]

Resistance Mechanism Description

Restrict access of the
antibiotic

Organisms restrict access by changing the entryways or limiting
the number of entryways. Example: Gram-negative bacteria
have an outer layer (membrane) that protects them from their
environment. These bacteria can use this membrane to
selectively keep antibiotic drugs from entering.

Get rid of the antibiotic

Organisms get rid of antibiotics using pumps in their cell walls to
remove antibiotic drugs that enter the cell.
Example: Some Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria can produce
pumps to get rid of several different important antibiotic drugs,
including fluoroquinolones, beta-lactams, chloramphenicol, and
trimethoprim.

Change or destroy the
antibiotic

Organisms change or destroy the antibiotics with enzymes,
proteins that break down the drug. Example: Klebsiella
pneumoniae bacteria produce enzymes called carbapenemases,
which break down carbapenem drugs and most other beta-
lactam drugs.

Change the targets for
the antibiotic

Many antibiotic drugs are designed to single out and destroy
specific parts (or targets) of a bacterium. Organisms change the
antibiotic’s target so the drug can no longer fit and do its job.
Example: Escherichia coli bacteria with the mcr-1 gene can add a
compound to the outside of the cell wall so that the drug colistin
cannot latch onto it.

Bypass the effects of the
antibiotic

Organisms develop new cell processes that avoid using the
antibiotic’s target. Example: Some Staphylococcus
aureus bacteria can bypass the drug effects of trimethoprim,

Acquired resistance can occur by mutation, or by horizontal gene transfer.

Mutations can be spontaneous, which lead to resistance. An example of this would

be upregulation of the production of enzymes that inactivate an antimicrobial agent,

such as ribosomal methylate in staphylococci [67]. Further example of this would be

S. aureus producing penicillinase enzyme to destroy penicillin, which is encoded by

either chromosomal genes or located on plasmids [68]. Mutations can also be
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adaptive, whereby the mutation is not spontaneous or random, but a specific

reaction to the environment to improve the chances of survival (table 1.1). An

example of this adaptive mutation is the upregulation of the MexAB-OprM efflux

pump, which is one of the largest MDR pumps with high-level expression, in P.

aeruginosa biofilms exposed to membrane-targeting antimicrobials (table 1.1) [69,

70]. Horizontal gene transfer is the primary route of spreading resistance, whereby

bacteria ‘swap’ and exchange genes, transferred by a number of mechanisms,

including conjugation, transduction and transformation and incorporating this new

material into the host genome or plasmid [63, 67]. Plasmids are double-stranded

DNA molecules, usually circular, that are able to replicate independently [71]. They

are physically independent of the major bacterial chromosome [71]. Under the

process of conjugation, plasmids are transferred via sex pili, leaving both organisms

with a copy of the plasmid [72]. This is the most frequent method of conjugation

within Gram-negative organisms, and occurs less frequently in gram-positive

organisms. In Gram-positive organisms, the most common route is conjugation via

transposons [71, 72]. Transposons are an important mechanism as all known

conjugative transposons carry a tetracycline resistance gene [71]. Transposons are a

transposable genetic element that can move from one DNA sequence to other sites

within bacterial cells, and can carry antibiotic genes even without conjugative ability.

These resistance mechanisms need to be considered in relation to the

hospital surface environment, and what this means for HCAI. Horizontal transfer can

occur between the same species, or between different species or genrea. This means

close presence of multiple bacterial communities on a surface can compound the
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issue of this gene transfer, particularly as environmental organisms are shown to

have large accessory genomes that can act as genetic sinks for antibiotic resistance.

While not all of the organisms present may be pathogenic, easily transmissible, such

as very high infectious dose needed for clinical infection, or survive well long term on

surfaces, sharing of genetic material between these organisms can allow organisms

to collect resistance genes and incorporate them into their genome. This abundance

of genetic material and distribution of resistance genes within this environmental

resistome will increase the population of MDROs within the clinical environment

[73]. To counteract this sharing of resistance genes, these organisms should be

removed from the surfaces to prevent the exchange of such resistant genes between

the same or different species. The solution to this is effective and frequent cleaning

(effective cleaning discussed in chapter 4).

ANTIBIOTIC MECHANISMS

Antibiotics work in different ways to treat bacterial infections. They can work

broadly, across several types of bacterial species, which are classified as ‘broad-

spectrum’ or they can be more specific and targeted against specific organisms.

Broad-spectrum antibiotics are often given when the individual cause of infection is

unknown. Simply speaking, antibiotics work by destroying the bacteria, or by

preventing the bacteria from reproducing.

β-lactams, which include penicillin, cephalosporins, monobactams and 

carbapenems are so named as they have a β-lactam ring [68]. The mode of action is 

bactericidal, by preventing the cell wall production (stopping peptidoglycan

synthesis) of gram-positives [74]. Some organisms, such as E. coli and Klebsiella spp.
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are resistant, as they can produce β-lactamase enzyme which destroys the β-lactam 

ring in the antibiotic, rendering the mode of action useless [75]. This production of

the β-lactamase enzyme is the main resistance mechanism to β-lactams, and is well 

documented in the clinically significant pathogen, MRSA, in which expression of the

PBP2a transpeptide is encoded by the mecA gene on the staphylococcal cassette

chromosome (SCCmecA) [76]. This SCC is a mobile genetic element and carries the

mecA gene coding for methicillin resistance, and is spread by horizontal gene transfer

[77]. It is hypothesised that S. aureus acquired the SSCmecA from coagulase negative

staphylococci [78].

Glycopeptides include vancomycin, which is currently the most clinically

important glycopeptide antibiotic [79]. Glycopeptides, like β-lactams, inhibit cell wall 

synthesis [79, 80]. Glycopeptides bind to the d-Ala-dAla C-terminus of peptidoglycan

precursors preventing further growth of the peptidoglycan chain and subsequent

transglycosylation and transpeptidation steps of cell wall synthesis [80].

In enterococci, the van genes encode the resistance phenotype. The transferability

of vanA and vanB genes is the basis for infection control measures to monitor and

prevent the spread of vancomycin-resistant enterococci [80].

Quinolones are bactericidal against most Gram-negatives. They work by

inhibiting DNA synthesis, which causes rapid cell death [81]. The main targets are

DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV, which are important in the role of DNA structure.

Organisms can become resistant to quinolones via efflux pumps; upregulation of

genes involved in the removal of toxic agents [82]. P. aeruginosa has at least three

known efflux pumps associated with fluoroquinolone removal [82].
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Macrolide antibiotics include the commonly-used erythromycin,

clarithromycin and azithromycin. They are used to treat respiratory tract infections,

skin infection and gastrointestinal infections [83] and are the second most commonly

prescribed antibiotic in the NHS [84]. Macrolides work by inhibiting protein synthesis

by binding to the nascent peptide exit tunnel and occluding it, on the bacterial

ribosome [85]. The most common resistance mechanism to macrolides occur by

post-transcription methylation of the 23S bacterial ribosomal RNA. This can be via

plasmid-mediated or chromosomal resistance [86]. Resistance via chromosomal

mutation is not common, as in most bacteria, there are multiple operons that can be

targeted. In organisms with low rRNA (rrn) copy numbers, chromosomal mutations

have occurred allowing resistance, such as Helicobacter pylori [84].

EXPLORING SURFACES

Surfaces were not always considered an important part of infection

prevention and control. Historically, surfaces were deemed to have no role in HCAI

transmission. In 1968, Spaulding created his own approach and classification of

surfaces, and classified clinical environments and divided them by potential risk [87].

He understood the need and requirement for a benchmark, in order to effectively

assess surfaces by risk in relation to cleaning and disinfection requirements [87].

Surfaces were classified as non-critical, such as table surfaces, stethoscopes and

other environmental surfaces, as they did not come into contact with broken skin.

Semi-critical, such as medical instruments like pelvic exam probes which came into

contact with non-intact skin or mucosal membranes. Or, surfaces could be classed as

critical, which include medical devices like intraoperative probes or operating clamps
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as they came into contact with the bloodstream [87]. Environmental surfaces, which

are the focus within this thesis, were classified under Spaulding as non-critical as they

do not directly come into contact with the patient or broken skin barriers [87]. This

classification of surfaces has long been held in high regard, and is still referred to

today, despite some scientists believing the classification is needing an update [88]

as surfaces classified as non-critical by Spaulding have been directly implicated

facilitating transmission of clinically significant organisms, such as P. aeruginosa,

leading to death [42]. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) supported this

classification, and in 1987 stated that surface contamination had no role in

nosocomial infection [89] due to several studies published in the 1970’s and early

1980’s suggesting there was little to no correlation [90]. Contamination is a broad

term that encompasses unwanted materials on a surface, and can be classified into

the following categories; microbial contamination, ionic contamination, thin film or

molecular contamination (which can be organic or inorganic), or particles [91]. For

the purposes of this thesis, unless stated otherwise, contamination is discussed in

relation to microbial contamination.

These viewpoints have allowed a continuing disregard for surfaces and their

role in HCAI transmission. Now, scientists are beginning to understand the

importance of environmental surfaces and HCAI transmission, and are beginning the

difficult journey of advocating for enhanced cleaning and environmental monitoring

of clinical surfaces. Recent studies have data-driven conclusions that patients can

shed nosocomial pathogens onto their surface environment, and that these

pathogens can survive and persist in the environment and that transmission to other
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patients can occur, facilitated mostly by healthcare workers’ hands [90]. However,

even now, there is debate on the role of surfaces and infection transmission in the

clinical environment, as some scientists argue that additional high-quality studies are

needed to clarify the specific role played by surfaces in the spread of nosocomial

infection [90] and the historical damage of surfaces once being considered as not

contributing to nosocomial infection.

Figure 1.1 Cycle of organism movement around the clinical environment that can lead to
HCAI

Studies have shown how microorganisms that can cause infection can move

between patients and the environment, facilitated by healthcare workers [92-96].

Figure 1.1 shows the movement of contamination around the clinical environment.

Infected or colonised patients shed into their environment, with infected patients

representing an increased risk of such shedding [27]. Colonised patients are defined
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as patients carrying an organism but without presenting with clinical infection. A

common example of this are patients who are colonised with MRSA. Colonisation

can, but does not always, lead to infection. Infected patients are patients presenting

with clinical infection, where the organism has entered the body. Clinical infection

can present as symptomatic or asymptomatic. Both colonised and infected patients

can act as reservoirs for infection in the clinical environment [97]. This shedding of

organisms into the environment has been considered, along with contaminated

healthcare professionals hands, has been attributed to have a major role in

environment contamination [27]. An example of the environment acting as a

reservoir for contamination is a 20-month retrospective cohort study within a

hospital of patient admissions to 8 ICUs, undertaken by Huang, Datta and Platt

(2006). The results found that for patients whose prior room occupant were MRSA

or VRE positive, the following patients were 1% and 1.7% more likely to acquire MRSA

or VRE respectively, when compared with patients where the prior room occupants

were MRSA and VRE negative [96]. Another example was a study undertaken in a

paediatric intensive care unit in response to an outbreak of imipenem-resistant A.

baumannii. Extensive environmental monitoring, assessment of clinical samples with

isolate typing found the source of the outbreak to be a sink in the PICU [98]. However,

not all outbreaks are assessed the same. Without sophisticated molecular analysis,

IPC teams rely on a more traditional epidemiological assessment of what happened,

looking at when patients began presenting with infection, where the patients had

been, and how this might be linked to outbreak. An outbreak of MDR K. pneumoniae

in an overcapacity (140%) hospital in India found, following environmental screening,
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MDR K. pneumoniae across samples within the ICU [99]. The most bacterial loading

was recovered from humidifiers, refrigerators, incubators, medicine trolleys, trays

and boxes, and resuscitation equipment. It was theorised as a most probable cause

in relation to microbial loading, that the source was a contaminated fridge where

blood bags were stored, and the pathogen was transmitted by healthcare workers

hands. It was suggested that this may have been due to improper cleaning of the

refrigerator [99]. Without typing studies, however, it is just a probable cause

assessment based on the available information IPC teams have. Strong correlations,

backed by knowledge of the environment, HCAI incidence data and environmental

monitoring can be hypothesised, though correlation does not mean causation. The

key for driving change is evidence-based argument, and while making informed

correlations between outbreak and individual surfaces is important; this does not

provide empirical evidence implicating surfaces with nosocomial infection.

Therefore, the gold standard of isolating specific outbreak causes is to use molecular

analysis, such as whole genome sequencing (WGS), which allows epidemiological

concordance between patient and environmental isolates with high accuracy [100].

This means more reliable conclusions as to the exact surfaces or environments linked

to outbreak and patient infection can be made [101]. The cost, logistics and

availability of local knowledge of metagenomics to undertake WGS mean not all IPC

teams globally can rely on such methods, and revert to more traditional methods of

assessing outbreak and their environments [101]. Another factor to consider is the

ethical factor relating to genomic data [102]. WGS is most frequently undertaken

without patient consent, as seeking consent for all patients involved is not feasible
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or practical, though some argue consent is not a concern as there is a moral

obligation to act in any way that may reduce HCAI [102, 103]. Surface cleaning, hand

hygiene, medical device and clinical equipment sterilisation is required to prevent

such infection mediated by surfaces.

The hospital surface environment is host to a multitude of organisms, both

pathogenic and non-pathogenic [104-106]. Only a small proportion of these

organisms have been identified, and of these, even fewer are culturable. Some

environmental organisms simply cannot be cultured in the laboratory environment,

classified as viable non-culturable, as they are live but do not grow or divide [107].

Therefore, there are many potential pathogens present on clinical surfaces that can

be difficult to determine, unless sampling methods and recovery methods are

carefully selected, and the risk of these remains unknown. PCR and qPCR (molecular

methods) analysis can give deeper insight into non-culturable organisms, but cannot

distinguish between live or dead cells, while agar-based microbiological sampling

only recovers live, viable cells which can determine clinical risk, but cannot recover

non-culturable organisms. We know that there are organisms persisting on surfaces

that we have yet to discover. The first evidence of this was the discovery of

microscopy, when it was found that the number of organisms under the microscope

far outweighed that which could be grown on the plate [108]. This was called the

‘great plate count anomaly’ and allowed scientists to understand that not all

organisms present could be cultured [109]. In addition, increasingly sophisticated

molecular methods began to reveal 16S rNA gene sequences by PCR amplification of

DNA sequences from environmental samples [108]. The breadth of diversity within
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these samples once again highlighted the lack of characterisation of known

environmental species. However, some organisms are well known. Some well-known

pathogens associated with HCAIs have been shown to survive and persist in the

surface environment.

Surfaces can be assessed in a variety of ways, including with scanning probe

microscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) which allows imaging of the

electronic densities of the surface and atomic force microscopy (AFM) which

measures the magnitude of attractive or repulsive forces [110]. There is a multitude

of surface types, and the hospital environment is host to hundreds of different

surface types, made of different materials. The most common materials found within

the hospital surface environment are; stainless steel, ceramic tiling, hard plastic

surfaces and vinyl flooring. These are the most commonly tested surfaces in relation

to assessing clinical cleaning and infection control strategies [111]. These surfaces

are so chosen as they are smooth, easy to clean and can withstand harsh cleaning

agents without degrading. They fulfil the criteria needed to be hygienic surfaces;

smooth, without crevices, folds, pits, and be easy to clean [112, 113]. Rough surfaces

promote biofilm and will be harder to clean [113]. The size and shape of certain

organisms make it easier for them to form biofilm on surfaces, or to escape cleaning

in micro-scratches on a surface (table 3.1).

Stainless steel surfaces are an alloy of pure iron and carbon which make steel,

with added chromium, nickel, molybdenum, silicon, aluminium and carbon [114].

Stainless steel makes an excellent material choice for the hospital environment as it

requires minimal maintenance, is non-toxic, highly stain resistant and rust resistant.
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These properties mean it is easily cleaned [113, 115]. Steel surfaces are classified as

having inherent negative surface charge [116], and that thermophilic Streptococci

cells displaying a negative surface charge were repelled from stainless steel surfaces

[117].

Plastics are a range of synthetic or semi-synthetic polymers [118]. Within the

clinical environment, plastics are most commonly acrylic or polypropylene [119]. The

most commonly used plastics in industry are thermoplastics, named for their ability

to be molded and include polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polyethylene.

Plastic surfaces usually carry a negative charge due to the primary dissociation of

carboxyl groups formed during polymerisation [120].

Ceramic is a general term use to refer to a range of inorganic materials mostly

derived from naturally occurring minerals and hardened in a firing process.

Components include clays, kaolins, carbonates, quartz and feldspars. They are usually

ionic or covalent bonded materials [121]. Ceramics can refer to porcelain, which has

zero apparent porosity and is used within the clinical environment, or earthenware

which is used outside of the clinical environment and is typically used for tableware

and household goods [121].

Different surface materials have varying properties, which have implications

for cleaning and bacterial attachment. Some surfaces are more readily contaminated

than other surfaces. It is these surface characteristics, including topography,

structure, chemical composition and electronic properties that determine the

chemical reactivity of surfaces, which has an impact on the binding ability of

organisms in relation to how organisms attach to surfaces (discussed further in
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section 3.1.). Certain finishes on surfaces reduce the chemical reactivity of a surface,

such as polishing, rendering the surface less susceptible for bacterial attachment

from forces such as Van der Waals and electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions

[110].

PATHOGENS RECOVERED FROM SURFACES

Many organisms have been recovered from hospital surfaces. Commonly, the

most contaminated areas of the hospital are the high-touch surfaces [122, 123] and

the majority of the studies find as the surfaces gain vicinity to the patient,

contamination will increase [122-124]. Infrequently touched surfaces gave fewer

Clostridioides difficile positive samples than high-touch surfaces during a ward

sampling study [122]. Clostridioides difficile is a spore-forming organism known to

cause HCAI, and has the ability to persist in the surface environment for long periods

of time, estimated up to 5 months [125] and present a challenge for IPC staff as C.

difficile-positive patients should be isolated to prevent spread [122]. Objects that are

located nearest to the patient, such as bed linen, mattresses, pillows, over-bed tables

and bed rails are repeatedly reported as highly contaminated [122, 123, 126].

Any movement and interaction involving clinical surfaces represents an

opportunity for movement of organisms. There is some evidence that colonised or

infected patients shed into their environment; one typing study shows how 70% of

the 20 patient and corresponding environmental isolates (n=35) recovered could be

linked, either found to be identical or closely related [127, 128]. Sexton et al. (2006)

Sampled the following surfaces; bed, mattress, linen, table, chair and window ledge,

giving a total (N= 502 surface samples) were taken across 4 weeks, of which 53.6%
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were found positive for MRSA [127]. Another study by Boyce et al. (2015) found that

27% of hospital surface samples (N=350 total samples) were found to be MRSA

positive when sampled from rooms of MRSA-positive patients. The following surfaces

were sampled; floor, bed linen, patient gown, bed table, blood pressure cuff, bed rail,

door handles and the infusion pump button. Environmental contamination of MRSA

was found in the rooms of 73% of infected patients and 69% of the rooms from

colonised patients [128]. Such typing studies are important when discussing the link

between the patient and the surface environment, as this provides deeper evidence

that the organisms recovered from the surfaces directly correspond with the patient

isolates.

Colonisation refers to an organism living within or on a patient without

causing infection or harm. Infection refers to invasion of the host body with an

organism, leading to an infection. Colonisation can lead to infection due to

translocation of organisms from one site to another, such as the translocation of

indigenous gut flora to usually sterile tissues and internal organs, facilitated by many

factors not limited to stress, host immune deficiencies, immunosuppression or

disturbance of gut flora [25]. Environmental samples taken from rooms hosting

patients infected or colonised with carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii (CRAB)

showed that 91.2% of patients had CRAB detectable in their bed sheets, and 88.2%

from the bedrails [129]. Colonised patients show increased environmental

contamination than infected (0-106 CFU/cm2 against 0-29 CFU/cm2 respectively)

[93]. There is no data to support why this might occur and more research is needed,

though the current hypotheses are that colonised patients are likely to be less
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acutely ill than infected patients, and therefore more mobile, and have more

opportunity to interact with their surface environment [93]. Boyce et al. (1997) also

found that patients with MRSA in wound or urine had greater contamination of the

environmental surfaces (85% of samples) within their room compared with patients

with MRSA from sputum, blood or conjunctivae, not wound or urine (36% of samples)

[128].

These pathogens can be isolated from the environment and matched with

current patient strain. Importantly, these pathogens are also being isolated post-

terminal clean [130-132]. Eckstein et al. (2007) sampled high-touch surfaces within

VRE or C. difficile positive patient rooms and found that prior to a cleaning training

intervention, post-terminal cleaning was poor. N= 72 of the 102 samples taken from

VRE-positive patient rooms, after cleaning, N= 58 samples were positive for VRE

[133]. While this represents a reduction, it is evidence cleaning is insufficient. For C.

difficile, prior to cleaning N= 30 of the 54 samples taken were positive, and post-

clean, N=24 of 54 samples were positive [133]. This study noted that the cleaning

staff were most effective at cleaning the bedrails, while work undertaken later within

this thesis sampling a paediatric outpatient unit (section 6.1), found that before

cleaning the mean CFU recovered from bed rails were 14.7CFU/plate (N= 18

samples). After cleaning, the average CFU were 15.5 CFU/plate (N= 16 samples)

highlighting the variability in cleaning staff performance across different hospital

settings and the need for training interventions to be tailored to individual facilities

and cleaning teams (section 7.5.3). This recovery post-terminal clean is

leaving future occupants at increased risk for acquiring this strain as the
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environment is contaminated with this organism, and transmission could occur to

the patient from either the patient directly if they are ambulatory, or by healthcare

workers [134]. Meaning, current cleaning interventions are not enough and more

needs to be done. If hand hygiene is not undertaken before and after every patient

interaction, cross-transmission can easily occur from these contaminated surfaces

[135, 136] evidenced by the most cases of cross-transmission occurring within areas

of higher hand contamination, while enhanced hand hygiene results in a lower

incident of HCAI, as documented in studies as far back as 1988 [137, 138].

Additionally, our picture of surface contamination is not complete. Much of

the research assessing clinical surfaces is undertaken with traditional microbiological

sampling, or with even more rudimentary ATP or UV marker assessments [139-142].

Such fluorescent marking methods for assessing cleaning is a popular method among

healthcare professionals trying to assess their clinical spaces, as they represent a fast

and cheap method of assessing cleaning [142]. Molecular methods, such as PCR

analysis, should be considered in order to give a true analysis of the diversity of

species present, as a single test can identify organisms at species and subspecies

level, as well as inferring phylogenetic relationships between organisms [143].

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is an advanced molecular method of many uses. One

of which, includes fast and accurate organism detection [144]. PCR assesses the DNA

within a sample and this is referenced against template samples of known organisms.

PCR analysis is discussed further within section 8.1. There are many organisms we

have yet to discover. New organisms are identified and re-classified all the time; of

the greater than 10 million species of microorganisms discovered, only 10,000 have
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been cultured in the lab, and only 100,000 have classified sequences. Therefore, the

true link between surfaces and HCAI both known and unknown are yet to be

revealed. Environmental biologists estimate that just less than 2% of organisms can

be cultured in the laboratory environment [145]. This means we are significantly

underestimating what organisms and clinically significant isolates are on our

surfaces, both inside and outside the clinical space.

HOW PATHOGENS SURVIVE ON SURFACES

Different organisms have varying methods in which to allow persistence and

survival on surfaces. Some pathogens are notorious for their ability to survive long-

term on surfaces, even under harsh conditions [146]. Table 1.1 outlines the range of

survival of different organisms. All the organisms were tested under laboratory

conditions except for one of the studies for C. difficile, in which a real clinical space

was used, though the room was unused. While lab-based studies cannot ever

replicate the fluctuating clinical environment, and will not perfectly represent the

conditions in a real clinical space, they represent the best possible data for risk

assessment, when giving a true idea of how long an organism can survive when

subjected to different environmental conditions on different surface types. However,

it is important to note that in the real clinical environment, organisms will be exposed

to different environmental stressors, cleaning interventions, outbreak and

movement of healthcare workers and patients interacting with the surface

environment, which will lead to different outcomes as these conditions cannot be

replicated . If effective cleaning is not undertaken, these organisms can persist and

present a risk to the patient [135, 136, 147].
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Table 1.2 Survival of several clinically significant pathogens as taken from Hota 2004 and Kramer 2006 [94,

146].

Pathogen Survival Additional Information Lab based study?

Influenza virus 24-48 hrs Non-porous surfaces Yes

Parainfluenza

virus
6-10 hrs

6 hrs for clothing, 10 hrs for

non-porous surfaces

Yes

Hepatitis B virus 7 days
Environmental contamination

within blood (e.g. used lancet)

Yes

SARS-associated

coronavirus
24-72 hrs On fomites

Yes

Candida spp. 3-14 days
On fomites, survival time

dependant on species

Yes

C. difficile 5 months On floors

No - Hospital

based (floor of

unused room)

A. baumannii 33 days On plastic Yes

S. aureus

including MRSA

2 days-7

months

2 days on plastic, ≤9 after 

drying, up to 7 months on dry

surfaces

Yes

Enterococcus

spp. including

VRE and VSE

5 days-4

months
 ≤58 days On countertops 

Yes

Klebsiella spp.
2 hrs >30

months
Dry surfaces

Yes

P. aeruginosa 6 hrs-16 months
On dry surfaces, 5 weeks on dry

floors

Yes

This ability to survive long-term in the environment is a result of biofilm.

Biofilms are a structured community of microorganisms that are attached to a

surface. Biofilms provide a protective ‘shell’ called the matrix, which allows
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organisms in biofilm to not only resist pressure from the environment, but resist

cleaning [148]. Biofilms are discussed further in section 3.1. Many organisms have

the ability to form biofilm, which allows them to survive well on clinical surfaces,

despite these surfaces posing a harsh environment [94, 149]. Biofilms are

communities of organisms contained within a self-produced matrix, consisting of

extracellular polymeric substances [150]. This matrix creates a protective barrier to

allow the organisms to resist desiccation. Bacteria within biofilm are 100-1,000 times

more resistant to cleaning than their planktonic counterparts [150], which represents

a real concern for hospital cleaning. Regular cleaning prevents the build-up of these

biofilms, and established biofilms can be destroyed by exerting firm pressure on the

surface when cleaning to allow physical removal with a cloth and detergent, followed

by a disinfection step. ‘Firm’ pressure is used to give physical action and allow the

breakdown of biofilm. This exertion of force is critical to effective cleaning, though

there is no standard as to what ‘firm’ pressure might be, when applied person to

person. As such, this is a subjective measurement, though it is understood that ‘firm’

pressure relates to the physical exertion while cleaning. A study by Ledwoch et al.

(2021) shows that disinfectant treatments (sodium dichloroisocyanurate, peracetic

acid, hydrogen peroxide vapour, atmospheric plasma) were not effective in reducing

bacterial viability of dry biofilms without a physical removal step, and produced <1

log10 reduction in viability, as the mechanical wiping action disrupts the EPS matrix

and weakens the biofilm, increasing susceptibility to other cleaning agents [151].

Organisms form biofilm in response to environmental stressors, and there are

multiple cues that can trigger biofilm formation, from external factors to internal
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production of autoinducers by the bacterial community, molecules which are

secreted to cue activation of the metabolic pathways needed for biofilm formation

[148, 152]. This is shown in perfect example by the cell to cell communication called

quorum sensing, which has been studied well in P. aeruginosa. Biofilms are further

discussed in relation to cleaning in section 3.1.

HOW DO WE KNOW IF A SURFACE IS SAFE?

Now there is evidence that organisms have been found on surfaces and can

persist well, knowing if a surface can be classified as ‘safe’ for patients can be difficult.

Organism persistence is defined as an epigenetic trait, which allows an organism to

survive in unfavorable conditions [147]. There are many bacterial mechanisms which

allow organisms to adapt for survival in changing environments, such as sporulation

[147]. The current UK guidance requires a surface to reach a visibly clean standard,

though this gives no insight into the microbiological safety of a surface. Surfaces can

look visibly clean, but still be contaminated with clinically significant pathogens. A

study by Ferreira et al. (2011) found of 100 assessments of ICU surfaces assessed by

visual inspection post-clean, 80% were determined as clean. Under microbiological

sampling, just 19% were determined as clean [153]. Griffith et al. (2000) found similar

results, where 113 surfaces within an operating theatre were sampled. Of these, 82%

passed by visual inspection, while only 30% were microbiologically safe [154]. While

other methods of surface assessment are not mandated, there are options for taking

a closer look at surfaces. These options are; microbiological sampling, ultraviolet (UV)

marking before and after cleaning, or adenosine triphosphate (ATP) sampling. Each

of these methods have associated costs and produce different results appropriate for
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answering different research questions, such as presence or absence of a specific

pathogen, or general cleaning efficacy. Microbiological sampling is, arguably, the

most complete method of assessing surfaces, as this has the potential to give both

qualitative and quantitative assessment of organisms, as well as insight into the

species of organism present, not just an idea of presence or absence of

contamination. However, microbiological sampling can be expensive, time

consuming, and choosing a sampling device and interpreting the results can be

challenging, as the current guidance is lacking and confusing [139, 155] and even in

heavily-mandated industries, such as the food industry, knowing how to sample

various environments is challenging [156]. UV spot marking is a fast, cheap and

effective method of allowing a cleaning team to see how their efforts are having an

impact on their environment. There are many commercially available brands of UV-

marker for use within the clinical space in lotion, powder or gel-dabber form all

containing a fluorescent material, though more rudimentary materials can be used.

Florescence is the emission of photons from molecules that have been previously

brought to an electronically excited quantum state by absorbing light [157]. The key

properties needed for a UV marker are; the ability to adhere to hard surfaces, to be

invisible to the naked eye after drying on the surface, ability to be detected under

UV-light, and that the marker can be cleaned from the surface by wiping with

moderate pressure with a dampened cloth or wipe. Less-traditional sources of UV-

reactive materials have been explored, from turmeric powder to washing detergent

granules [158]. A study by Dewangan and Gaikwad (2020) used an undiluted

commercial liquid detergent as a marker for assessing hospital surfaces. This
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highlights the flexibility of such systems, and how they can be very low-cost, and

represent a great alternative for clinical spaces that want to test surfaces, but do not

have the resources for commercially available UV or ATP markers, or other traditional

plate-count assessments. The UV-reactive gel or powder marker, which is invisible to

the naked eye, is placed prior to cleaning, and surfaces are identified following

cleaning using a handheld UV torch, as shown in figure 1.2. Surfaces that have not

been cleaned properly, or that have been missed, will reveal the marker under UV

light, allowing cleaning teams to visualise these UV markers in terms of a

contaminant. These markers are non-toxic and are readily removed with standard

cleaning practices [159].

Figure 1.2 UV marker gel on a railing within a clinical space showing failure post-cleaning from a
paediatric CICU.

ATP marker systems measure the amount of ATP on a surface. ATP is a

nucleotide which is used to carry energy within cells and is present in all known living

and active cells [160]. Therefore, greater ATP is associated with more living cells or

organisms on a surface, and ATP presence is used as a proxy for organism number
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[161]. Increased ATP produces a stronger light reaction within the swab system

containing the enzyme luciferase, which is a naturally occurring light-producing

enzyme associated with fireflies and luminescent marine life [162]. The swab is read

by commercially available ATP swab readers, and this produces a measurement in

relative light units (RLU) [161]. The relationship between RLU and how it relates to

CFU is under debate, though manufacturers of ATP systems do not explicitly state

that RLU correlates with CFU [163-165]. Additionally, presence of organic matter or

cleaning agent residues can have an impact on how well the assay works, therefore

these swabs are for information only and training purposes for cleaning teams, not

for true quantification or risk assessment of clinical surfaces. It is important that ATP

swab systems are only used as a training adjunct, and not a replacement for

microbiological sampling [140].

RECOVERY AND METHODS

There are many options for recovering organisms from surfaces, each with

their own associated advantages and limitations [166-168]. Environmental

monitoring can be broken down into two broad categories of sampling goal;

assessing clinical risk or environmental cleanliness. For assessing clinical risk, specific

pathogen detection is undertaken, usually with swabs and enrichment to produce

highly sensitive results [169], or contact plates with selective agar for less sensitive

results [170]. This specific pathogen information is important to assess the ‘clinical

risk’ of a surface, which assesses if a surface poses a risk to a patient for acquiring a

HCAI, which can be related to how vulnerable the patient is, how critical the surface

is and the likelihood of transmission to the patient, and the pathogen risk profile
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including antibiotic resistance, mode of transmission and persistence [171]. For

general environmental cleanliness, a quantitative assessment is done, usually with

contact plates.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

Environmental screening is not currently mandated, and the possible impact

of routine screening is debated [172]. Environmental monitoring programmes

contain comprehensive guidelines on how to sample surfaces within a specific

environment. They contain everything a user might need to know about surface

sampling, including when and how to sample, and what sampling devices are

appropriate to use [139, 173]. There should also be guidance on the type of result

produced, how to read these results, and the actions that should be taken following

the result, such as how to escalate a surface sample that has a CFU outside of the

suggested guidelines. Environmental monitoring programmes are discussed in detail

in section 2.6.

HOW TO SAMPLE

Surface sampling devices can be divided into direct or indirect methods.

Direct methods take the sample straight from the surface and require no further

processing. Indirect methods require extraction of the sample from the sampling

device and further processing. There are advantages and limitations to the choice of

each method, which are discussed further below.

SAMPLE PROCESSING

Traditional microbiological methods involve incubating and growing the

organism, usually overnight, then reading them with a plate count method either

directly from a sampler (contact plate, dipslide, petrifilm) or after aliquoting a sample
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onto an agar plate (swabs, sponges) [174]. Direct contact methods are discussed in

more detail in sections 2.4.1.1-2.4.1.3. The CFU are read, and results can be given in

CFU/cm2 or CFU/plate [174]. These methods are generally simple and can give a

qualitative or quantitative result. However, the organisms require time to grow, and

stressed or damaged cells that do not grow can be underestimated. All traditional

microbiological methods have a limited of detection (LOD). This is defined as the

lowest concentration (number of colonies) that can be measured with statistical

significance [175, 176]. Limit of detection is critical to provide confidence in the

ability of a test to accurately detect low levels of contaminants in relation to surface

sampling assessing cleaning, as some environmental pathogens only need to be

present in very low numbers to be of concern [177]. The infectious dose of C. difficile

needed to cause clinical infection can be as low as 1 CFU in mouse models [90]. This

clinical risk, or risk to patient, is the main concern when determining if hospital

surfaces are ‘safe’ or not, therefore the LOD of a chosen surface sampling method

must form a part of this risk assessment when determining if a surface is clean or not.

Additionally, these methods can only recover viable culturable organisms,

and there are many organisms that are not recoverable by this method, which are

deemed ‘unculturable’ meaning that, for now, we do not have enough understanding

or the capacity to recreate the favorable growth conditions for an individual

organism at this time [108].

Molecular methods represent a more sensitive and faster way of processing

samples [178]. It is only with these molecular techniques that mixed bacterial

communities can be studies in their entirety, without the bias of culture [145].
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Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and quantitative PCR (qPCR) allows amplification of

target DNA from a swab sample [178]. However, PCR cannot distinguish between live

or dead cells, and cannot determine if a positive result could related to clinical risk,

as any present DNA fragment, viable or non-viable, will produce a positive result. This

means the type of result a technician is looking for should be carefully considered

when looking between molecular or traditional plate-count methods, or a

combination of both, as plate count methods give insight into only true viable cells,

however the microbial diversity is significantly underestimated. Unlike with PCR,

where microbial diversity can be assessed independently of culture methods [179].

If an environment is to be investigated for a single organism, to determine patient

risk, such as MRSA, traditional agar based contact plate sampling is an excellent

choice. If an environment is to be investigated to determine the possibility of patient-

to-fomite transfer of a specific organism strain, or the outbreak origin of a specific

strain, then PCR must be used, as traditional plate-count method cannot produce this

information.

To run PCR, targeted primers which are the forward and reverse complement

of the target sequence, are used to search within the sample for target pathogens or

the pathogen of interest [180, 181]. PCR works by running the sample containing the

target DNA through a cycle of steps of heating and cooling by a thermocycler

machine, to exponentially amplify even the smallest segments of DNA [182]. qPCR

works under the same process, and has the ability to quantify one or several DNA

targets within the same sample, using optical systems to capture fluorescence which

is read by computer software which calculates the emission of fluorescence with the
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amount of target DNA in each cycle within the sample [183]. The sample is set up

with all the components needed to amplify and copy the target DNA; from DNA

polymerase enzymes and forward and reverse primers needed to read and rebuild

copies of the target, [181, 182, 184] and nucleotides and buffers [183]. The set up

process is detailed in section 8.3.1.6 and the steps are shown in figure 1.3. The cycles

run as follows; the thermocycler heats up the sample breaking the hydrogen bonds

within the DNA double helix. The thermocycler then cools the sample, allowing the

primers to anneal to the complimentary bases on the now broken DNA strands. The

next step is extension, where the DNA polymerase is heated quickly and completes

the replication of the target. The DNA has now been replicated, and the cycle is

repeated for up to 35 cycles [183, 184].
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Figure 1.3 Polymerase chain reaction process as taken from National Library of Medicine [185]

PCR has a range of important applications. From clinical diagnostics, and rapid

detection of difficult to culture pathogens [183] to detecting a DNA marker as a

surrogate for hospital infection, as used within this thesis [186].

This method has the potential for sample pooling, in which many samples can

be assessed simultaneously [178]. There is also the option of setting up a multiplex,

in which several primer types can be used, which can search a single sample

simultaneously for several clinically significant pathogens. Samples do not require
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overnight growth, and PCR or qPCR can be undertaken immediately after sampling

the surface. Results are usually available within 45 minutes to 1.5 hours, depending

on the machine and run type required.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time of flight, or MALDI-TOF, is a

sample analysis method that reads the proteins within the sample, and compares

this with a large database. In 1996, the first spectral fingerprints of an organism,

Bacillus, were revealed using MALDI-TOF technique [187]. This method identifies a

sample that has been recovered from a surface. MALDI-TOF works by detected mass

to charge ratio of the ribosomal proteins within the sample [188]. This provides a

unique mass spectrum of the organism, giving a ‘fingerprint’ of the bacteria

characterised by ion peaks [189]. MALDI-TOF can also be used to assess organic

molecules such as nucleic acids, proteins and whole microorganisms, though is most

commonly known in microbiology [189]. It then provides the closest match between

the sample and its reference database and gives very specific detail on the organism

and species discovered [189]. The workflow of loading a MALDI-TOF plate is depicted

below in figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4 Workflow of bacterial identification using the MALDI-TOF method taken from Asfaq et al.

2022 [189].

The organisms must be grown overnight and colonies picked and placed onto

a special MALDI-TOF plate to be read as shown in figure 1.4, but once loaded, the

result is given quickly compared with traditional microbiological methods [189]. A full

96-sample plate can be loaded read in under 30 minutes, whereas traditional plate

count methods take a minimum of 24 hours. While initial set up and purchase of

these systems are costly, they remain low cost compared to PCR testing, and faster

than traditional microbiological methods [190].

Therefore, molecular methods are generally faster and more sensitive than

traditional microbiological methods, though require more maintenance, have higher

set up costs, use expensive reagents and will need skilled technicians to use and

interpret the results from these machines.
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CLEANING AND BEHAVIOUR

Cleaning is the physical removal of dirt, debris, general soiling and infectious

materials. Within this thesis, traditional cleaning relates to the physical action of

removing dirt, debris and soiling with a cloth, wipe or mop, with disinfectants of

detergents. Novel cleaning methods are the non-physical methods or no-touch

systems for cleaning, including ultraviolet light and hydrogen peroxide vapour

systems. Cleaning in a hospital is important to keep the surfaces clear from potential

pathogens, as well as providing patients with a visibly pleasing environment in which

to receive their care. Routine, effective cleaning keeps patients safe.

There are many options for surface cleaning. National guidelines provide

instructions on when to use a disinfectant or detergent, and the recommended

frequency of cleaning, however there is still a lack of evidence-based guidance on

exactly how to undertake this cleaning and clear advice that explores the different

types of cleaning agents and technologies available today [191].

Cleaning can be broadly broken down into high level, low level and

intermediate, in which the high-level surfaces are deemed to pose the most risk to

the patient. High-risk areas must be cleaned with more powerful cleaning agents,

ensuring no organisms are left on the surfaces [192]. Cleaning agents can be broken

down into traditional liquid cleaning agents, such as quaternary ammonium

compounds, chlorines and alcohols, and novel cleaning technologies, such as

hydrogen peroxide vapour, ozone and UV-based disinfection devices, all of which are

explored in detail in chapter 4. Physical cleaning with detergents followed by high-

concentration sodium hypochlorite or hydrogen peroxide vapour systems (HPV) can
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work well here. Lower risk surfaces, such as general ward areas, can be cleaned with

less powerful agents, and often, good thorough cleaning with detergents can

produce good results, which has been defined within the literature as a 5 log10

reduction in CFU [193] related to the >5 log10 reduction surface cleaning wipes are

required to demonstrate by the European Chemicals Agency [194]. Detergents have

demonstrated that they can produce a 3-5 log10 reduction in surface contamination

when tested against different organisms on different surface materials, and that even

just water alone with a microfiber cloth could produce a modest 1-2 log10 removal

[195].

The activities performed in the hospital environment and the housing of

infected and colonised patients mean clinical surfaces are routinely exposed to

organisms. These surfaces, if not properly and frequently cleaned, can harbour

potential pathogens that can contribute to HCAI. Cleaning within hospitals has been

found to be lacking [196] which represents a serious issue.

Poor cleaning and low compliance can be caused by a number of issues. Poor

cleaning is evidenced well in the literature, and cleaning as a whole is variable [159,

197, 198]. An assessment of 27 ICU centers found that prior to cleaning training

interventions delivered across all the hospitals, on average (mean), just 48.1% of the

high-touch surfaces were cleaned [199]. Post-training intervention, cleaning

improved to an average of 82% of surfaces cleaned [199]. This training is the key to

improving cleaning compliance. A multi-center REACH study by Mitchell et al. (2019)

implemented a cleaning bundle focusing on technique and training with feedback for

the staff. Post-intervention, cleaning frequency of surface increased from 64% to 86%
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in patient rooms, and VRE infections reduced [197]. Cleaning training is discussed

further in section 7.5.2-7.5.4.

Cleaning is reliant on the compliance of an individual, and human behaviour

can be difficult to moderate or control. Adhering to protocols and guidelines allows

the most effective cleaning to be undertaken. However, human behaviour and

individual perception of their job role has a large impact on how effective cleaning

can be, and this issue is only worsened by the lack of high quality and frequent

cleaning training provided for cleaning staff.

Currently, the quality and quantity of cleaning training varies across hospital

settings around the world [191, 200, 201]. Even within the UK, cleaning training is

different between NHS trusts. What training consists of and how often training must

be undertaken is not currently mandated, and is therefore left to the individual

choice of different hospitals. As such, training is often lacking and incomplete, and

re-training and competency tests are not undertaken. To worsen this issue, the

differences between in-house and outsourced cleaning staff has led to a combination

of poor training, varied training and staff members feeling isolated and not valued as

part of a team. This demotivation can have an impact on how well these staff

members can do their job.

Domestic workers can only clean to the best of their ability if they are trained

appropriately, and with enough frequency that allows consistent refreshing of core

cleaning principles. Often, domestic workers are considered ‘low skilled’ and are

taught as such. They are not given the basic principles of infection control, which
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would provide an important foundation to the rest of their cleaning training. It is

critical for a worker to know why they are cleaning in such a way, as opposed to just

being trained how to undertake the physical cleaning. Furthermore, learning styles

vary between individuals. A training package that may work effectively for some staff,

may not be as effective for others. Therefore, focused and evidence-based training

is critical to ensure cleaning staff are confident and knowledgeable about their role,

and aware of the wider impact they have on the hospital and the safety of the

patients [200].

The literature has shown that while great efforts have been made to reduce

HCAI [202], HCAI still represents a significant threat and in Europe hospital

prevalence of HCAI can be up to 9.3% [203]. The hospital surface environment shows

that not only can pathogens survive in the environment [146] but that they are linked

to HCAI [12, 204, 205]. Typing studies are linking patent isolates with environmental

isolates and providing evidence that the surface environment, previously forgotten,

is playing a role in HCAI. However, the exact transmission routes of HCAI can be

difficult to determine in busy ward environments. Knowing how to assess the

hospital surface environment can be difficult. There is no mandated environmental

monitoring within the clinical environment outside of outbreak, so advocating for

such measures needs more evidence to further provide evidence-based

interventions.

The cause of environmental reservoirs is poor cleaning. Gram-positive and

Gram-negative organisms have strategies to survive on surfaces. Some organisms,

such as S. aureus, is highly resistant to desiccation and can survive long term on
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surfaces. Effective, frequent cleaning of surfaces is the key to preventing this.

Comprehensive environmental screening with optimal methods will allow healthcare

professionals to assess their surfaces, identify trends and to determine if their

surfaces are clean. However, cleaning is a complex issue. The literature shows that

cleaning training is sporadic and lacking within the clinical environment. There is a

lack of respect and understanding for the vital role cleaners play in the hospital

environment. Cleaning training needs to be delivered in order to improve cleaning.

Improved cleaning can reduce the bioburden of the surface environment, which has

been linked to reduced HCAI. Knowing how to undertake this training must be

assessed, as multifaceted and large-scale interventions are not appropriate for all

hospital settings.

Based on these concerns, this thesis seeks to assess the hospital surface

environment. To understand what pathogens may be present on surfaces, how to

find and sample such pathogens, then how to prevent these pathogens from

persisting on surfaces by cleaning. To explore cleaning in relation to the options for

environmental surfaces, how different cleaning agents perform, and what healthcare

professionals may choose to sample their surfaces with either liquid or wipe-based

cleaning agents. As this cleaning step is vital, but it has been shown that cleaning

compliance is not as effective as it should be, cleaning efficacy must be investigated

to determine what makes a complete cleaning training programme, and how might

cleaning training be effectively implemented even in busy wards with lower

resources, and what other factors may play a role in how well cleaning is undertaken,

assessing the ‘human element’ of cleaning. In relation to cleaning training, cleaning
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protocols, movement of an infectious agent can provide insights into how a surrogate

pathogen will truly move around the clinical space, and what this movement may

mean for cleaning training and intervention.
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Chapter 2 UNDERSTANDING SURFACE SAMPLING WITHIN THE

CLINICAL ENVIRONMENT.

INTRODUCTION

Healthcare associated infections (HCAIs) represent an ever-growing burden

to society, both in the form of loss of life and financial consequences due to increased

use of resources and additional bed days. It is estimated that HCAIs lead to a loss of

up to $147 billion a year in the US alone [206] and in the UK, it is believed the annual

financial cost of HCAI is £1 billion [207]. Acquisition of a healthcare-associated

infection can lead to increased morbidity and mortality, while putting an additional

strain on antimicrobial stewardship Infection transmission between healthcare

workers and patients is often considered, mostly, in terms of hand hygiene and the

risk hands pose to the patient. Surfaces, however, also have an important role to play

in the transmission of infection [208, 209].

It is proven that not only can pathogens survive and persist on surfaces

(section 1.4.2, [90, 208], but that surfaces are a critical component in infection

transmission [208]. As the surface environment plays such a critical role in HCAI, it is

important to assess the environment and build a picture of the microbiome of

individual surface environments [210, 211]. Knowledge of the normal background

constituents of specific environments, outside of outbreak scenario, can help identify

important changes in organism type or quantity, which could indicate poor cleaning,

increased risk of transmission and HCAI, while also helping to identify potential

sentinel sites and known reservoirs for infection. Knowing these sites can be critical

to identifying sources during outbreak and provide a focused set of sites to sample
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when looking for specific outbreak organisms. Knowing where the contamination is

in the environment, what organisms make up each specific clinical environment and

identification of reservoirs is critical. As such, development of an effective

environmental monitoring programme is important. Monitoring the clinical surface

environment can be in the form of specific pathogen detection, or general sampling

to monitor cleaning efficacy [170].

Environmental monitoring, both microbiological (plate count) and non-

microbiological (ATP testing), is mandated in both the food and pharmaceutical

industry [139, 156]. Both critical and non-critical environments are sampled in order

to assess the potential risk to a product or consumer. These sampling guidelines are

produced for each site as per strict guidelines in the Orange Guide, United States

Pharmacopeia (USP 1116) and ISO standards (ISO 14644, ISO 18593). Despite

rigorous and thorough sampling documentation in these industries, no such

guidelines exist for the clinical environment, and surface sampling is not mandated.

While the multifactorial nature of clinical environments make the production of

guidance difficult, unlike the heavily regulated and largely homogenous food and

pharmaceutical settings, this need must still be met.

Currently, for the clinical environment, there are only two proposed

contamination cut-off standards to determine if a surface is ‘safe’ or ‘unsafe’,

classified by Dancer [212] and Griffith [213]. While an important contribution, these

proposed guidelines are not evidenced-based, and are still lacking the wide variety

of information needed to build an environmental monitoring programme. As such,

healthcare professionals seeking to sample their environment are left without the
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tools and evidence-based guidelines on how and when to sample their surfaces, and

how to process and interpret their results.

Many of the surface sampling studies recovered came from food and

pharmaceutical industries. This is, perhaps, unsurprising as surface sampling is

heavily mandated within these industries, and is a requirement for all manufacturing

and food testing laboratories. These industries should be considered more closely,

and used as a potential guideline for building effective environmental monitoring

programmes for clinical environments, as well as assessing the efficacy of different

sampling devices. While direct application of these programmes is not appropriate

for clinical settings, they represent a well-established baseline or template for future

adaptation. Petrifilms and dipslides were two sampling devices that are used often

in the food and pharmaceutical industry, for water and environmental surface and

air sampling. These devices should also be considered for their applications to the

clinical environment. This is one example of how there are many potentially useful

guidelines and sampling devices currently used within other industries that could be

applied to sampling within the clinical environment.

With the understanding that the hospital surface environment can be a

reservoir for clinically significant pathogens, and that this plays a role in the

transmission of HCAI, it can be said that monitoring such surfaces for both clinical

risk and cleaning efficacy is important. Building an idea of what surface sampling

devices are available and how they might relate to use within the clinical space is of

value. Ideally, the current data across different industries and different surface

sampling devices could produce a detailed meta-analysis to produce a simple user-
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guide for healthcare professionals wishing to sample their surfaces. To attempt to fill

this gap, a literature review assessing sampling devices was undertaken. The

literature revealed a wide range of surface sampling devices that could be suitable

for the clinical environment. The nature of the literature revealed how different

method choices and testing conditions led to a multitude of efficacies reported for

different devices. However, the available evidence was sporadic and lacking

consistency and completeness. Due to the difficulty in drawing conclusions between

the literature and the lack of available guidelines, healthcare professionals seeking

to sample their environment face a wide range of contradictory, difficult to read, and

often unhelpful information. Compiling the available literature in a format suitable

for healthcare professionals allows evidence-based informed decisions to be made

on how to sample different surfaces.

A gap analysis of the literature identified several confounding factors and

gaps in the evidence. The literature indicated how a large range of factors could

change how effective different sampling devices are, such as target organism, surface

material, surface bioburden and the presence of residual cleaning agents on the

surfaces. Despite these factors causing change in recoveries, different studies used a

wide range of methods and data interpretation methods. As such, studies were not

comparable. Furthermore, due to the lack of publications, many organisms were not

tested under different sampling conditions, leaving large gaps in the literature.
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RESEARCH AIMS

The aim of this chapter was to perform a literature review and collate

information from all evidence-based studies which used microbiological surface

sampling in order to improve the current understanding of surface sampling

methods. The review of the evidence allowed some conclusions to be drawn, but also

highlighted the many gaps present. This gap analysis will inform further work

undertaken in chapter 3.

The factors involved with surface sampling were explored and discussed as

follows:

1. Range of different surface sampling devices available (contact plates,

dipslides, petrifilms, swabs, and sponges).

2. Sampling for different organisms and the impact on recovery.

3. How to process samples, the types of results produced, and associated

limitations of different methods.

4. The role of environmental factors and the impact on surface sampling,

such as stressed and damaged cells, adsorbed cells, wet or dry surfaces,

and surface material and topography.

5. How to implement these into an effective environmental monitoring

programme.
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The results from this chapter were published as a sampling guide in the

Journal of Hospital Infection; How to carry out microbiological sampling of healthcare

environment surfaces? A review of current evidence [139]. These results were also

used to inform the following publication; Who decides what's relevant? Factors

driving publication on clinically significant organisms [23] in Infection Prevention in

Practice.
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METHODS

Due to the wide range of sampling devices, sampling settings, and inclusion

of several disciplines, a traditional systematic review of surface sampling devices was

not suitable. Instead, a semi-systematic review procedure was adopted. Systematic

review procedure was followed as closely as possible, though could not fall within

the PRISMA guidelines [214]. The following online repositories were searched;

ScienceDirect, Web of Science and Medline (PubMed). The keywords included;

hospital, environment, sampling, surface, monitoring, contamination, swab, sponge,

petrifilm, dipslide and contact plate. Exact breakdown of search terms can be found

in Appendix. The inclusion exclusion criteria are as listed below;
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Table 2.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria for sampling device literature review (Rawlinson, Ciric et

al. (2019). [139]

RESULTS

The review of the literature identified N=73 studies fulfilling the criteria. Of

which, N= 13 were sampling studies undertaken within the hospital. N= 32 were

laboratory based using surrogate surfaces. N= 6 different surface sampling devices

were identified from the search.

Topic Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Language English Non-English

Date All studies published up until March 2019 n/a

Organisms All organisms found in the hospital
environment; bacterial, fungal, and viral

None

Surfaces Walls, floors, medical equipment, all high-
touch surfaces, furniture

Hand hygiene, invasive
medical devices, air,
water samples

Literature All data-based studies that appeared in
peer-reviewed journals, with no limitation
on publication date

Non-peer-reviewed
sources, theses,
dissertations and
presentations

Methodology Comprehensive methodology with multiple
or strong sampling techniques

Poor methodology,
surface area not defined,
pass/fail criteria not
defined

Content Data-based studies Opinion studies, studies
with no methods and
results

Study focus Background environmental monitoring,
general monitoring, specific pathogen
monitoring

Outbreak and cleaning
intervention studies that
could skew results

Location Hospitals worldwide, regardless of
specialty and patient subset, lab based food
and pharmaceutical industry studies

Dental surgeries, GP
clinics, samples taken in
hospital laboratories
only
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Table 2.2 Studies recovered from the literature review for each surface sampling device

Colony counting and phenotypic

identification

Molecular biology

methods used for

identification

Total

Contact

plate
9 studies [93, 123, 124, 127, 215-219] 0 studies

9

studies

Dipslide 2 studies [123, 126] 0 studies
2

studies

Petrifilm &

wipe
2 studies [220, 221] 1 study [222]

3

studies

Swab
36 studies [124, 128, 166, 216, 217, 219, 223-

252]

16 studies [128, 180, 222,

226, 231, 232, 239, 242-

246, 253-256]

52

studies

Sponge 5 studies [129, 229, 232, 257, 258] 2 studies [129, 232]
7

studies

Total 54 studies 19 studies
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SAMPLING DEVICES

The literature review revealed that there are many methods available for

surface sampling, varying in cost and ease of use. Different sampling techniques

require varying levels of time to use and training for result interpretation. Figure 2.1

below shows the breakdown of studies assessing the different devices. Some

methods are more effective than others when recovering from different types of

surfaces and for different types of organism. Surface sampling methods can be

broadly divided into two categories:

 Direct contact methods, which are pressed directly onto the surface

to recover organisms and are then incubated.

 Extraction methods, in which following recovery of organisms from a

surface, further processing is needed.

Generally, direct contact methods allow faster sampling and require less

training to use. Often they are self-contained and can be directly incubated following

sampling. Extraction methods require the additional step to remove the organisms

from the sampling device, such as a sponge or a swab. It is critical that the methods

are optimised to allow maximum recovery, as there is risk of sample loss, as not all

organisms can be effectively recovered from the device, leading to potential false-

negative results. However, extraction methods have a wider variety of processing

options, as well as enrichment, which can be the difference between recovery and

non-recovery of a stressed or damaged organism. Enrichment is the process whereby

specific organisms of interest are given ideal conditions to grow in, allowing stressed

or damaged cells to also grow in an environment where they do not have to compete
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with other species [259]. The enrichment media will carefully match and support the

growth and physiological conditions preferred by the organisms of interest [259].

The literature review revealed the most popular surface sampling choices

were swabs and contact plates, likely due to healthcare facilities pragmatically

selecting these surface sampling devices that are readily available within their

environment. Petrifilms, a paper-based sampling device more commonly used in the

food and water testing sector and not yet validated for healthcare environments,

were the least frequently used.

Figure 2.1 Distribution of surface sampling devices used in studies retrieved from the literature

review.

Swabs, 53

Contact Plates, 24

Sponge, 9

Dipslides, 6

Petrifilm, 3

Cloth or Gauze, 5

Swabs Contact Plates Sponge Dipslides Petrifilm Cloth or Gauze
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CONTACT PLATES

Contact plates are convex discs of agar contained within a petri dish. These

plates can be made of a range of different media, either selective or non-selective,

to aid in the recovery of different types of pathogens [139, 260]. Selective media is a

media that encourages only the growth of a specific target organisms by using

ingredients that promotes growth of the target organism and eliminate the growth

of any other organisms [261]. Antibiotics, salts, dyes are all common additives to

produce a selective effect [261]. An advantage of contact plates is the ability to add

or purchase them containing a neutralising agent, to prevent residual surface

cleaning agents or biocides interfering with organism recovery. Neutralisers can

allow surface sampling devices to perform significantly better [139, 262] by

neutralising common surface cleaners to allow better pathogen growth and

therefore recovery [263-265].

Figure 2.2 A TSA contact plate taking a surface sample.

To take a sample, the lid is removed and the plate is pressed, agar side down,

to the test surface [139, 260]. Firm pressure is given for 10 seconds, at a suggested

The exposed agar base of

the contact plate is

pressed with firm

pressure against the

surface to take a sample.

Figure shows gloved

hands exerting pressure

upon the sampling device

to recover sample from

the surface.
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force of 25g/cm2 [266] which represents the balance between user practicality and

sampling speed with potential recovery [267]. The lid is then replaced and the plate

is incubated as per the time and temperature required for different organism

recovery. Following incubation, colony forming units (CFU) can be read directly from

the plate and number of organisms quantified [266]. The review revealed, of all

surface sampling, 24% used contact plates (table 2.2) used most frequently to sample

patient over-bed tables and bed rails, which are both smooth and non-porous

surfaces. As a direct method, requiring no further post-test processing, such as is

required with swabs, contact plates can often recover more organisms [139, 266].

They were found to be more effective than swabs in recovering organisms from

fabric, [268] and methicillin-containing contact plates outperformed both dipslides

and swabs when recovering methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) from

stainless steel surfaces [269, 270]. Overall, contact plates were most effective in

recovering S. aureus from non-porous surfaces [271].

The advantages of contact plates are as follows;

 Easy and fast to use, with little training required

 Availability in clinical settings as used in pharmacology

monitoring

 Reproducible surface area between technicians

 Choice of selective or non-selective agars

 Choice of addition of neutralisers

 Enclosed method; no processing losses

 Quantification by colony counting
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 Works well for adsorbed cells

The limitations are as follows;

 Surfaces must be flat and even

 Pressure is variable between technicians

 Does not work well on heavily contaminated surfaces due to

clumping of cells, as overgrowth makes enumeration difficult

 Less sensitive than swabs (on mattress surface)

 No enrichment process for stressed or damaged cells to allow

extra recovery

 Recovery variabilities between brand

DIPSLIDES

Dipslides work similarly to contact plates, and contain two sides of agar,

providing two sampling surfaces per device [139, 266]. The agar type is customisable,

and each side can contain a different type of growth medium, which could allow both

a selective and non-selective sample taken using the same sampling device. Dipslides

have the added feature of a flexible shaft, which allows them to sample uneven

surfaces in which contact plates would be inappropriate [262]. The sampling handle

also allows easy sampling and prevents any contact and contamination of the

sampling surface [262].
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Figure 2.3 Use of a dipslide with selective agar to take a surface sample.

To take a sample, the lid is removed and the agar surface pressed for 10

seconds, with firm pressure, to the surface. 10 seconds is the consistently

recommended time as per manufacturer guidelines (Oxoid, Cherwell), though

deviations from this, such as sampling fabrics with a 3 second contact time, have

been shown [268] Following the sample, the lid is replaced and the sample incubated

as per time and temperature required for different organisms. CFU can be read from

the plate [262].

Despite showing good promise as an effective sampling device, they were

only used in 6% of studies assessed. Dipslides are more often used within the food

testing industry, both for water testing and environmental sampling, and they have

yet to be considered or validated for clinical surfaces [262]. Dipslides represent a key

sampling option within private laboratories as they can be used for both surface and

water testing, making them an economical option when a lab frequently tests both
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water and surfaces. Additionally, they can be used off site for environmental

sampling for water, without keeping multiple types of sampling devices within stock.

As food and pharmaceutical industries require consistent and rigorous monitoring of

their environments, it is unsurprising that in response to these requirements, other

sampling options have been manufacturer tailored specifically for use in these

environments that can be validated to require industry standards like those

accredited by International Organisation for Standardisation (see section 2.6), like

dipslides, as there is a strong need and profit-based market for such devices.

Dipslides were found to perform better than TSA contact plates [262]. They

were also found to be better for faecal indicator species recovery when tested

against contact plates [262]. It has also been suggested that dipslides represent a

safer alternative to contact plates as the cap is more secure, and less likely to come

loose during incubation which can cause the agar to dry and cause the test to be

unreadable [262].

The advantages of dipslides are as follows;

 Similar to contact plates

 Increased flexibility allowing sampling of uneven surfaces

 Two sides for different samples or an easy replicate of a single

sample. Sides can have the same or different customised

selective or non-selective agar, allowing personalisation

according to function

 Multifunctional; can be used for liquid testing or inoculation

following swabbing
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 Simple basic analysis available using percentage coverage charts

to give fast estimation of CFU/cm2 surface contamination

 Dipslide comparator app for basic analysis

The limitations are as follows;

 Same as contact plates

 If using the simple percentage coverage chart results are an

estimate only

 Lack of routine availability in clinical environments, as they are

not used within the clinical space unlike contact plates, that are

often used to take samples within the pharmacy preparation

areas. Would require special ordering for use
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PETRIFILMS

Petrifilms are a more compact, paper counterpart of contact plates [270].

They must be prepared prior to use by wetting. Petrifilms are impregnated with

various dried media, which is reconstituted upon wetting. This allows petrifilms to

perform as general count or specific pathogen detection using either selective or

non-selective agars [272]. Petrifilms, having a paper surface, have added flexibility

and can be wrapped around an uneven or difficult to sample surface, such as a door

handle [270].

Figure 2.4 Preparation of a petrifilm by wetting the sampling surface.

Petrifilms are purchased dry and must be rehydrated prior to use. To

rehydrate, the film surface (shown in figure 2.4 by arrow) is lifted and 1ml of sterile

diluted pipetted into the center of the grid-marked paper sampling surface. The

upper film lid is then replaced. To allow the dehydrated media to form a classic circle

shaped sampling surface, a plastic spreader (provided with all petrifilms from the

manufacturer) is pressed against the top of the surface to manipulate the diluent into

Upper film lid to be

lifted aseptically for

wetting or taking a

sample, then

replaced for

incubation
Paper sampling

surface impregnated

with dehydrated

media
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a circle. The petrifilm is refrigerated and allowed to set for a minimum of 1 day prior

to use to allow the rehydrated gel-media into a circular sampling surface.

Following this refrigeration period, the sampler is ready to use. The upper film

is lifted to expose the gel media surface. This gel is pressed against a surface following

the same method as a contact plate. Once the sample has been taken, the film is

replaced as a ‘lid’ and the petrifilm is incubated as per time and temperature required

for individual organisms.

Petrifilms are often overlooked as a sampling device, as their main use is for

passive air sampling. Despite this, petrifilms work well for surface sampling, and have

been validated for use in the food industry. Only 3% of studies assessed petrifilms.

They were found to be the best sampling method for recovering MRSA from

linoleum, mattress, coated steel, and polypropylene, [270] and their flexibility gave

them an advantage over contact plates [270].

The advantages of petrifilms are as follows;

 Cheap and easy to use with little training required

 Manufacturer suggest their implementation leads to increased

technician efficiency, as petrifilms can be prepared in advance,

can be used for both active and passive sampling flexibly, and

take up less room in incubators than other, agar-based samplers

 Uses less space during incubation, which is useful when space is

limited or many samples need to be taken

 Can be infused with different agars for specific pathogen growth
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 Appropriate for both aerobic and anaerobic colony growth

 Appropriate as inoculation plates following swab or sponge

method, passive air sampling and finger dabs

 Can be manipulated around uneven sampling sites such as door

handles and table edges

 Colonies can be isolated similarly to traditional plates

 Reduced waste and disposal costs

 Plates can be hydrated and stored prior to use, for up to 14 days

for Aerobic Colony Counts (ACC)

The limitations of petrifilms are as follows;

 Requires wetting before use with sterile solution such as water,

buffered peptone water or saline. This adds an additional risk of

outside contamination if the water is not properly sterilised or

good aseptic technique is not used when preparing the petrifilm

 Cannot be used for immediate responsive sampling due to the

preparation process

 Preparation requirements may make larger sampling numbers

impractical

 Less robust in design compared to contact plates and dipslides

 Not validated (industry standard method that has been analysed

and determined as fit for purpose and that reported results are

true) for any industry other than the food industry

 Not readily available in clinical environments
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 Does not work well on heavily contaminated surfaces due to

clumping of cells and overgrowth makes enumeration difficult

 Once opened, they must be kept in the refrigerator or frozen

 Plates must be hydrated and kept in the fridge for a minimum of

3 days before use as a contact method
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SWABS

Swabs are sampling devices that have a plastic or wooden shaft, allowing easy

surface sampling without contaminating the collection tip. The tip can be made of

various materials, which allows the recovery of different organisms from different

surface types. From the literature review, studies assessing the efficacy of different

surface sampling devices by challenging the swab against common surfaces like

plastic, stainless steel and linoleum in lab settings, it was found that swabs were

made of either cotton [177, 273], rayon [168, 270, 274], polyester [168], flocked

nylon [270, 274, 275] or macrofoam [168, 276]. Swabs can either be loose,

individually wrapped, or self-contained within a collection tube, which can either be

dry, or containing a transport or collection fluid.

Figure 2.5 Plastic-handled swab with plastic transport tube.

When taken swab samples, it is critical to ensure correct sampling protocol is

adhered to. Incorrect sampling can lead to poor recovery, and skew results. Prior to

sampling, the swab tip must be wetted in a sterile solution, such as water. When

swabbing, enough pressure must be exerted to ensure flex of the shaft. If flex is not

apparent, not enough pressure has been applied. Samples are taken in a
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10cmx10cm2 square (or as representative of this size as possible across uneven or

smaller surfaces, such as taps and drains) as per manufacturer instructions, with firm

horizontal strokes, while rotating the swab tip continuously. This is followed in the

same fashion with vertical and diagonal strokes. Post-sampling, the swab is either

replaced in its collection tube for microbiological processing, or the tip snapped into

a pre-prepared microcentrifuge tube, containing sterile molecular water for

molecular processing.

From the reviewed literature, swabs were the most frequently used sampling

device, used in 53% of sampling studies. This is potentially due to their availability in

the clinical environment, simplicity, and ease of use. Swabs are also useful for taking

samples from uneven surfaces or small crevices, such as inside or around tap fittings,

in which using other sampling devices would prove difficult due to their inflexibility

or size, such as contact plates. Furthermore, swabs are versatile and allow both

microbiological or molecular processing. It was found that of all swab types including

flocked, macrofoam, cotton, rayon and polyester, macrofoam swabs were found to

be the most effective [168, 276]. Swabs with neutralizing buffer were more sensitive

than saline-moistened cotton swabs, with sensitivities of 2.6 × 101 MRSA/cm2 and

2.8 × 102 MRSA/cm2 respectively for S. aureus [170]. Despite these swabs being

effective, overall, swabs were difficult to standardise and different users apply

different pressure, sample slightly different sizes of surface, use different sampling

angles and vary the amount of tip rotation during sampling. For S. aureus, variation

in recoveries with swabs has been shown to vary between 22-58% [274].

The advantages of swabs are listed as follows;
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 Can sample uneven surfaces and crevices

 Easy to exert pressure on surface and recover organisms from

biofilm

 Cheap and often readily available within the hospital

environment

 Choosing non-sterile loose swabs that can be packaged and

autoclaved in-house can further reduce resource costs

 Wide choice of wetting agent and transport medium for method

optimisation

 Can use direct inoculation or enrichment methods for increased

sensitivity

 Can be processed using molecular methods

The limitations of swabs are as follows;

 Processing losses and variability in recovery following processing

choices

 Variable sampling pressure and tip rotation between technicians

can produce variable results

 Variable surface area unless sterile guideline coupon is used

 Cost of further processing to remove sample from swab

 Skill required for results interpretation, for microbiological

analysis or molecular analysis

 Failure to wet the swab tip significantly reduces recovery
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SPONGES

Sponges are supplied individually or as a sponge-stick device, either dry or

pre-moistened. Sponge-stick devices can be easily aseptically removed from their

packaging. The long plastic handle ensures no contact with the sponge sampling tip.

As sponges are malleable, they can easily be manipulated around uneven surfaces,

such as taps and sink areas. The sponge is also significantly larger than a swab tip,

and therefore could allow easy sampling of large surface areas, such as in bathrooms.

Figure 2.6 Swab stick sampling device in use

To take a sample, the sponge is removed by touching only the handle of the

sampling device. The sample is taken similarly to swab samples, by taking a 10x10cm2

to remain consistent with swab samplers, while exerting firm pressure on the sponge

tip allowing flex in the sampling handle. Samples are taken horizontally, vertically,

and the two edges of the sponge are used to take the diagonal samples. The sponge

is released back into the collection back by squeezing the sides of the sampling stick.

The plastic stick is discarded, and the sponge is ready for further processing.

The review revealed sponge devices were not popular with just 9% use. The

literature revealed sponges were significantly (P<0.0001) better for recovering
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Clostridioides difficile than swabs [277]. It has been suggested that sponges work

particularly well for C. difficile due to the pores within the sponge picking up the

spores easily, and the ability of the device to sample a larger area more easily [278]

which is advantageous as larger surface area samples were more likely to be positive

for C. difficile [279]. Sponges were also suggested as potentially more effective for

fabric surfaces for some organisms [167]. While sponge-stick devices allow easy

sampling, it is important to note that using simple sponges for sampling introduces

added difficulty in processing, and excellent aseptic technique must be used during

sample collection and handling to avoid contamination and false-positives.

The advantages of sponges are listed below;

 Can sample large surfaces quickly and easily

 Simple sponges are cheap

 Can be manipulated around uneven surfaces

 Literature suggests sponge sampling methods are the most

effective way to recover C. difficile from surfaces

 Can be used with enrichment methods to increase potential

recovery of stressed organisms

The limitations of sponges are as follows;

 Lack of routine availability in the clinical setting

 Potential technician contamination with the loose sponges

 Cost increases for the sponge-stick devices and addition of

transport medium, neutralisers and/or sterile collection bags
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 Unavoidable post-test processing losses as the sample must be

removed from the sponge. There will always be residual colonies

trapped within the sampling sponge that cannot be retrieved

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS FOR SAMPLING DEVICES

Comparisons between the literature were difficult, though the following

recommendations could be made;

Table 2.3 Suitability of different surface devices as per sampling conditions (Rawlinson, Ciric et al.

(2019) [139].

Swab Contact
Plate

Sponge Dipslide Petrifilm References

Wet Surface +* + [177, 209, 263]
Dry Surface + +
Flat Surface + + + [167, 168, 209,

218, 267, 268,
270, 280]

Uneven Surface + - + + +

High Bioburden + - [170, 177, 274,
280, 281]Low Bioburden + + + +

Injured Cells + + [218, 269, 271,
272, 282]

MRSA + + [170, 270, 275]
S. aureus + + [262, 267, 270]
C. difficile + [122]

Gram-negative
bacteria

+ [170, 262, 270]

Viruses + - - - - [276]
*cotton, rayon, polyester or macrofoam. Brush-textured swabs perform poorly on wet surfaces.

Empty cells indicate lack of data
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The following tentative recommendations on individual surface sampling devices

could be made;

 For recovering S. aureus from stainless steel, MRSA-selective contact plates

performed better than dipslides and swabs, and were better overall for non-

porous surfaces.

 However, for P. aeruginosa and Salmonella abony, macrofoam swabs

worked better than contact plates for recovery from stainless steel.

 Overall, dipslides performed very well and should be investigated further as

a surface sampling device for the clinical environment.

 Under some conditions, macrofoam swabs performed better than other

swab types.

 Sponges should always be chosen when trying to recover C. difficile.

 TSA contact plates work well for Acinetobacter and Pseudomonas spp.

recovery when compared to dipslides.

TARGET ORGANISM

Target organism causes variance in the effectiveness of each method [275] [270]

[268] [262] [267] [274] and regardless of method chosen, recoveries naturally vary

between organisms and strain [272] [283] as some organisms will always have higher

recovery than others. This is put in example, where S. aureus repeatedly gives higher

recoveries, regardless of sampling method, than Staphylococcus epidermidis [267]

and when comparing sampling methods across all the literature, this natural

variation is an important consideration.
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Even if organisms are subjected to the exact same surface conditions, there is still

variation (see section 3.4.2). This is explained by the structure of the organisms. S.

aureus, a Gram-positive bacteria, is known for its ability to resist desiccation [284].

This is an important factor for environmental survival, and accounts for one of the

reasons why Gram-positive organisms survive longer on environmental surfaces

compared with Gram-negatives, due to Gram-positive organisms having thicker

peptidoglycan to protect them from desiccation [285, 286].This desiccation, or drying

out, may mean organisms are not recoverable by traditional plate-count methods, as

dead organisms cannot be recovered and stressed organisms may fail to grow. These

stressed or dead organisms would only be recovered by molecular methods, see

section 1.4.4.3. As organisms have different structures that allow them to attach to

surfaces, some organisms are more difficult to recover from a surface (see section

3.1). Difference between organisms can be seen in range of recoveries where S.

aureus is reported as 46.30-105.26%, whereas Escherichia coli has a lower range of

between 24.28-80.30% [263]. Furthermore, in a study testing recovery of Listeria

monocytogenes, it is found that uninjured L. monocytogenes gives greater recovery

than sub-lethally injured, regardless of sampling method [272]. Therefore, stressed

and damaged organisms will always give lower recoveries than intact organisms.

As such, when looking between all the papers included in this review, target

organism and strain is just one of the many factors that can be attributed to the wide

range of recoveries seen in this review in addition to showing the difficulty when

trying to view results comparatively. All papers (N= 73) report these wide range of

recoveries, an example of this is a range between, 0.7%-52.2%, depending on surface
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type and sampling method chosen [167] All the potential factors causing variation in

recoveries is explored in table 2.4.

PROCESSING

Different methods and additional steps for processing and options to improve

recovery are available. These are discussed below;

WETTING AGENTS

Swabs, sponges and wipe methods can be enhanced by pre-wetting before

surface sampling. There are many options for wetting agent, ranging from sterile

saline [169] buffered peptone water, various strengths of Ringer solution and

Letheen broth [263].

Phosphate-buffered saline was best for E. coli and B. cereus, whereas phosphate-

buffered saline with tween was better for Burkholderia thailandensis when

compared with Butterfields buffer and maximum recovery diluent (MRD). However,

one of the buffers tested, Butterfield's buffer, had a marked reduction if used with E.

coli, from 60.6% to just 40.5% [283]. All swabs were significantly improved by pre-

moistening [168] [263]. A dry cotton swab gives 8.0% recovery and by pre-

moistening, improves to 41.7% [168]. This is further supported by other work [169]

where all swabs were improved by pre-moistening, improving from 57.5% positive

rate dry, to 83.4% positive moistened [169]. Cotton tipped swabs in ¼ strength

ringers solution was best for E. coli [263]. Cyto-brush textured swabs in COPAN rinse

formula was best for S. aureus [263]. Wetting solutions with Letheen broth and

solutions with buffered peptone water significantly increased bacterial numbers of

S. aureus and E. coli by 6.5 log at room temperature. Storage in maximum recovery
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diluent (MRD) increased E. coli and S. aureus recovery, though to no statistical

significance. As some wetting agents can increase bacteria recovery, and are

designed as such, like as MRD, these are not appropriate for total counts, and should

be used as presence-absence assessment only as introduction of such wetting agents

will confound results and lead to higher counts.

TRANSPORT MEDIUM AND CONDITIONS

Transport medium is a solution for sample storage during transport to the lab for

processing. This medium minimises or supports growth within the sample and can be

made from a number of mediums such as; anaerobic universal transport medium,

aerobic Amies medium [287] or neutralising buffer [170]. Choice of transport

medium is important, [287] and the choice should vary between the target organism,

time taken to transport to the lab, and post-test storage conditions and storage time,

as some transport mediums allow inhibition of growth in the sample when being

stored at room temperature, yet this would not be appropriate for samples that

could be refrigerated immediately [287]. Unsurprisingly, storage time has an impact

on percentage recovery [287]. Polyurethane swabs without transport medium gave

best recovery for Clostridium innocuum, Fusobacterium neocrophorum, Clostridium

perfringens, P. tetradius, Peptostreptococcus anaerobius, E. coli, S. aureus,

Streptococcus pneumoniae, Neisseria gonorrhoea, Haemophilus influenzae [287]. An

exception to this was Bacteroides fragilis, where best recovery was achieved with

polyurethane swabs without transport medium. Addition of transport medium

caused decrease in percentage recovery for all swabs for all bacteria tested [287].

This is explained due to the reduction of dilution factor by adding a transport agent
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and due to less adhesion of the organism to the dry swab material, allowing easier

release [287].

SAMPLE EXTRACTION

Swab and sponge samples require extraction in order to undergo further

processing. Ensuring optimum extraction of the sample is important to reduce these

associated losses. Vortexing, agitation or sonication of the swab or sponge are three

methods that allow removal of the sample from the sampling device. An optimum

time of two minutes vortexing was shown to be superior over 12 minutes of

sonication followed by agitation to remove B. anthracis spores from a swab [168].

There are many types of extraction solutions; phosphate-buffered saline,

Butterfields’s buffer, Butterfield’s buffer and tween, MRD [283]. After target

organism, choice of extraction solution was found to have the next biggest impact on

extraction efficiency [283].

Most losses occur during processing, such as vortexing, [178] and variation in

counts occur when incorrect swabbing medium is selected, or the samples are

improperly stored, such as keeping the samples at ambient temperature or failing to

process them quickly [263]. Organisms can attach differently depending on the swab

material, the charge of the swab and the organism, and the wetting agent used. In

addition, different swab materials have varying pore sizes from polyurethane with

smaller pore sizes and cellulose sponges with irregular pore shapes and sizes [288].

Highest recoveries were found, for both adsorbed and unadsorbed cells, with

contact plate and dipslides against swabs, as these direct contact methods negate

the processing losses that are caused by recovering the sample from the swab [269].
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Vortexing improved recovery of flocked swabs from 60 to 76%. Rayon swabs were

not improved by vortexing [275]. Overall, vortexing gave the best results, except for

polyester swabs, which gave better results with sonication [168]. Highlighting the

importance of processing, depending on pre-moistening and the use of vortexing,

recovery with swabs can vary between <0.01-43.6% [168].

ENRICHMENT

Enrichment is the process of placing the sample into a broth and incubating.

This allows organisms time to grow in favourable conditions, and can be useful for

slower growing organisms, or cells that have become stressed from environmental

pressures or damage from sampling. Enrichment can be non-specific, to support

growth generally of all organisms within a culture (nutrient is commonly used) or

specific, replicating the required conditions that selects for certain organisms, such

as mannitol salt broth, which has a high concentration of salt (7.5-10%) which inhibits

most Gram-negative organisms, while promoting the growth of Staphylococcus spp

[289].

Following growth, aliquots are then subcultured from this broth and plated

out onto various selective or non-selective media. A commonly used broth is brain-

heart infusion broth. N=16 studies sampling the hospital environment used

subculturing for their samples. Broth composition and incubation time and

temperature will vary on organism of interest. One study found that enrichment in

Tryptone soy broth improves detection rate from 61.3% to 80% for S. aureus [169].

However, this produces a presence-absence result, not a quantifiable CFU.
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INCUBATION

Incubation times and temperatures vary between the literature, yet it is

shown that time and temperature have an impact on the final results from sampling.

Choice of incubation temperature can have an impact on growth or recovery of an

organism, such as thermophobic or thermophilic strains. When exposed to

environmental stressors, optimal temperature becomes more important. A study by

Paksanont et al. 2018 found that Burkholderia pseudomallei (a Gram-negative motile

rod) had the strongest tolerance to environmental stressors (salt stress, hydrogen

peroxide exposure) at 37oC when compared with a range of temperatures between

25-42oC [290]. Within industry, the temperature window is usually ±5oC. As

demonstrated by Pakasnont et al. 2018 a 2oC growth temperature can impact %

recovery of an organism under stress [290], though more data is needed to assess

clinically-significant environmental pathogens under different stressors to determine

how important this incubation window is for environmental surface samples .

N=11 studies incubated at 37oC 24-48hrs and N=7 incubated at 35oC for 24-

48hrs.

SAMPLING BIAS

When trying to make conclusions and comparisons between the literature, it

is important to consider a wide range of potential sampling bias. Firstly, sampling

sites and number of samples taken varies considerable between each report.

Number of samples taken range between 24-2532, [209] [219] giving an average

(mean) of 464 samples across all studies included in this review. Percentage of

surfaces reporting contamination will vary depending on surfaces chosen for each
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experiment, in combination with target organism. Certain combinations of target

surface and organism will likely give positive results, such as looking for coagulase-

negative Staphylococci (CoNS) on patient charts, which will be handled by personnel

without gloves, which gave up to 100% contamination [218] [282]. In contrast,

looking for Gram-negative organisms, which are found significantly less in the

hospital environment than Gram-positives [219] will undoubtedly be reflected in

lower recoveries. While it has been reported that Gram-negatives are found less

within the clinical environment, it is important to consider that Gram-negative

organisms are more susceptible to cleaning agents due to their thin cell wall when

compared with Gram-positives, which have a thick protective peptidoglycan wall,

which is harder for cleaning agents to penetrate [291]. In Gram-positive organisms,

peptidoglycan cell wall makes up 90% of the dry cell wall weight, compared with

Gram-negative organisms, in which the dry weight of the cell wall is just 10% [291,

292]. It is this lack of thicker peptidoglycan layer that mean Gram-negatives are more

susceptible to desiccation compared with Gram-positives [291]. Gram-positive

organisms, such as S. aureus, are known for their strong tolerance against desiccation

[285] and has proven survival on plastic surfaces for >1,000 days [284]. Therefore,

there may not be specifically fewer Gram-negatives in the surface environment

compared with Gram-positive organisms, it is just that they are cleaned more

effectively due to their structure and cannot persist as long due to desiccation [286,

293]. Also, the study by Lemmen et al. 2004 used traditional surface sampling

devices, swabs and contact plates, which have been shown to recover, on average

(mean), fewer Gram-negatives than Gram-positives (Gram-positive S. aureus and E.
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faecalis recoveries were 24.27% and 23.08% compared with the Gram-negative

organisms K. pneumoniae and P. aeruginosa which gave 20.01% and 11.57%

respectively) when tested directly on a range of surface materials with a range of

samplers (see sections 3.4.2- 3.5.2). It is proposed that while results show in some

settings, Gram-negative organisms may survive better in the clinical surface

environment [219] this is not the case worldwide; in an overcrowded tertiary hospital

in India, Taneja et al. (2005) reported of 332 contaminated environmental samples

61.1% were contaminated with Gram-negative bacteria, and 65% with Gram-positive

cocci, with the highest concentrations of contamination found in the Neonatal ICU

[99]. Pediatric ICU’s have been linked to other Gram-negative outbreaks [42] and this

study suggests the MDR K. pneumoniae source was environmental, from a

contaminated fridge that stored blood bags, facilitated by healthcare workers’ hands,

though this link was an assumed most-likely observation as typing studies were not

undertaken [99].

Healthcare setting and hospital specialty can play a role, and it is important

to consider results in light of where they have been recovered from. Rooms

specifically for patients colonised with certain organisms, such as MRSA, will allow

enhanced shedding into the environment and therefore sampling will recover more

of these organisms than in other areas of the hospital. In addition, some studies

sample rooms previously occupied by infected or colonised patients, in order to

assess risk to the next patient. These rooms have been shown to carry contamination

from the prior occupant, posing a risk of cross-contamination to the next patient.

This will give a difference in sampling recoveries and organisms that are found, and
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such studies cannot be used as an example for the whole hospital environment. Also,

some studies concentrate on the high-touch objects and near-patient environment,

whereas other studies sample the wider hospital environment and shared communal

spaces, which will give different results.

As previously explored, choice of sampling method will differ between each

study, which will have an impact on recoveries as sometimes sub-optimal methods

may have been used.

SURFACE STATE

Surface state is another influential factor that causes variance in method

efficacies, as depicted in table 2.3. Frequently reported in the literature is the effect

of recovery when the cells are dried or adsorbed to a surface. Sampling from a wet

or dry surface has a great impact in individual method ability to recover cells from a

surface. Dry surfaces always have lower recovery [177]. It is easier to recover from a

wet surface than a dry surface [177]. Dry surface represent the bulk of the hospital

environment, though bathroom, sluice, and sink-adjacent surfaces may be wet.

Better recoveries are achieved for L. monocytogenes on wet surfaces compared to

dry [294]. Brush textured swabs also had poorer recoveries on dry surfaces [263].

However, this was contradicted where S. aureus had significantly better recovery

from the dry surface than wet, 10-65% against 40-77% dry [263]. While additional

assessment is needed to judge the significance of the losses from wet or dry surfaces,

Moore et al. 2001 found that for self-contained qualitative and semi-quantitative

swabs (coliform SwabCheck, Pat-Chel and Coli Trace) on dry surfaces, the lack of
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diluent and extraction step, for dry surfaces, increases recovery tenfold [177]. This

implies extraction is a more critical limiting factor than surface state [177].

Drying of a virus on a surface significantly reduces recovery for macrofoam

swab. A 24hr drying time gave 18.2%-25.7% recovery whereas 48hr drying reduces

this recovery to just 10.0% [276]. Significant differences are caused between

sampling efficiencies between adsorbed and unadsorbed cells [269].

Surface bioburden is an important consideration [281] for highly

contaminated surfaces, sponges were significantly better for recovering C. difficile (P

<0.05) than contact plates. Sponges can detect C. difficile at <10 CFU spores, and gave

recoveries of 94.4% on poly work surfaces, 94.4% stainless steel, 83.3% bed rail.

Contact plates had no recovery on all surfaces at same inoculation concentration

[281]. However, these spore-forming organisms such as C. difficile, may or may not

be directly extrapolated to vegetative organisms. Levels of surface contamination

play a role; macrofoam swabs were more sensitive (1.0 × 100-3.9 × 10−1) than contact

plates (on mattress surface only, at 2.4 × 100) and other swabs (except for the

neutralising swab on a bench surface, which was 2.6 × 101), as they can give positive

results at the lowest levels of MRSA concentration (1.0 × 100) [170]. Swabs gave the

best recovery at higher loads, whereas contact plates were better for lower surface

loading. At 5x106 CFU/ml swabs could not detect Klebsiella pneumoniae on a dry

cotton surface, while at the same concentration (5x106 CFU/ml ) contact plates could

detect K. pneumoniae [268].
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Surface size is an important consideration when choosing a sampling method.

Contact plates and dipslides are limited, whereas swabs can sample a larger surface

area with ease, and sponges a bigger area still. When sampling larger surfaces, it was

found macrofoam swabs had the best percentage recovery (43.5%) of norovirus from

a large surface [276].

Surface material causes variance in recovery [170]. It causes significant

variance in recovery of L. monocytogenes [294]. Surface material gives differences in

recoveries regardless of sampling methodology. The best recoveries were found on

glass surfaces, and the worst recovery on finished concrete [167]. It was easier to

recover B. subtilis from a smooth surface like vinyl than carpet [178]. Contact plate

and swab combinations gave best results on stainless steel surfaces [275]. Surface

material causes significant difference on MRSA recovery [270] [281] [273]. The

impact of surface material and effect on surface sampling devices is tested and

further explored in chapter 3.

Another important state of surfaces is residual chemicals, which may or may

not interfere with recoveries of organisms. One study in the review considered this,

and it was found that residual disinfectants do not interfere with S. aureus colony

counts on contact plates, [295] however further studies on a range of surfaces with

different organisms and recovery methods should be undertaken before a conclusion

can be reached. Hospital surfaces are cleaned with a variety of products with

different active ingredients (discussed in Chapter 4, with cleaning agents specific to

this thesis in table 5.1). Some cleaning agents do not leave residues on surfaces, such

as alcohol. Other cleaning agents, such as bleach-based cleaners, can leave residues
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which can impact sampling. In relation to cleaning agents used within different

spaces, neutralising agents should be carefully selected [260]. The ward-sampling

study allowed a 3-hour post-cleaning window to allow chlorine residues to dissipate

before taking samples (section 6.3.4). In addition to this, the contact plates contained

the neutraliser sodium thiosulfate, which can further deactivate chlorine. This works

by thiosulfate reacting with the hypochlorite, which is the active ingredient in bleach-

based cleaners, and oxidizing it to sulfate [296].

GAP ANALYSIS

The review of the literature revealed inconsistencies in methodologies and

testing different organisms under different conditions that would have an effect on

recovery. Table 2.4 below makes overall conclusions on sampling under different

conditions based on the data of all available organisms. However, much of this data

is based on pathogens that are of less significance in terms of the clinical surface

environment, such as food-bourne pathogens like L. monocytogenes. To highlight the

lack of data when considering important clinical pathogens, the available literature

can be assessed for data concerning the recovery of 5 organisms of great clinical

importance, tested under the various conditions that have been proven to cause

wide variances in recoveries.
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Table 2.4 Wide gaps in literature as demonstrated by number of publications testing five clinically significant pathogens of concern under different conditions.

(*n/a = no data available for these organisms)

S. aureus K. pneumoniae E. faecalis P. aeruginosa C. difficile

Metal surfaces [269, 270, 273, 297]
*n/a

Addressed in Chapter 3
*n/a

Addressed in Section 2.4
[270] [281]

Fabrics [268] *n/a *n/a [268] *n/a

Plastic surfaces [270]
*n/a Addressed in Section

2.4
*n/a Addressed in Section

2.4
*n/a Addressed in Section

2.4
[281]

Glass surfaces [273] *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

General porous surface *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

General non-porous surfaces [271]
*n/a Addressed in Section

2.4
*n/a Addressed in Section

2.4
*n/a Addressed in Section

2.4
*n/a

Wet or dry surfaces [263] *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

Surface size *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

High or low bioburden
[170, 267] *n/a *n/a *n/a [281]

Adsorbed or dried cells [269] *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

Stressed or injured cells *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

Cleaning agent residue [295] *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

Presence of soiling [273] *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

Uneven surfaces *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

Sampling device brand [267] *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

Wetting solution type [263, 287] *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a

Transport and storage conditions [287] *n/a *n/a *n/a *n/a
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Here, the lack of available data is clear by the cells without citation. With

these large gaps in the literature, it is difficult to know just how well surface sampling

devices will perform when used in the real clinical environment, as many of these

factors will be critical. Additionally, several of these factors will likely be occurring at

the same time due to the unpredictable nature of the clinical environment and heavy

traffic of people and patients. For example, on a clinical surface, you might expect

cleaning agent residue as surfaces are regularly cleaned, presence of soiling if the

surface is near a patient or in the sluice area, stressed or injured cells due to exposure

to the harsh environment, with a varying amount of surface types. Some surfaces are

also made of multiple materials, such as chairs and over-bed tables. Importantly,

when assessing the pathogens that do have available data for different testing

conditions, the number of studies is a concerning factor. Some factors are considered

only in single studies. S. aureus had the most sampling factors tested and, unlike the

other pathogens, had more than a single study for some factors.
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SETTING UP AN ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAMME. WHAT CAN

WE LEARN FROM INDUSTRY GUIDELINES?

Within the food and pharmaceutical industry, there are comprehensive, strict

guidelines available for environmental monitoring, as well as guidance on how to set

up, implement, and maintain environment monitoring programmes for different

types of environments, such as sterile or non-sterile processing environments. The

guidelines and governing bodies followed depends on both geographical location,

industry type and environment. The following guidelines were considered to explore

the key components that constitute an effective environmental monitoring

programme; the EU ‘Orange Guide’, US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), United

States Pharmacopeia (USP) and International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO).

The EU ‘Orange Guide’ is a critical set of guidelines used in European and UK

pharmaceutical laboratories. This guide provides a single reference material for

Europe relating to all matters of the industry related to human medicine production,

ensuring lab practise is both safe and within the law. For surface sampling, Annex 1,

guidance on good manufacturing practise, manufacture of sterile products, can be

referenced. In this document, it highlights when and how to use contact plates, settle

plates, swabs, finger dabs and air sampling devices to monitor cleanrooms. It also

gives guidance on how much contamination is allowed before failure occurs, in

different grades of cleanrooms (classified as A-D), which require different levels of

clean.
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Table 2.5 Produced from recommended limits for monitoring clean areas during operation. EU

Guidelines to Good Manufacturing Practise Medicinal Products for Human and Vetinary Use.

Annex 1.

Grade
Contact Plates

CFU/plate

Gloves print

CFU/ glove

A <1 <1

B 5 5

C 25 -

D 50 -

The United States Pharmacopeia, USP, is a set of guidance legally recognised

in the U.S and more than 140 other countries. This guidance is similar to the Orange

Guide, in providing standards relating to all components related to producing drugs

and regulating the environments during human and animal drug manufacture. For

surface sampling (USP 1116) Microbiological Control and Monitoring of Aseptic

Processing Environments, can provide some insight into the guidelines associated

with surface sampling of cleanrooms and controlled environments. This document

contains suggested limits and information on how to undertake investigations if

these limits are exceeded. There is also comprehensive guidance on how to set up a

good environmental monitoring programme. Here, it is noted that all components of

sampling need to be controlled, including; culture media used, quantification

method, incubation times and temperatures. USP chapter 1113 also has further

information on processing samples; microbial characterisation, Identification, and

straintTyping, workflow for microbial identification.
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Table 2.6 Suggested initial contamination recovery rate (rate at which any contamination is found,

the incidence) in aseptic environments, adapted from Table 3 USP <1116>

The US Food and Drug administration (FDA) have details on acceptable

environmental monitoring methods within their aseptic processing guidance

document. This document considers all the important components involved with

sterile manufacture. The components within this document are not legally

mandated, and are suggestive, though adherence to its contents will ensure the

applicable statues and regulations are satisfied. It gives guidelines on where to

sample, such as product contact surfaces, floors, walls and other equipment. There

is also guidance on wider environmental monitoring. Other factors such as technician

competency and training is also covered here. Recommended microbiological action

limits for clean rooms were omitted here, as they provided only active and passive

air sampling limits, and allowed particle sizes, which is not applicable to surface

sampling.

From these industry guidelines, components can be identified that must form

part of an environmental monitoring programme. However, it is important to

Room Classification

Contact

plate/ swab

(%)

Glove/

garment (%)

Isolator/ISO 5+ <0.1 <0.1

ISO 5 <1 <1

ISO 6 <3 <3

ISO 7 <5 <5

ISO 8 <10 <10
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consider how findings from the food and pharmaceutical industries cannot be

directly extrapolated to clinical settings for several reasons. Clinical settings are not

controlled, and the source of contamination (patients) is variable and cannot be

controlled. Additionally, the goal of the clinical environment is not to produce a

sterile environment, which is not feasible, only to reduce pathogen load by cleaning.

Finally, unlike in the pharmaceutical environment, there is no specific defined end of

activity in which sampling and cleaning can occur. With these limitations in mind, the

following components that should be contained in the programme were identified:

Figure 2.7 Components for an effective environmental monitoring programme

 Where to sample, with sampling map

 How often to sample

 What to sample with, with consideration of;

 The type of result required (qualitative/ quantitative)

 Sampling technique

 Training and competency of sampling technicians (reference to local training and

competency testing)

 If samples are not processed in house; guidelines on appropriate storage and how

to send samples, and required timelines of each

 How to process samples; media choices, incubation times and temperature, storage

allowances (i.e samples must be refrigerated and processed within 6 hours)

 Action and Warning limits/ pass or fail criteria

 Process of launching an investigation upon failure and actions to be taken

 Details of investigation procedure; who to notify with contact information, format of

report, information that must be included

 Follow up of investigations and how long such investigations should take

 How to analyse results and report these results

 Environment trending

 How results are stored (reference to local Quality Management Systems)
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Setting pass and fail criteria is, perhaps, the most challenging component of

designing the environmental monitoring programme. These limits are well

documented for industry, as shown in tables 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. These limits are

carefully broken down by how critical each area is, with varying levels of CFU allowed

before failure. Currently, the only available guidance for clinical surfaces are arbitrary

guidelines as set out by Griffith and Dancer, suggesting limits of 2.5CFU/cm2 per plate

and 5CFU/cm2 per plate. While these guidelines make a critical step to suggest limits,

they are not evidenced-based in relation to impact and specific patient risk and

reduction of HCAI, and further work needs to be undertaken.

While routine environmental monitoring of clinical spaces is not mandated

and there is a limit on the level of sampling that could be routinely taken within the

clinical space in regards to resourcing limitations, the questions should perhaps not

be posed in terms of what could be gained with routine sampling, but what the

consequences may be by choosing not to monitor the environment. Sampling

following outbreak is a ‘catch up’ exercise in response to patients presenting with

clinical infection or colonisation of an organism. It takes time to identify trends in

infection rates to be attributed as an outbreak scenario rather than coincidence,

which means that at the time of starting investigation, several patients have become

infected leading to at best increased bed days, or worse outcomes including use of

antimicrobials which is already a concerning issue (section 1.3.7) or death. A study

by Hong et al. 2012 in a PICU began investigation following 3 clustered cases of fatal

imipenem-resistant A. baumannii. A total of 36 patients were reported as positive

between 2001-2011. Of which, 20 patients were reported as infected or colonised
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between 2010-2011 [98]. Environmental sampling to find the source of the outbreak

began, and the PICU sink was revealed as the source of the outbreak for the cluster

[98]. The value of routine monitoring is clear in this case. If routine monitoring had

been undertaken within the environment, the outbreak source could have been

identified earlier, and cleaning interventions could have stopped the outbreak before

more patients became infected. Outbreak events are multifaceted, and it cannot be

determined if it were just the sink alone that caused the outbreak, and how many

cases if any prior to the cluster the sink were responsible for, but this sink could

provide an important sentinel site for this particular environment. Going ahead, this

sink and other sinks within that PICU could be monitored routinely to inform

environmental trending results so reservoirs of infection, in this instance A.

baumannii, could be identified before an outbreak occurred, or at least given faster

reaction times of implementing response strategies such as enhanced cleaning as

patients began to present with clinical infection. Data is needed to identify just how

much of an impact routine monitoring might have in such scenarios, as evidence-

based results showing environmental monitoring can proactively prevent outbreak

would be data to leverage in suggesting large scale roll-out of such monitoring

programmes and giving the required cost-benefit analysis of such programmes.

Within the NHS, due to limited budgets, any IPC strategy considered for

implementation must have supporting evidence that the impact of implementing the

strategy will far outweigh the cost.

Following the assessment of what constitutes as a complete environmental

monitoring programme and surface sampling recommendations, the following
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guideline was created, in the style of a flow chart, to allow a technician to make

evidence-based choices on their use of sampling devices depending on their

individual needs and type of environment they have chosen to sample.
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Figure 2.8 Flow diagram outlining findings from the review while making suggestions depending

on individual sampling needs based on (Rawlinson, Ciric et al. 2019).
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CONCLUSION

The lack of guidelines for sampling the clinical environment, how to set up

and maintain an environmental monitoring programme, and the discrepancies

between surface sampling devices make the task of environmental monitoring

confusing and difficult. As routine surface sampling is not currently mandated for the

clinical environment outside of outbreak scenario, many hospitals simply choose not

to monitor their environments outside of outbreak scenarios. Surface sampling

devices should be carefully chosen depending on the research question, if the

assessment is specific pathogen identification, which is important and useful during

outbreak of a specific pathogen, in which selective sampling techniques should be

used (contact plates or dipslides with selective agar) for quantitative assessment. If

qualitative assessment is needed, then enrichment methods could be used to

increase sensitivity. If the assessment is general cleanliness and a quantitative result

is needed, then direct contact methods with general agar and a neutraliser (TSA) is a

good selection. For a faster, semi-quantitative measurement of cleaning, ATP-based

swab sampling could be used. However, availability of such methods is limiting, so

trust may choose to utilize sampling devices already readily available within their

environment, such as swabs, and maximise on efficacy, by adding a wetting solution

(such as Letheen broth for S. aureus or E. coli) and stored in MRD to increase recovery

then vortexing for no less than 60 seconds. Choice of method will restrict the type of

result produced, so research question should be assessed prior to selecting a

sampling device.
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While there are several circumstances which would leave a trust choosing

not to sample, such as lack of guidance, resources, time, or skilled staff, the review

attempted to offer useful suggestions to circumvent these issues, such as cheaper

sampling alternatives, sampling devices that could take faster samples, or choices

which do not require a microbiologist to analyse and interpret, such as ATP or UV-

marker based methods, or total plate counts.

Finding contradictory or difficult to read literature could be the difference

between a trust choosing not to sample their surfaces, or making poor sampling

choices producing skewed data. Here, this work attempted to provide an easy to read

and accessible review of all the options, with real suggestions that could be

implemented within the clinical environment, allowing technicians to make informed

decisions about their surface sampling. As more work needs to be done to provide a

complete picture of the surface sampling options and how they may perform under

different testing conditions, particularly in relation to clinically-significant pathogens

and those that are the focus within this thesis (S. aureus, K. pneumoniae, E. faecalis,

P. aeruginosa) these should be tested on a range of surfaces relevant to the clinical

space. Gaps were identified from the review (table 2.4) and chapter 3 completes this

data further.
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Chapter 3 EFFICACY TESTING OF SURFACE SAMPLING DEVICES

INTRODUCTION

Many multi-drug resistant organisms have been recovered from hospital

surfaces [139]. Transmission of pathogens between the patient, surface

environment, and further spread in the ward environment has been documented

[208]. It has been established that surfaces and the environment play an important

role in the transmission of healthcare associated infections (HCAIs), and breaking the

assumptions of surfaces being ‘low risk’ is an important goal to ensure hospitals are,

overall, a cleaner and safer environment.

Knowing where the contamination is in the environment, what organisms

make up each specific clinical environment and identification of reservoirs is critical.

As such, development of an effective environmental monitoring programme is

important. Monitoring the clinical surface environment can be in the form of specific

pathogen detection, or general sampling to monitor cleaning efficacy [170].

However, routine sampling of the clinical surface environment is not mandated. This

lack of guidance has further difficulty in the lack of comprehensive information on

surface sampling devices. The clinical environment consists of different surfaces,

pathogens, organic matter and cleaning agent residues, all of which will affect the

efficacy of a sampling device. Therefore, knowing how to sample these surfaces can

be difficult. A large gap in the literature has only fueled the difficulty in knowing how

to properly sample surfaces.

The clinical surface environment is made of many different types of surfaces,

under different conditions. Real clinical surfaces are subjected to a variety of factors
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that may cause a drastic change in the efficacy of different surface sampling devices.

Due to the ever-changing and fast-paced nature of hospital environments, it is not

possible to control these factors, but to consider their impact on different sampling

devices and to make an informed choice for different types of surfaces and

environments. Factors such as different target organism or strain [272, 283], surface

type [168, 268, 270, 280] or surface state [177], have all been shown to cause

variability in recoveries (section 2.4.2.1). As such, it is critical to prevent inappropriate

selection of sampling devices which could skew results, either by poor or no recovery,

or overestimation of a certain species or strain.

The surface environment of the hospital is made of a range of surface types and

materials. Some surfaces are unsuitable for certain sampling devices, such as using

contact plates for uneven surfaces [139, 268] or wet surfaces, in which they perform

poorly. As the clinical environment is made of many different surface types and

textures, these impacts are of concern when choosing a sampling device. Knowing

how surfaces play a role in organism recovery is vital to make an informed choice

when selecting sampling devices. Difficulty in recovering organisms from certain

surfaces could be due to the ability of organisms to adhere and form biofilm on some

surfaces more easily than others. Surface charge also plays a role in bacterial

attraction, as negatively charged surfaces have been found to attract more bacteria

than positively charged surfaces [298].
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Figure 3.1 The process of biofilm formation on a surface as taken from Hadla 2018 [299].

Organisms can attach and adhere to surfaces, and persist in a biofilm [300, 301].

This occurs in most environments [301] Biofilms protect organisms from desiccation,

surface cleaning and abrasion [300]. Organisms in a biofilm are also more resistant

to antibiotics and cleaning agents. Figure 3.1 depicts the process of biofilm formation

on a surface. External or internal factors send signals to organisms to form biofilm,

starting the initial adhesion stage, which takes approximately 1 minute involving

hydrodynamic and electrostatic interactions [302]. Cells weakly and reversibly attach

to the surface using Van der Waals forces [152, 303]. The next stage is permanent or

irreversible attachment, where cells utilize their structure in order to adhere to the

surface, using extracellular polymer substances (EPS) components and pili to anchor

themselves (Figure 3.2A) [152, 303].
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EPS are produced by a wide range of organisms and are polymers consisting

mostly of polysaccharides, proteins and DNA. Pseudomonas spp. and species closely

related to the Pseudomonas genus are known to readily produce EPS [304]. EPS play

a role in nutrient entrapment and protection from environmental stressors and are

produced when triggered by environmental signals [305]. EPS often have long chains

and are most frequently negatively charged, though neutral and positively charged

EPS do exist. EPS provides good adhesion to polar surfaces [305]. Pili (shown in figure

3.2) are long flexible fibers assembled in the bacterial envelope and aid surface

attachment and motility, and increase the initial rate of attachment and the rate of

conversion to irreversible attachment [306]. A key cleaning moment is intervention

prior to this irreversible attachment. Cleaning at this stage will allow easier and more

complete removal of organisms, as the cells have not strongly attached yet to a

surface. Organisms can have different types of pili which aid binding to surfaces.

Gram-negative and Gram-positive organisms can both have pili, though they are far

more diverse in Gram-negatives [306]. This is a factor that allows Gram-negatives,

such as P. aeruginosa, to form such strong biofilm and resist cleaning. The irreversible

attachment process takes several hours and involves van der Waals interactions

between the cells walls and the surface (Figure 3,2B) [302].
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Figure 3.2 Bacteria-surface interactions. (A) bacterial proporties used to aid attachment to a surface,

including curli, pili and flagella. (B) surface proporty factors that bacteria use to attach (or be

repelled) by surfaces (C) how proximity to a surface causes a change in how the bacteria expresses

certain genes. Taken from Tuson 2013 [302].
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Exposure to the environment can cause a phenotypical change [300], allowing an

organism to express certain genes that allow biofilm formation. This varies between

different organisms, however. Staphylococcus aureus has 3 genes for reversible

attachment, irreversible attachment, microcolony attachment, mature biofilm and

dispersal. In contrast, P. aeruginosa has 12 [307]. Once permanent attachment has

formed, by way of biofilm, removal from a surface is difficult and requires robust

cleaning using physical force and detergents to break down the biofilm before

disinfection can occur.

Organisms adhered to surfaces are more difficult to recover with sampling

devices than non-adhered cells [308]. Surface texture will help, inhibit, or assist in

bacterial adhesion; even microscopic adhesions or scratches on the material surface

will produce an excellent surface for bacterial attachment. For example, steel

surfaces can have flaws that can harbor cells [309]. Even individual finish on the same

material can have an impact on how easily cells can attach; a study by Arnold and

Bailey (2000) found that the finishing treatments between stainless steel had an

impact on bacterial contamination [110]. They tested raw and untreated,

sandblasted, sanded and electropolished steel coupons. Early biofilm formation can

be slowed by mechanical or electrochemical treatments of the stainless steel, and

that decreases in the roughness of the surface reduced bacterial contamination, and

early biofilm as shown by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [110]. The

electropolished steel had the fewest attached organisms under SEM, and also had

the lowest mean roughness values [110].
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Smooth (free of visible abrasions), new or undamaged surfaces do not allow such

easy attachment. It has also been identified that surface topography (shape of the

surface) plays a role in attachment, and sizes close to organism size may allow

entrapment and can occur at 0.9μm [298] which would make recovery more difficult. 

As all organisms are different shapes and sizes, this entrapment will vary.

Figure 3.3 Interactions of positive and negative charges on surfaces, organisms, and surface

sampling devices

However, the reality is more complex, when there is the additional factor of how

different organisms are recovered better from some surfaces. Different surfaces

have different surface charges [310, 311]. The surface energy of plastic and metal

have been measured as 42 and 850 dynes respectively [311]. In relation to cleaning

and environmental contamination, surface change also plays a role in how Gram-

positive and Gram-negative organisms adhere to surfaces. A study by Gottenbos et

al. (2001) found that both Gram-negatives and Gram-positives adhered most rapidly
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to the positively charged plastic surfaces, though there was no subsequent growth

of the Gram-negative strains, suggesting bacterial adhesion is faster on positively

charged surfaces, that positively charged surfaces attract more bacteria, and that a

negatively charged surface may reduce the chances of bacterial adhesion [312]. As

this adhesion is a critical step in biofilm formation, this should be considered when

designing hospital surfaces.

Like surfaces, different organisms have been shown to have a variety of surface

charge depending on the species [313] and most bacteria carry a net negative surface

charge [314, 315]. It is feasible to suggest that interactions between the charges of

surfaces and organisms could result in weak or strong attachment and attraction to

a surface, and therefore have some impact on recovery with a surface sampling

device. The impact of these charges, however, may or may not be mitigated by the

use of appropriate pressure when using a sampling device, or selecting a swab

sampler which allows exertion of a great deal of friction when sampling. Additionally,

different swab materials have different charges, shown in figure 3.2; swabs can

produce a charge during use due to friction, while cotton swabs are neutral and the

fibres could produce a negative charge, aiding recovery [311]. Whereas synthetic

fibers such as flocked nylon or polyester swabs do not have a charge [263]. The

impact of such interactions between surface charge or organisms, surface and swab

have not been assessed, and it has been suggested that other factors such as

sampling pressure play an important role. As greater pressure is allowed with a less

flexible swab shaft, selecting a swab with a less flexible shaft, such as wooden

handled, may be a superior choice [263]. A looser swab bud has been proposed as a
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reason for better sensitivity, as organisms could be more readily extracted from the

swab tip into the collection medium [170]. More data is needed to assess how much

this wrapping of the swab tip material may impact organism release, and if this has

any significant impact on recovery.

Different surfaces also have different properties. One study found less transfer

(to a meat exudate) of organisms from steel surfaces when compared to plastics. This

reduction in transfer will result in poorer recoveries [316]. The attachment strength

on plastic is greater than that from steel [316], leading to poorer recovery from

plastic surfaces, which was reflected in the findings from this study.

The literature review of surface sampling devices (chapter 2) revealed the

discrepancies and gaps in the literature. Table 2.4 highlights how much of the

literature was missing, including many of the most important clinically significant

pathogens. Due to the lack of data and different testing conditions, it was not

possible to judge sampling devices equally and determine their efficacy under

different conditions. It was clear that these devices needed to be tested individually,

under a single, clear method, with different conditions. For this assessment, four

pathogens that are recoverable from clinical surfaces and known to cause HCAI were

selected for testing; Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Enterococcus

faecalis, and Klebsiella pneumoniae. This provided two Gram-positive organisms and

two Gram-negative organisms to form a representative comparison of potential

surface organisms. These organisms were tested on ceramic, plastic, and stainless

steel surfaces, of which make up the bulk of clinical surface types, as determined

from a ward sampling experiment undertaken in chapter 6 [317].
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RESEARCH AIMS

The aims of this chapter were to provide missing surface sampling data, to

close some evidence gaps identified in chapter 2. This data would support surface

sampling literature as a whole, as well as support surface sampling work undertaken

in future chapters of this thesis. This was addressed by;

1. An in-house assessment of sampling devices found from the literature

review; contact plates, petrifilms, dipslides, cotton and flocked swabs

and sponges.

2. To assess these devices on a range of surfaces representative of the

clinical environment (plastic, ceramic and steel) to identify how different

sampling devices recover from different surface types.

3. To test four pathogens known to cause HCAI (S. aureus, K. pneumoniae,

E. faecalis and P. aeruginosa) with all the sampling devices.

4. To assess and attempt to identify the impacts of surface type, pathogen

and sampling device both individually and together, based on the

results, to form conclusions on which sampling devices work best for

different pathogens on different surfaces to help support decisions

made by clinical staff trying to sample their environment.
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METHODS

ORGANISM PREPARATION

Four different organisms were used within this study; Staphylococcus aureus

(ATCC 6538), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (NCTC 12903), Enterococcus faecalis (ATCC

29212), Klebsiella pneumoniae (NCTC 13368). Organisms were grown from frozen

stocks stored in beads at -70oC. A single bead was selected and aseptically transferred

using a sterile plastic loop onto a tryptone soya agar (TSA) plate and grown at 37oC

for 24-48 hours. A single isolated colony was selected and inoculated into 50ml

tryptone soya broth (TSB) and grown at 37oC for 24 hours in an orbital shaker, at 150

rotations per minute. Following growth, cell numbers were determined using the

Miles and Misra method [318].

SURFACE COUPON PREPARATION

Plastic and steel surfaces were provided and cut into coupons of 10x10cm2 by

the technical resources manager, CEGE, UCL. Ceramic bathroom tiles were sourced

from B&Q and were provided at 10x10cm2 from the manufacturer. To prepare the

surfaces for inoculations, steel and ceramic surfaces were wiped down with 70%

isopropyl alcohol to remove dust or debris. They were then wrapped in aluminium

foil and autoclaved at 121°C for 30 minutes. Indicator tape was applied to the outside

of the foil wrapping, and colour change was observed to ensure the 121°C was

reached. Plastic surfaces were prepared by cleaning with 5% sodium hypochlorite,

and the residue removed with 70% isopropyl alcohol.
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SURFACE INOCULATION

Surfaces were allowed to fully dry before inoculation. Organisms were

prepared as per the protocol defined in section 3.3.1. Each surface was divided into

four sections, to produce four replicates. Each quarter section was inoculated with

100μl of bacteria in 5x20μl drops (cell concentrations 103/ml for direct methods to

prevent overgrowth and 107/ml for indirect methods to account for processing

losses). Surfaces were allowed to fully dry for 1.5 hours under laminar flow before

sampling could commence.

SURFACE SAMPLING

DIRECT METHODS

Nutrient agar Petrifilms (3M, UK) were prepared by aseptically lifting the

outer film and pipetting 1ml sterile deionised water into the center of the paper

surface. The film was replaced and a plastic spreader was used to form a gel surface

into a circle, producing the sampling surface. To allow this gel surface to solidify, the

plates were refrigerated at 2-8oC for a minimum of 1 day before use, as per

manufacturer instructions. Following refrigeration, the upper film was removed and

the slightly adhesive lower sampling film was pressed onto the surface with firm

pressure for 10 seconds. The upper film was replaced, and the sampling device

incubated at 37oC for 48-72 hours. Tryptone-soya agar (TSA) contact plates

(Thermoscientific, Basingstoke) and TSA dipslides (VWR, Leicestershire) did not need

preparation. The lids were removed and the agar surface pressed onto surfaces for

10 seconds with firm pressure. The lids were replaced and incubated for 24-48 hours

at 37oC. Colony forming units (CFU) were counted.
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INDIRECT METHODS

Cotton swabs and flocked swabs (COPAN, USA) were briefly wetted with

sterile water. Samples were taken from the surface by pressing firmly with the swab

tip, rotating while sampling. Firm strokes were taken across the entire surface in

horizontal, vertical and diagonal motions. Following sampling, the swab tip

aseptically was transferred into a microcentrifuge tube containing 1ml sterile water,

and vortexed for 1 minute to elute the sample from the swab tip into the diluent.

100μl of the diluent was plated onto TSA, spread with a sterile disposable plastic 

spreader, and incubated for 24-48 hours at 37oC, and CFU were counted.

Sponges (Hygiena, Watford) were supplied pre-wetted with buffered peptone

water. They were aseptically removed from the packaging by only touching the

handle of the sampling stick, and samples taken from the surfaces following the same

protocol for cotton swab sampling. Following sampling, the plastic handle could be

squeezed to aseptically release the sample collection sponge tip into the sterile

collection bag. 50ml of phosphate buffered solution was added to the bag and

agitated by hand for one minute to release the sample from the sponge into the

diluent. 100μl of sample was pipetted and plated onto TSA, spread with a sterile 

spreader, and incubated for 24-48 hours at 37oC.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data were analysed using IBM SPSS statistics software version 26. Shapiro

Wilk test determined normality. Data were transformed to proportional and

analysed with general linear model with log regression. All surface samples were
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completed with a minimum of 7 and maximum of 15 biological replicates, with the

maximum replicates completed where possible.

ORGANISM RECOVERY CALCULATIONS

Recoveries were calculated as per methods used in similar studies [269, 297]

Sampling efficiency was calculated as per; SE = Ci/Ct x100

Recovery sensitivity was calculated as per; S = 100/ (A x SE)

In which;

SE = Sampling efficiency

S = Sensitivity

Ci= Concentration of organism recovered (CFU/cm2)

Ct= Concentration of organism inoculated (CFU/cm2)

A= Area tested in cm2

Variance was calculated as:

In which;

S2 = Variance

xˉ = mean CFU recovered 

n = sample size
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RESULTS

SURFACE SPECIFIC SAMPLING

When considering surfaces (N= 3) individually, for all organisms (N= 4) and all

sampling devices (N=6), overall, ceramic surfaces (N=360 samples) were the easiest

to recover the organisms from (23.84%), followed by metal (stainless steel) surfaces

(N=335) (18.92%). Plastic surfaces (N=313 samples) proved a greater challenge for

the sampling devices (14.80%). It was found that surfaces had a significant impact on

recovery (P<.0001) though no statistical significance was found comparing plastic and

steel (P=.699). Significance was found between ceramic and steel (P<.05)

Figure 3.4 Average (mean) percentage recovery from ceramic, plastic and metal surfaces, for all

organisms and surface sampling devices with error bars representing standard deviation.
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PATHOGEN SPECIFIC SAMPLING

Target pathogen also had a role in recovery. Some pathogens were more

readily recovered than others. The results found that, on average (mean), the Gram-

positive organisms S. aureus and E. faecalis were more readily recovered (24.27%

and 23.08% respectively) than the Gram-negative organisms K. pneumoniae and P.

aeruginosa (20.01% and 11.57% respectively) though to no statistical significance

(P=.718.).

Figure 3.5 Average (mean) percentage recovery of four different pathogens with all surface

sampling devices and all surfaces with error bars representing standard deviation.
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INDIVIDUAL DEVICE SAMPLING

Overall, when assessing recoveries from all organisms (N=4) and all surfaces

(N=3), dipslides and contact plates had the best recoveries (47.77% and 36.19%)

respectively, and the difference between dipslides and contact plates was not

statistically significant (P= .164). Petrifilms allowed, on average (mean), a 26%

recovery. Sponges, flocked and cotton swabs performed poorly (0.23, 2.35, 2.55%).

Between swabs, flocked and cotton swabs had no difference in performance (2.35-

2.55%) P=.841. The difference between direct (contact plates, petrifilms, dipslides)

and indirect methods (swabs and sponges) was significant P<.0001.

Figure 3.6 Average (mean) percentage recovery of all organisms from all surfaces recovered by

individual sampling devices with error bars representing standard deviation.
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SURFACE, PATHOGEN AND SAMPLING DEVICE

The results identified how sampling device, target organism and

surface have an impact on recoveries. When sampling, these multiple factors work

together to help or hinder the sampling process. When identifying the interactions

between different pathogens and sampling devices, across all surfaces, it was found

that different pathogens are more readily recovered using different sampling

devices. For K. pneumoniae, contact plates (P= .385), dipslides (P= .243) and

petrifilms (P= .002) were more effective, giving recoveries of 44.5, 50.5 and 26.2%

respectively. For P. aeruginosa, dipslides (P= .011), petrifilms (P= .0001) and contact

plates (P= .0001) were most effective, with recoveries of 30.9, 18.3 and 16%

respectively. For S. aureus, dipslides (P= .946), contact plates (P= .379) and petrifilms

(P= .005) gave the highest recoveries, at 50.5, 47.5 and 28.3% respectively. Finally,

for E. faecalis, the most effective sampling devices were dipslides (P= .297), contact

plates (P= .077) and petrifilms (P= .008), with recoveries of 59.2, 36.7 and 31.2%

respectively.
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Figure 3.7 Average (mean) recovery of a) K. pneumoniae b) S. aureus c) P. aeruginosa d) E. faecalis

using different sampling devices across all surface types with error bars representing standard

deviation..
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When considering the impact of recovering different pathogens from

different surface types, it was found that that there was a difference in efficacy of

recovery depending on the surface type and target organism. For ceramic surfaces,

E. faecalis and K. pneumoniae (27.78 and 27.75%) were recovered most easily

(P<.0001) compared to P. aeruginosa and S. aureus (21.42 and 18.42%). For steel

surfaces, there were poorer recoveries overall, and here, Gram-positive organisms E.

faecalis and S. aureus had the best recoveries (28.80 and 22.59%) compared to K.

pneumoniae and P. aeruginosa (15.64 and 8.63%). For plastic surfaces, S. aureus and

K. pneumoniae were more readily recovered (24.28 and 19.51%) and E. faecalis and

P. aeruginosa had the poorest recoveries (11.49 and 3.92%). These results highlight

the importance of surface material when selecting for a specific organism, and how

recovery can be skewed due to the ability to recover some organisms more readily

than others from different surface materials.

Figure 3.8 Average (mean) percentage recovery for all sampling devices from a) ceramic b) plastic

and c) steel surfaces with different target organisms with error bars representing standard

deviation.
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Finally, when considering the interactions between sampling device and

surface material, it was found sampling devices perform better on some surfaces

than others. Dipslides performed best on ceramic surfaces (59.36%), compared with

plastic (39.54%) and steel (43.79%). Similarly, for contact plates, in which 45.72%

recovery was found on ceramic surfaces compared to 26.28% and 36.31% from

plastic and steel respectively. These results were supported by the individual

sampling devices and surface tests, in which different organisms had different

recovery efficacy (P< .0001). Swabs and sponges still performed poorly overall.

Figure 3.9 Average (mean) percentage recovery with different sampling devices from a) ceramic,

b) plastic and c) steel surfaces with error bars representing standard deviation.
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CHAPTER DISCUSSION

A large gap in the literature concerning surface sampling of clinical surfaces was

identified. A wide range of sampling devices were tested, using varying methods and

techniques, making a direct comparison between studies difficult. Often, the

literature was contradictory and incomplete. Multiple gaps in the literature would

make it difficult for a user to confidently assess different sampling devices, and to

select a sampling device that would work well for their specific environment. A gap

analysis in chapter 2, in regards to the most common clinical pathogens of concern,

(S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, K. pneumoniae, E. faecalis) identified just how much data

was missing. This study allowed a modest contribution to the literature.

THE ROLE OF SURFACE MATERIAL

The results identified how much of an impact surface materials can have on

organism recovery. As the clinical environment is made of many different surface

types and textures, these impacts are of concern when choosing a sampling device.

Knowing how surfaces play a role in organism recovery is vital to make an informed

choice when selecting sampling devices. The results identified that, overall,

organisms were more readily recovered from ceramic surfaces, then metal, and

proved most difficult to recover from plastic surfaces. Difficulty in recovering

organisms from certain surfaces, such as plastics (figure 3.1) could be due to the

ability of organisms to adhere and form biofilm on some surfaces more easily than

others. Surface charge also plays a role in bacterial attraction, as negatively charged

surfaces have been found to attract more bacteria than positively charged surfaces

[298]. Therefore, surface materials play an important role in how well surface
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sampling devices may perform, and surface material must be considered when

making a selection between different surface sampling devices. For sampling devices

with lower sampling efficiencies, such as swabs and sponges, the impact of such

careful selection may be negligible, and potential improvement limited, and other

factors may have a more weighted and significant impact, such as adsorption of cells

[269] or the differences between wet and dry surfaces [268].

HOW DIFFERENT PATHOGENS ARE RECOVERED FROM SURFACES

It is important to consider that the clinical environment is inhabited by a

multitude of both Gram-negative and Gram-positive organisms [99, 139, 219]. A

study undertaken by Lemmen et al. (2004) found that multi-resistant Gram-positive

organisms were recovered from ICU surfaces (26.4% positive samples) and general

ward surfaces (23.6% positive samples) more frequently than multi-resistant Gram-

negatives from ICU (8.1% positive samples) and general ward (2.6% positive samples)

surfaces, likely due to Gram-positive organisms surviving better in air [99]. It is

estimated that in the US, Gram-negative organisms are responsible for 30% of HCAI

[319]. Both Gram-negative and Gram-positive organisms have varying abilities to

attach and form biofilm on surfaces. Adhesion is aided by a number of components,

such as an organisms use of flagella, chemotactic proteins, adhesins, liposaccharides

and capsules [311]. Different bacteria may possess all or some of these components.

While overall, ceramic surfaces were shown to give better recoveries, the results

found that this varies depending on the target organism. For example, S. aureus had

poorest recoveries on ceramic surfaces, and superior recoveries when compared

with plastic (P<.01) and steel surfaces (P=.094). E. faecalis was recovered better from
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ceramic and steel surfaces (P=.898), but was not recovered well from plastic surfaces

in comparison (P<.001). To further investigate this trend, both size, shape and

adhesion can be explored for these organisms

Table 3.1 Properties of organisms used for surface sampling efficacy testing.

Size

(µm)
Morphology Adhesion Stain Reference

S. aureus 1

Cocci ‘slime’ production

and ability to form

biofilm

+

Gram

Positive

[320, 321]

K.

pneumoniae
1-2

Rod

Forms biofilm, has

pili to aid

adhesion
-

Gram

Negative

[322, 323]

E. faecalis 0.6-2

Diplococci

Can form biofilm

+

Gram

Positive

[324, 325]

P. aeruginosa 1.5-3

Rod Forms biofilm, has

pili, strong

colonising

capacity

-

Gram

Negative

[316, 326, 327]

Table 3.1 above shows how each organism varies in size, shape, and the

mechanisms they have at their disposal for surface attachment. These factors will

play a role in how easily they can attach to fomites, how they survive in the

environment, and how they can be recovered from different sampling devices. Some

cells can adhere faster to surfaces; the attachment of P. aeruginosa to stainless steel
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showed that cells in early or late log phase adhered in twice the numbers as cells in

stationary phase [309]. In the context of hospital surfaces, organisms are not likely

to be actively dividing as the surface environment (unless soiled, or organic matter is

present) do not provide a nutrient rich environment. However, it has been suggested

that low-nutrient environments give greater adherence to surfaces as the stress

allows more expression of cell surface characteristics in relation to finding nutrients,

which allow an organism to become more closely associated with a surface while

trying to find nutrients, though these results were suggested against tests with

marine Pseudomonas spp. And Vibrio spp. Therefore implications against clinically

significant pathogens may be limited [309, 328]. Pili and flagella were found to have

the greatest impact on retrieval from surfaces with varied topography [311],

highlighting how both surface factors and bacterial properties can interact and have

an impact on recovery. When assessing both surface type, recovery, and surface

device efficacy, the following conclusions can be made in table 3.2 below on how

easily different pathogens can be recovered from different surface types, tested

under a single environmental condition. As demonstrated by the review of surface

sampling devices (Chapter 2) there is a range of conditions that can impact recovery

using a sampling device (surface material, porosity, topography wet or dry surface,

level of bioburden on a surface, cells being adsorbed, stressed or damaged, soiling

presence, use of wetting agent and type of agent used and transport medium used

and storage conditions). Optimisation of sampling technique, use of different

sampling device or testing under different environmental conditions may yield

different results, and surface sampling devices such as swabs, with known poor
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sampling efficiency are not likely to show significance across different surfaces or

organisms as efficiency is limited.

Table 3.2 Ease of recovering different organisms from different surface materials as suggested by

the results.

Regardless of target surface or sampling device used, some organisms are

more easily recovered than others. It has been shown that different strains of the

same organisms have differences in recovery [272, 283], which means, even with

careful sampling device selection, there will still be a natural variation in how easily

some organisms are recovered. This is important to consider when sampling

environments to build up a picture of the microbiome. Easy retrieval of certain

species may skew the results when trying to determine the levels of different

organisms inhabiting the surface environment. Some organisms are notoriously

difficult to recover, either due to the difficulty replicating their growth conditions or

general low numbers present on surfaces, while others are viable but non-culturable

[107, 108]. As such, environmental monitoring can only provide insight into a select

few organisms. As discussed in Chapter 1, there are both traditional microbiological

Steel Ceramic Plastic

S. aureus ✓! ✓! ✓

K. pneumoniae ✗ ✓ ✓!

E. faecalis ✓ ✓ ✗

P. aeruginosa ✗ ✓! ✗

✓ good recovery from

surface

✓! Moderate recovery

from surface

✗ Poor recovery from

surface
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analysis methods as well as molecular analysis. From the sampling devices tested,

only swab sampling devices are suitable to undergo both traditional and molecular

testing. Molecular methods do not require organisms to be in a culturable state, and

can therefore be more sensitive. Furthermore, molecular analysis can be an

indispensable tool when tracking pathogen spread and acquisition between patients

and the environment, as well as locating the source of the outbreak.

To put these findings into practical context, it is important to consider how all

these factors will play a role in the real clinical surface environment. The surfaces

chosen for this research were new and undamaged. Surfaces in the clinical

environment could be decades old, and will have associated wear and tear from daily

use, leading to additional microscopic damage, allowing more surface area for

organisms to enter and hinder recovery with sampling devices. Inappropriate use of

cleaning equipment could also contribute to surface wear and damage. Furthermore,

clinical surfaces will be made of a variety of materials. An effective routine sampling

of a single room will consist of several material types, therefore choice of sampling

device must be considered carefully. Another important factor is the environmental

stressors the organisms will face. Harsh environments can cause organisms to

express different genes to aid survival and allow strong surface attachment and

biofilm formation. Strains that have survived in the clinical environment over time

will undoubtedly be recovered differently from lab-based studies, in which freshly

grown pathogens have been inoculated onto new, single surfaces. In clinical

environments, biofilms are formed of many different species that can both help or

hinder each other [329]. The interactions between several species on a surface can
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have an effect on survival. These interactions could also play a role in adhesion

abilities, and cause a change in how well certain species are recovered from different

surfaces.

SURFACE SAMPLING WITH DIFFERENT DEVICES

Surface type and target organism aside, it has been shown that different

surface sampling devices will always perform differently (figure 3.5). When assessing

all surface types and target organisms, contact plates and dipslides performed well,

with recoveries of 47.77% and 36.19% respectively. Petrifilms had a 26% recovery,

and sponges and swabs performed poorly, not exceeding 2.55% recoveries. Some

devices, for the pathogens considered within this study, were found to consistently

perform poorly, such as flocked swabs, cotton swabs and sponges. However, this was

on a select few pathogens. Sponges have been found to be very successful for

recovering C. difficile from surfaces [277], potentially due to the spore shape and the

sponge texture allowing easy recovery. As previously discussed in chapter 1, surface

sampling devices perform differently under different surface conditions, such as

contact plates performing poorly on wet surfaces, or surfaces with a high bioburden

(chapter 1). Direct contact methods had lower variability between samples. Average

variance for contact plates (s2 =134.16 ), dipslides (s2 12.52) and petrifilms (s2 10.78)

compared with indirect methods, sponges (78.80) cotton swabs (303.80) and flocked

swabs (192.20). This is unsurprising between swab and non-swab methods, as swabs

are difficult to standardised as a large portion of sampling relies heavily on the

individual technique used, pressure, and number of strokes. While pressure can be

variable with agar-based direct samplers, like contact plates, these are easier to
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standardise. Between the direct samplers, dipslides had lower variance compared

with contact plates, suggesting the design or use of dipslides is a more reproducible

technique, or that the manufacturer of the sampling device is more uniform.

Compared with the swab and sponge samples, sponges had lower variance than the

two swabs. This may be due to the size of the sponge tip and handle, which are

significantly larger than the cotton or flocked swabs, therefore it is easier to see if

the sampling technique is consistent between samples. Between the swabs

themselves, flocked swabs had lower variability compared with cotton. This has been

explained by the material difference and interaction with the sample, as cotton fibers

have many wrinkles and folds which increase surface area of absorption which will

allow greater pickup of sample, but the attraction of water molecules to the cellulose

rings in the cotton could lead to entrapment of bacterial lamellae and will become

trapped in the swab bud. In comparison, the flocked swab coating will prevent the

bacterial suspension from becoming entrapped in the matrix of the bud, allowing

more successful vortexing and release of the sample [263]. Dolan et al. noted during

testing different swab types, there was a difference in the bud tips, and the

neutralising buffer swabs were wrapped more loosely around the handle compared

with cotton swabs. This means the neutralising swabs may have had easier release

of organisms from the bud tip into the enrichment media, giving the suggestion of

higher sampling sensitivity, and that this may be a factor allowing better sensitivity

(2.6 × 101) compared with the other swabs tested on the bench surface eSwab

(6.1 × 10−1) macrofoam swabs (3.9 × 10−1) saline swabs (2.8 × 102).
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With these factors in mind, and consideration of the interactions between

target organism and surface type having an impact on recovery, the ability for a

sampling device to recover an organism goes far beyond that replicated in a

laboratory environment. The results highlight that there is no single sampling device

that will work for all environments, and all factors, including the efficacy of the

sampling device itself, must be considered during selection.
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CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that there are many factors that can either help or hinder the

recovery of different organisms from different surfaces. Some surfaces allow easy

recovery of pathogens, whereas other surfaces prove more difficult. Many factors

are at play, such as the surface texture, surface charge, and any potential microscopic

damage to the surface. Furthermore, the organism type also plays a role in recovery,

and some organisms are more readily recovered. Size, shape, adhesion ability and

how quickly a species can form biofilm could all play a role in how well it can be

recovered from a surface. However, perhaps the most important component of

surface sampling is ensuring the choice of surface sampling device is appropriate to

the situation. Chapter 2 revealed the gaps in literature in relation to surface sampling

device testing. This chapter sought to build on the evidence and add to the literature

assessing clinically significant surfaces (metal, ceramic, plastic) against clinically

significant pathogens (S. aureus, K. pneumoniae, E. faecalis, P. aeruginosa) and

highlight the need for more testing of surface sampling devices, including those not

affiliated with the clinical environment and testing for clinical pathogens, such as

petrifilms and dipslides,

Different sampling devices have varying limits of detection. Sponges and swabs

consistently performed poorly, whereas dipslides and contact plates were shown to

be the most effective. It is critical to ensure all these factors are considered when

selecting a device for surface sampling, and careful consideration of target organism

and the type of surfaces to be sampled must be considered. While all these factors

have been shown to play a role in pathogen recovery, it is vital to consider how
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different real clinical environments are. The results from this study give important

information and guidance for application in the clinical surface environment.

However, it is important to consider that lab-based studies cannot account for the

different organic factors that are at play in clinical environments, and often result in

a ‘best case’ scenario result, as is common in lab-based research.

Now the options for surface sampling have been identified, while there are still

gaps in the literature, these sampling devices can be used across different settings to

assess how well cleaning has been undertaken, or to determine patient risk. Surface

sampling allows a quantitative or semi-quantitative assessment of how well cleaning

has been undertaken. Chapter 4 will explore cleaning.
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Chapter 4 CLEANING – A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

INTRODUCTION

Cleaning is the physical removal of dirt, debris, general soiling and infectious

materials, and is defined by the CDC as ‘the removal of foreign material (e.g. soil, and

organic material) from objects and is normally accomplished using water with

detergents or enzymatic products’ [330]. Removal of any visible soiling is the first

step for cleaning, to physically remove and break down organic matter, which can be

followed by a further step with a disinfectant if required. By cleaning hospital

surfaces, the risk of the transmission of infectious organisms is reduced. The nature

of the clinical environment and presence of infected and colonised patients means

the surface environment can easily harbour these pathogens [196]. Effective cleaning

can ensure the surface environment is safe for patients, and reduces this risk [331].

Despite the importance of cleaning, there can be confusion as to the type of

cleaning undertaken and the definition of the word clean. The term cleaning refers

to the initial step all cleaning efforts, regardless of level, must follow, which is the

physical removal of any physical dirt, dust or soiling, as disinfection cannot occur

through soiling. Decontamination is the removal of soil or pathogenic organisms in

order to make an object safe for handling, prior to further processing or discard, such

as for the reprocessing of medical devices [332]. Disinfection and sterilisation are not

synonymous and represent two very different cleaning procedures, depending on

the criticality and purpose of a surface. Disinfection reduces the amount of organisms

from an object or surface, usually measured as a 5-6 log10 reduction as tested under
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controlled conditions [330]. Surface cleaning of hospital environments is a complex

undertaking, as there can be multiple confounding factors that may make cleaning

agents less effective, such as the presence of soil on a surface which would inactivate

a QUAT-based cleaning agent, as they are readily deactivated in the presence of soil,

whereas other methods are more suitable for the use in presence of soil, such as

peracetic acid. Peters et al. 2018 detail these conditions using the acronym W.A.S.T.E;

workforce (individuals responsible for the cleaning activity), area (environment that

is to be cleaned, including surface type, if the surface is intact and the level of

cleaning required), substance (the chemical or product that is to be used for cleaning,

if this is a disinfectant or detergent), technique (the method used for cleaning),

equipment (the equipment used for cleaning be this manual with a microfiber cloth

or touch-free like hydrogen peroxide vapour systems) [333].

All these variable conditions are difficult to replicate in efficacy testing,

therefore the required 5-6log10 reduction may not be achievable in real-life settings.

This is not always achieved when tested under conditions more closely related to

those that may be present within the clinical environment. Limitations may be from

user error, such as incorrect dilution of cleaning agents or using contaminated

cleaning agents which can lead to microbial seeding of surfaces [4] or limitations of

the cleaning agent itself. In relation to surfaces, surface material plays a role in the

efficacy of the cleaning agent. Scratched surfaces (polyethylene, polypropylene,

glass, and stainless steel) had reduced log reductions of S. aureus in comparison to

non-scratched counterparts when cleaning with sodium hypochlorite [334]. The

degree of scratching on individual surfaces is difficult to replicate in laboratory
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testing conditions. Hospital environments vary, and surfaces differ in age across

different settings. This thesis tested at GOSH, which is a historical institution and was

founded in 1852. The hospital is formed of older, historical buildings and newer, up

to date wards. Older surfaces are more likely to have significant scratching and

degradation. In addition, hospital in developing countries may not have the

resourcing for replacing worn out or old surfaces. Therefore, it can be difficult to

predict how a cleaning agent will perform in clinical settings, therefore careful

selection is key depending on the visible factors that can be assessed prior to

undertaking cleaning (W.A.S.T.E).

Sterilisation is the total kill of all organisms, including spores. Sterilisation is

often undertaken using heat or steam, by autoclave or other similar devices, and is

effective for medical devices and other critical heat-proof instruments, in which all

organisms are destroyed. Disinfection is the cleaning of surfaces and devices, using

high-level disinfectants or lower level disinfectants, depending on the level of clean

required (intensive and frequent cleaning with high-level disinfectants for high risk

areas, or less frequent, though still regular, cleaning and spot cleaning as required

with lower-level disinfectants or detergents) [192]. Intermediary (medium-level)

cleaning can be undertaken with less concentrated cleaning agents. Low-level

cleaning would be undertaken within the general hospital and communal areas,

whereas high-level cleaning would be used for terminal room cleaning, and for

cleaning during an outbreak, or a room exposed to an infected or colonised patient.

An antimicrobial is defined as an agent that kills or stops the growth of

microorganisms [335]. Some antimicrobial cleaning agents are targeted towards
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bacteria, such as bacteriocides, and others target fungal organisms, such as

fungicides. Different cleaning agents work in different ways; some kill bacteria

(bactericidal) while others do not kill bacteria, but instead prevent their reproduction

(bacteriostatic). Virucidal agents will destroy viruses. For a higher level clean, a

cleaning agent must be selected that can kill spores, called a sporicidal agent. Some

cleaning agents, such as no-touch automated room disinfection systems like

hydrogen peroxide ‘robots’, are to be used as an adjunct to cleaning only. The process

of understanding all these terms and where they should be applied and their

implications for clinical environments can be difficult, and is only worsened by the

lack of available guidance and standards for clinical surface cleaning. Cleaning

procedure, training, re-training, competency, choice of cleaning agent and frequency

of cleaning vary in different healthcare settings and protocols are set by each

individual setting. Cleaning training packages and local procedures are often not

based on evidence, [208, 336] and there is a distinct lack of robust and complete

guidelines for cleaning [200, 336].

Failures in cleaning compliance have been documented well in the literature

[159, 197, 198], and poor cleaning is known to increase the risk of HCAI. Yet assessing

cleaning is difficult, and currently there are no evidence-based methods to assess

how well an individual cleaner has cleaned [212]. Currently, the available options for

assessing surface cleanliness is by using the visibly clean audit, which is mandated for

all UK NHS trusts [337], ATP testing, UV marking of surfaces to visibly locate missed

surfaces, or microbiological sampling. Microbiological sampling is the superior

method, though, again, there is a lack of evidence-based standards for assessing
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clinical surfaces, and what would define them as ‘clean’ as visibly (aesthetically) clean

and microbiologically clean (no pathogenic organisms) are different criteria,

representing a different risk to a patient [139, 171].

It is clear cleaning is important to reducing the burden of HCAI, yet there are

so many options. Selecting a cleaning agent and using the correct technique for

different surfaces can be confusing.
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RESEARCH AIMS

The aim of this research was to review the literature surrounding surface

cleaning, and to compile the available information on different cleaning methods

that can be used for clinical surfaces, and their potential applications. The review

would allow a comprehensive analysis of possible cleaning options over a wide and

varied amount of literature, to compile and present in a legible, accessible and useful

format for healthcare professionals.

The following factors were considered;

1. What are the options for clinical surface cleaning?

2. What recommendations can be made for low (general), intermediary

(medium) and high level cleaning?
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METHODS

A systematic review was undertaken following a modified version of the

PRISMA guidelines [214]. Study eligibility was determined using the EPIC guidelines

[338], in which studies must rank either 1++, 1+, 2++ or 2+ to be accepted within this

review.

The following online repositories were searched; ScienceDirect, Web of

Science and Medline (PubMed). The keywords included; hydrogen peroxide vapour

AND efficacy AND surface; sodium hypochlorite AND efficacy AND surface; peracetic

acid AND efficacy AND surface; quaternary ammonium compound OR QUAT AND

efficacy AND surface; microfiber cloth OR microfiber cloth AND efficacy AND surface;

detergent AND efficacy AND surface; disinfectant AND efficacy AND surface; UV OR

UV-C AND efficacy AND surface; sodium dichloroisocyanurate OR NaDCC AND

efficacy AND surface; chlorine dioxide AND efficacy AND surface; wipes AND efficacy

AND surface; chlorine AND efficacy AND surface; mops AND efficacy AND surface;

ozone AND efficacy AND surface. Reference lists of included literature were searched

in order to ensure full coverage. Studies were excluded based on the criteria outlined

in table 4.1 below
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Table 4.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria for study review.

Inclusion Exclusion

English language Non-English

Results focusing on surface cleaning in

clinical environments and in vitro

Results from efficacy testing with

organisms in suspension

All surfaces, both clinical and non clinical

and from other industries

Organic surfaces such as fruit and

vegetables, and dental surfaces

All organisms of human significance, or

appropriate surrogates

Animal pathogens

Evidence based papers with results Opinion papers with no results

All organisms of human significance or their related surrogate organisms and

non-organic surface types, both clinical and non-clinical, were included. Literature

assessing organisms only in suspension were excluded. Literature assessing both

surface and organisms in suspension were included, but only surface results were

considered within this review.
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RESULTS

Eligible literature was searched and assessed by title, abstract, then full-text

content and adherence to the EPIC criteria shown in figure 4.1. N= 18,741 studies

were retrieved from the keywords search. Following removal of duplicates and

exclusion at title-level, N= 1,057 studies were reviewed at abstract level. N= 666 full-

text articles were reviewed, and N= 426 were excluded using the inclusion and

exclusion criteria as outlined in table 4.1. A total N= 240 studies were included within

this review.

Only 1.2% of studies from the initial keywords search fulfilled the criteria as

set out within this review. N= 168 studies were excluded as they assessed only

organisms in suspension and not organisms present on surfaces.

Figure 4.1 Diagram of the study review and selection process

Search of Electronic Databases (N= 18,741)
N= 1,642 Pubmed N= 12,904 WebOfScience N= 4,195 ScienceDirect

N= 18,741
Articles

screened at
title level

N= 17,452
Articles

excluded

N= 232
Duplicates removed

N= 1,057
Articles

screened at
abstract level

N= 391
Articles excluded

N= 666

Full text articles
assessed for

eligibility

N= 426
Articles

excluded

N= 240
Articles

included within
the review
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Figure 4.2 details the studies excluded from the full-text review, and the

reasons for exclusion. N=240 studies fulfilled the inclusion criteria and were included

within the review. Within the studies selected for the review, N=34 were assessing

cleaning within the hospital environment, N=197 were lab-based studies, N=6 were

assessing both environments, and N= 3 were in other settings. A total of 12 groups

of cleaning agents were identified; alcohols N=31, aldehydes N=18, oxidising agents

N=36, acids and bases N=45, phenolics N=12, quaternary ammonium compounds

(QUATS) N=63, chlorines N=82, iodine N=14, terpenes N=4, UV N=17, wipes, cloths

and mops N=42, other and novel N= 29. A full breakdown of the components within

each category is available within Appendix.

Figure 4.2 Number of studies excluded within the full-text assessment and the conditions of

exclusion
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RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE REVIEW

The literature review revealed many options for surface cleaning, with varying

efficacy, cost, and ease of use. Several cleaning agents, while effective, were

classified as not appropriate for routine cleaning, due to the production of fumes,

difficulty to use, or the staining or degradation of certain surface materials. Examples

of such include cleaning agents that create fumes, like >400ppm chlorine, or cleaning

agents that are highly irritating and toxic which include aldehydes. Peracetic acid and

sodium hydroxide are not compatible with metal surfaces and are corrosive (see

table 4.2-4.3). For high level cleaning, an agent must be able to destroy all organisms,

except for high concentrations of spores, though the level of spores classified as high

concentration is not defined [192]. The review identified the following suitable

agents for high, moderate and low level cleaning:
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Table 4.2 Cleaning Agents suitable for high level cleaning

Name
Mode of

action
Advantages Limitations

Potential of
resistance?

Suitable
for

Studies
reviewing

Hydrogen
peroxide >7%

Bactericidal.
Produces
free radicals
that can
attack
membrane
lipids, DNA,
and other
essential cell
components

Powerful, no
odour

Incompatibili
ties with
some surface
materials.
Corrosive to
rubber,
brass,
stainless
steel and
other metals

no

Some
surface
material
s

N= 25

Hydrogen
peroxide
vapour
(>300ppm)

Bactericidal.
Produces
free radicals
that can
attack
membrane
lipids, DNA,
and other
cell
components

No residues, no
disposal of
chemicals
required, no-
touch system
requiring no
operator

Adjunct only
– must be
used
following
traditional
surface
cleaning

no

Entire
room
disinfect
ion

Chlorines
(>400ppm)

Bactericidal.
Denaturing
proteins and
enzyme-
structure
destruction

Lower
concentrations
are sporicidal,
cheap, no
known
resistance
mechanisms, a

>4 log
reduction
demonstrated
even for prions

PPE must be
worn, odour,
irritant to
skin and eyes
(at 400ppm)

no
All
surfaces

N= 82

Peracetic acid
(>500ppm)

Bactericidal.
Denatures
proteins,
disrupts the
cell wall
permeability

By-products are
environmentall
y friendly,
sporicidal,
works in
presence of
soiling, works
well against
spores

Incompatibili
ties with
some surface
materials

Yes,
evidence of
acid-
resistant
mechanisms

Surfaces
except
metal

N= 45 (all
acids)
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For medium or intermediate level cleaning, cleaning agents must

demonstrate the ability to kill bacteria, mycobacteria, most viruses and fungi, though

not spores [192].

Table 4.3 Cleaning Agents suitable for intermediary-level cleaning

Name
Mode of

action
Advantages Limitations

Potential of

resistance?

Suitable

for

Studies

reviewing

Chlorine-

based

agents

(<400ppm)

Bactericidal.

Denaturing

proteins

and

enzyme-

structure

destruction

Lower

concentration

solutions

produce less

odour, no

known

resistance

mechanisms

Lower

concentrations

not sporicidal

no

General

surface

cleaning

N= 82

Alcohols

(>70%)

Bactericidal.

Denatures

proteins

Readily

available in

wipes or

sprays,

cheap, fast

drying

Drying to skin,

can degrade

some surfaces,

fast drying

which can

make

adherence to

contact times

difficult

Yes,

evidence of

gene

mutation in

alcohol-

tolerant

strains

General

surface

cleaning

of non-

rubber

surfaces

N= 31

QUATS

(>400ppm)

Bactericidal.

Inactivates

enzymes,

denatures

proteins,

disrupts cell

membrane

Some limited

efficacy

against

viruses,

cheap

Readily

inactivated in

the presence

of soiling, not

effective

against spores,

general

cleaning must

occur first

Yes,

evidence of

upregulation

of efflux

pumps

General

cleaning
N= 63
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Low level cleaning can destroy bacteria in a vegetative state, some fungi and

viruses, but not mycobacteria or spores [192].

Table 4.4 Cleaning agents suitable for low level and general cleaning

Name
Mode of

action
Advantages Limitations

Potential

of

resistance?

Suitable for
Studies

reviewing

QUATS

(200-

400ppm)

Bactericidal.

Inactivates

enzymes,

denatures

proteins,

disrupts cell

membrane

Some limited

efficacy

against

viruses, cheap

Readily inactivated in

the presence of soiling,

not effective against

spores, general cleaning

must occur first

Yes,

evidence of

upregulatio

n of efflux

pumps

General

cleaning
N= 63

Detergents

Can be

bacteriostat

ic. Physical

removal,

breakdown

of biofilm.

Environmental

ly friendly, no

risk of

antimicrobial

resistance,

cheap and

readily

available,

remove soiling

and organic

matter

Physical removal of

organisms only – no

active ingredient to kill

pathogens.

No, as no

kill action

exerted

General

surface

cleaning

prior to

disinfection

. General

cleaning of

‘low risk’

surfaces,

such as

communal

areas.

N= 42

When using a cleaning agent, various application methods are possible with

cloths, mops or wipes, all of which are made of different materials and suitable for

different types of cleaning.
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Table 4.5 Cleaning agent application methods

Name
Mode of

action
Advantages Limitations

Potential

of

resistance?

Suitable

for

Studies

reviewing

Cloths Physical

Microfiber

weave helps

trap and retain

organisms,

cheap and

disposable.

Transfer to other

surfaces, no

antimicrobial action

without cleaning agent,

traditional 3-folded

method of cleaning

proven to contaminate

subsequent surfaces.

Non-microfiber cloths

have poor retention of

organisms.

n/a
General

cleaning
N= 19

Mops (for

floor

cleaning)

Physical

Can apply

cleaning agent

easily to large

surfaces, can be

microfiber,

cheap,

contaminated

mop heads easy

to replace.

Use across too large a

surface can transfer

contamination.

n/a
General

cleaning
N= 5

Wipes

Physical

(varies by

specific

active

agent)

Fast and easy to

use. Readily

available, user

friendly with no

preparation

required. Active

agent pre-

impregnated.

Can become

contaminated and

transfer pathogens, can

dry out.

Variable to

active

ingredient

All

smaller

surfaces

N= 18
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DISCUSSION

Cleaning is a critical component of IPC, to keep surfaces free of pathogens

that could lead to acquisition of HCAI. Effective cleaning allows the clinical

environment to remain safe, and reduce the risk of HCAI. Despite the importance of

cleaning, cleaning protocols vary widely between different trusts. The review

identified 240 studies assessing the efficacy of cleaning agents for surface cleaning,

encompassing 12 groups of cleaning agents. However, more data is needed to

support decisions faced by healthcare professionals when selecting cleaning agents,

as the clinical environment is a variable and complex space, and cleaning agents must

be tested rigorously under various conditions, such as on different surface materials,

to provide the evidence for producing true evidence-based cleaning protocols. The

variation in controlled studies, which has been highlighted in the literature, shows

how efficacy must be demonstrated in field conditions starting with, for example,

priority pathogens under a single method [339]. Using synergistic lab-based studies

followed by in-hospital use and efficacy testing on clinical surfaces could start

providing insight into how laboratory based efficacy translates under different

testing conditions, and how this then relates again to in-house use in the hospital

environment, in relation to presence-absence of clinically significant pathogens,

general cleaning efficacy (TVC or other methods) and most importantly, how this

correlates with HCAI incidence.

For cleaning clinical surfaces, surfaces are divided into categories of risk. The

Spaulding classification has long been used as the gold-standard guideline for

categorising risk, conceptualised in 1957, ranking surfaces as critical, semi-critical or
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High Risk

Cleaning standards must be consistently high, achieved by intensive

and frequent cleaning. Areas in which invasive procedures are

performed are included here.

non-critical [88]. Hospital surfaces, as they do not come into contact with broken

skin, are classified as low risk, and non-critical. This classification suggests

intermediate (medium) or low-level cleaning processes are to be used here [88]. The

national specification for cleanliness in the NHS follow a similar breakdown of

surfaces divided into categories by risk. The national specifications for cleanliness in

the NHS categorise areas in the following format:

Figure 4.3 Classification of high, medium and low risk areas for surface cleaning as per the national

specifications for cleanliness in the NHS (NHS 2007).

Medium Risk

Cleaning standards must be good, to achieve both hygienic and

aesthetic results, though not the same intensity and frequency as high

risk areas. Regular cleaning supplemented with spot cleaning will

maintain this standard.

Low Risk

The risk to patient safety in these areas is classified as low, therefore

cleaning these areas is deemed aesthetic. Cleaning should be regular,

though less frequent than medium risk areas, with minor spot cleaning

when required.
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Even the choice of cleaning agent can be a difficult and confusing choice for

healthcare professionals. The choice between disinfectants, detergents, or the use

of both is heavily debated, as both have their own inherent advantages and

limitations. Detergents do not have the risk of encouraging resistance, as they have

no kill action against organisms unlike disinfectants [340], are more environmentally

friendly, often safer for the user, and are easy to dispose of. However, they act with

physical removal alone, and can become easily contaminated if not used or stored

correctly [3].

Detergents are an extremely important part of cleaning. They can be broken

down into the following categories; anionic detergents, cationic detergents and non-

ionic detergents [341]. Anionic detergents, such as sodium cholate or sodium

deoxychloate-based detergents, are synthetic detergents that have their cleaning

activity regulated by the anionic portion of the molecules. They can contain the

following active ingredients; sodium alkyl sulfates, sodium lauryl sulfate and sodium

alkyl benzene sulphonate [342]. When added to water, anionic detergents ionize and

have a negative charge [342]. They are very effective at cleaning in the presence of

soiling [341]. Cationic detergents can contain the following ingredients; chlorides,

bromides, acetates. They are most commonly used as fabric softeners or in the

cleaning of textiles, and are more expensive, and are not used for clinical surface

cleaning. Non-ionic detergents can form hydrogen bonds with water, and have a

neutral group in their molecules. They are monoesters of polyhydric alcohols or

polyethers, derived from ethylene oxide [341]. They are effective at stabilising

emulsions [341]. Non-ionic detergents do not carry a charge in the head of the
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surfactant molecule and have lower water solubility compared with ionic detergents.

Some environmental surface cleaners can be a blend of different types of detergent,

to increase the efficacy and gain the advantageous properties across both, such as

combination nonionic-anionic blend like the HC90 neutral detergent which has been

used in hospital cleaning [343].

Detergents do not kill organisms, but break down organic matter and dirt on

surfaces and remove organisms with a physical action applied by a cloth or mop. This

can then be followed by a disinfectant if required. Detergents do this by their

formulation, made up of a surfactant or a combination of multiple surfactants.

Surfactants, or surface active agents, are molecules that bond together to form

bubbles. The hydrophobic end of the molecules are attracted to the soiling, binding

the soiling (figure 4.4A). The other hydrophilic ends of the molecules are then

attracted to water (figure 4.4B), and are then removed with the damp cloth or mop

[344].

Figure 4.4 A) Soil particle with detergent molecules attracted to the particle with hydrophobic tail

and B) water molecule with hydrophilic head of detergent attracted to water molecule.
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The review identified N=18 studies assessing detergents. However, N=8

studies warned of the potential risk of increasing bacterial load during cleaning, or

transfer to subsequent surfaces, likely from contamination of the detergent [4, 343,

345-350]. As detergents have no antimicrobial activity, they can readily become

contaminated. This importance must be expressed during cleaning training, and is of

even more importance when low level cleaning is undertaken with detergent alone

(such as in general ward areas) with no follow-up of disinfectants. Detergents can be

a single product, or contained as part of the formulation within a disinfectant.

Disinfectants containing a detergent are advantageous to allow breakdown of

organic matter and debris and disinfection all in one, though this single-step cleaning

method increases the risk of missed areas, which may be caught with a traditional

two step cleaning method.

Different cleaning agents are more effective against certain organisms, have

varying compatibility with different surface materials, and require a range of

personal protective equipment (PPE) or training for use. Additionally, the efficacy

information provided by the manufacturer may not give a true insight into how well

a cleaning agent may work for clinical surfaces. Cleaning agents are tested under

different conditions using various protocols following different guidelines as per the

target accreditation. There are two European standards for suspension testing of

clinical disinfectants against bacteria (EN 13727) fungi (EN 13624) or mycobacteria

(EN 14348). N= 169 studies were excluded from the review as they tested organisms

in suspension only, and did not reflect performance on surfaces. N= 7 studies were
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included that had both suspension and surfaces tested and the data were not

included for consideration within this thesis. None of these studies had subsequent

testing within a real clinical environment. Carrier testing, also known as ‘phase 2’

testing, challenges the cleaning agent against bacteria (EN 14561) fungi and yeast (EN

14562) or mycobacteria (14563) under a range of conditions related to real

environments, such as the presence of soiling or a range of temperatures. Some

cleaning agents are rigorously tested, with both carrier and suspension tests.

Suspension testing, or testing pathogens in planktonic form, will give a ‘best case’

result, allowing the cleaning agent to work at its highest capacity. Carrier testing is

crucial to gain insight into how well a cleaning agent will work on real surfaces. The

addition of soil challenge testing can determine if an agent is deactivated in the

presence of organic soiling, and to what extent this cleaning agent can still perform.

Clinical surfaces are often contaminated with soil, therefore a cleaning agent

needs to be able to tackle this effectively. As explored from the literature review,

many common cleaning agents have reduced kill capacity in the presence of soil, such

as QUATS [351-354]. There are two proposed ways in which this soiling interferes

with the disinfectants; either by the disinfectant being adsorbed by the soil and

inactivated as a result, or reacting with the soil and becoming inactivated [355].

Therefore, the presence of soiling plays such an important role in cleaning agent

efficacy, and cleaning agents must be tested in a way that is reflective of this. The

review revealed how differently cleaning agents were tested. A large proportion of

studies (N= 169, 25.4% of total assessed at full text stage) were excluded as they

tested their cleaning agents with planktonic testing only. This represents a large
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number of studies providing data inappropriate for evaluating how a cleaning agent

will perform on surfaces in a clinical environment. Some of the literature assessed

their agents with carrier testing and a soil challenge, though this level of testing is

not standardised throughout the literature.

However, just choosing a cleaning agent that performs well in both carrier

and suspension testing does not automatically make it the most suitable. Some of

the more powerful cleaning agents, or agents used at lower dilution, can become less

compatible with the user. Aldehydes, including formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde,

ortho-phthalaldehyde and Dialdehyde are high-level disinfectants, which work well

against bacteria, viruses, fungi spores and parasites in both liquid and gas states

[356]. They also have the added benefit of residual activity on surfaces, prolonging

their efficacy. However, they make a poor choice for general surface cleaning due to

their toxicity and ability to degrade and stain some surface materials, as the literature

consistently reported and warned of these limitations [356].

The wider concern of antimicrobial resistance should also be considered

when selecting a cleaning agent. Some organisms have inherent (intrinsic) resistance

to certain cleaning agents, as shown in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5 Classification of organisms according to resistance to disinfectants, as taken from Bock

2019.

Other organisms also have acquired the ability to adapt to disinfectants in

various ways, such as modification of their membrane, upregulation of efflux pumps,

or increase their propensity to form biofilms in response to biocides [357]. Careful

selection, use and rotation of cleaning agents must be applied to reduce the

prevalence of disinfectant-resistant organisms. As shown from tables 4.2-4.4, some

organisms have the potential for developing resistance mechanisms to certain

cleaning agents. This potential for previously sensitive pathogens to develop

resistance to current disinfectants represents a real concern for the future of

cleaning [357]. Currently, there is no known resistance mechanism to chlorine or
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hydrogen peroxide, or physical cleaning agents as these work by physical removal.

While chlorine is a powerful cleaning agent and stock rotation is not needed as there

are currently no known resistance mechanisms, complete reliance on chlorine-based

cleaning agents without rotation with other agents such as detergents will mean

surfaces are continuously exposed to a known corrosive agent, and will reduce the

lifespan of certain surfaces, such as plastic and stainless steel [358-360]. Therefore,

the practicality of stock rotation must be considered in relation to the cost of more

frequent repair and replacement of corroded or damaged surfaces, which may

promote bacterial attachment (see section 1.4).

The literature revealed several studies in which reduced susceptibility to

cleaning agents has been recorded [361] though to what extent this may impact

clinical practice is currently unknown. Some studies have also reported that there is

no difference in susceptibilities to cleaning agents between antibiotic resistant and

antibiotic-susceptible pathogens [361].

Cleaning agent efficacy, frequency of cleaning, training quality and staff

competency have an impact on how effective a cleaning protocol will be. For working

with cleaning teams and showing them the effect of their cleaning, visual UV marker

spots or the use of ATP devices has proven effective, while standard microbiological

sampling may have little meaning to cleaning personnel. Ensuring good cleaning

compliance is a key component in effective cleaning, as a cleaning agent will only be

effective if used correctly.
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CONCLUSION

Cleaning is an important intervention to prevent HCAI and is a critical

component for IPC. However, cleaning protocols, guidelines and training is not

standardised between hospitals, and cleaning varies both within UK hospitals and

around the world. Additionally, there is a serious lack of evidence-based cleaning

guidelines. The review of the literature revealed there are many options for surface

cleaning in clinical environments, yet without the evidence, it can be impossible for

IPC staff to determine what to use to clean their environment. The evidence was

reviewed, and suggestions can be made for clinical cleaning, though more work and

evidence is required.

Cleaning can be undertaken with liquid agents applied with a cloth or mop,

commercially available packaged wipes, or with novel cleaning adjunct systems such

as HPV or UV systems. Regardless of the agents chosen, physical removal of dirt with

a detergent should always occur first, followed by a disinfection process if required,

as disinfectants cannot work when challenged with heavy surface soiling. The

cleaning agent chosen for each cleaning task has its own advantages and limitations;

therefore careful selection is important to ensure cleaning is undertaken as

effectively as possible. A modern world is revealing new and exciting technologies to

undertake hospital surface cleaning, often being favoured and promoted as powerful

and time-saving cleaning agents, such as UVC and HPV robots, though these systems

are not without their limitations, and are not a replacement for physical surface

cleaning.
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Chapter 5 CLEANING WITH SURFACE WIPES

INTRODUCTION

There are many possible options for undertaking surface cleaning for smaller

surfaces or for spot-cleaning. Using cloths and a spray disinfectant, or ready to use

(RTU) commercially available wipes pre-impregnated with a specific concentration of

cleaning agent, represent an easy and economical method of cleaning surfaces. Data

suggests that these ready to use wipes are rising in popularity and are being used

more than ever in healthcare settings [362]. There are a multitude of pre-packaged

surface wipes available for cleaning clinical surfaces, with a range of uses and

compatibilities [362, 363]. As with all cleaning agents, they must be used properly in

order to be most effective at cleaning and removing soiling and organisms from a

surface. Improper use can compromise their cleaning ability [200].

Ready to use wipes have several advantages. They require no preparation or

dilution prior to use, with the exception of some wipes that require wetting for

activation, such as the GAMA healthcare peracetic-acid based sporicidal wipes. This

reduces the risk of using too little cleaning agent and diluting the active ingredient

too much, which is a potential concern with liquid cleaning agents that require

preparation, being diluted by guesswork or over-diluted. There is no risk of

contaminating the cleaning agent during use, preparation or storage, such as using

contaminated water, or preparing in a contaminated bucket. Additionally, as they are

disposable, any organisms are retained within the wipe and discarded safely.

Reusable cloths must be used carefully as they carry the risk of this transmission

across surfaces if the cloth becomes soiled or is used for multiple surfaces.
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Liquid cleaning agents are useful for cleaning larger surfaces, such as walls

and floors. They are cheap and economical and can produce large volumes of

cleaning agent, which are required to clean large surfaces within a ward. Liquid

cleaning agents are applied with cloths or mops, and the most common liquid

cleaning agents used in the clinical environment are bleach (sodium hypochlorite)

NaDCC (sodium dichloroisocyanurate) and Tristel-brand (chlorine dioxide). These

come in tablet or sachet forms, in which a specific number of tablets are sachets are

added to a certain volume of water to produce an agent at a useable concentration.

As with all cleaning agents, assessment standards vary. Cleaning agents can

be evaluated on surfaces in a carrier test, or planktonic testing. An ideal test standard

would show the performance of the wipe or cleaning agent under both carrier and

planktonic testing, with additional testing under conditions replicating surface soil,

mimicking the environment a wipe will be challenged with within the clinical setting.

Several studies have been undertaken assessing wipes with different methods using

a range of bacteria, spore formers or viruses, inoculated onto a range of surface

materials [362]. It was found that the compatibility of the disinfectant and the wipe

material must be considered, and that more information is needed on how to use

the RTU wipes.

Only a few studies have assessed wipes within the clinical environment.

Testing under these conditions are likely to show the true performance of surface

wipes, as they are challenged with a wide range of conditions such as soiling,

variation of surface types and materials, potential presence of heavy bacterial

loading and established biofilm presence. However, comparison between clinical-
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based tests and laboratory-based tests is difficult and challenging due to the

discrepancies in methods used [362, 363]. A review by Boyce (2021) compiled the

current data for wipes used in healthcare settings, and reiterated the need for further

research on different types of wipes [362]. This study was limited in its search until

2019, so newer studies were not included. Within the review, only 2 studies assessed

wipe performance on ceramic tiling, which forms in important part of the hospital

surface environment, and tiled bathroom and sink areas have been linked to

significant outbreak (section 1.3.4). Within these 2 studies, P. aeruginosa was not

tested, which is of specific concern as this pathogen has been linked to outbreaks

from bathrooms and sink areas [41-43]. The wipes specific to the setting of this

thesis, a UK pediatric hospital, were not tested in any of these studies. While a

bleach-based Clorox branded was tested with the review, it has a different

formulation than the Clinell-Clorox branded wipes used in UK facilities.

Reproducibility across multiple studies can give confidence of data, therefore relying

on one or two publications does not mean we can be entirely convinced of the

efficacy of a wipe. Multiple studies undertaking the same methodology reproducing

the same or similar results bridging all possible gaps (such as different surfaces, wipe

and cleaning agent chemistries, different pathogens and different strains of the same

organism, variation of temperature and humidity and other testing conditions) is

needed as evidence to allow sophisticated meta-analyses of the data, which is the

gold standard of providing an evidence-based review to add significant value to any

study area [364]. But for a meta-analysis, significant numbers of high-quality studies
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are required and this thesis makes that contribution to start building a more concrete

picture of wipe efficacy.

Therefore, knowing exactly how effective a wipe is, how rigorously it has been

tested and how well it might perform in a real clinical environment can be a

challenging question. With the availability of many types of RTU surface wipes and

liquid cleaning agents, it can be difficult for healthcare professionals to make

informed and confident decisions on which cleaning agents will work best in their

hospitals.
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RESEARCH AIMS

The aims of this chapter were to explore the effectiveness of surface wipes

used within the clinical environment. The following aims were considered and

explored;

1. How do different cleaning agents work when challenged with clinically

significant pathogens? An assessment of commercially available wipes

and liquid cleaning agents, to explore efficacies against different

clinically significant pathogens.

2. Discuss what these results might mean for the efficacy of the wipes and

their use in clinical practise.
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METHODS

The following methods were designed, as there are no current industry standards for

in-use wipe testing.

MATERIALS

White ceramic tiles were used as representative non-porous surfaces, as in

section 3.3.2. For pre-packed wipe testing, three commercially available RTU wipes

for clinical surface cleaning were tested. Gauze provided a control without an active

ingredient. For liquid cleaning agent testing, three agents were tested. These

materials were chosen as they are the cleaning agents used within the setting for all

practical work undertaken within this thesis, a UK-based NHS pediatric hospital. All

data based on cleaning training and cleaning efficacy and surrogate transmission will

be related to the following agents used within the pediatric setting.
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Table 5.1 Details for surface wipes and liquid cleaning agents used within this study, with

manufacturer and formulation details.

Common

name
Chemistry Brand Concentration Manufacturer website

R
e

ad
y

to
u

se
w

ip
es

Clinell

Universal

Undisclosed

QUAT-based

formula

Clinell

<0.5%

benzalkonium

chloride

https://www.gamahealthcare.com/products/univ

ersal-range

Alcohol

wipe
Isopropyl alcohol PDI 70%

https://pdihc.com/global/products/environment-

of-care/sani-cloth-70/

Clorox

wipe

Sodium

hypochlorite

(NaCIO)

Clinell/

Clorox

5200ppm

available

chlorine <1%

https://www.gamahealthcare.com/products/clor

ox-range

Cloth

(gauze)
n/a

NHS

supplier
n/a n/a

Li
q

u
id

C
le

an
in

g
A

ge
n

ts

Bleach

Sodium

hypochlorite

(NaCIO)

Sigma-

Aldritch

1:100 dilution

to produce

1000ppm, 10-

15% available

chlorine

https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/

mm/105614?lang=en&region=GB

Tristel
Chlorine Dioxide

(CIO2)
Tristel

>20ppm (1

sachet per 5

litres) <1%

available

chlorine

dioxide

https://www.tristel.com/uk/cache-products/fuse

NaDCC

Sodium

dichloroisocyanu

rate

Guest

Medical

1000ppm (1

tablet per 1

litre) 10-30%

available

troclosene

sodium

https://guest-medical.co.uk/chlor-clean/
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SURFACE INOCULATIONS

White ceramic tiles were prepared as previously in section 3.3.2. Cultures of

S. aureus and K. pneumoniae were prepared as in section 3.3.1. Tiles were divided

into 4 sections to create 4 replicates for sampling. The method series is shown in

figure 5.1  below. A total of 250μl of each organism suspension was aliquoted onto 

each tile quarter in 5x50μl droplets, equivalent to an approximate concentration of 

108. The drops were allowed to dry for 2 hours prior to testing.

Figure 5.1 Graphical Sampling methodology for surface inoculations
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SURFACE WIPE CLEANING METHOD

Once the inoculum had dried for 2 hours, and assessed visually to ensure

drops were dry, tiles were ready to be challenged with the wipes.

For RTU wipe testing, each tile was cleaned with a one of the test wipes

(Universal Clinell wipe, a Clorox-Clinell wipe, an alcohol wipe or gauze) in a single,

firm, fluid motion. The wipe was then disposed of as per local instructions. To

replicate the conditions of the other RTU wipes, the gauze was wetted with 15ml

sterile PBS prior to use.

For liquid cleaning agent testing, a J-cloth (to replicate that used in the

hospital) soaked in bleach solution, chlorine dioxide (Tristel) or NaDCC (see table 5.1

for active ingredient concentrations) in a single, firm fluid motion. Soaking was

undertaken following the GOSH standard cleaning procedure, where the cloths were

soaked in a bucket of the cleaning agent for 2 minutes.

For tests requiring a secondary wipe, second wipes were taken using the same

method immediately following discard of the first wipe. Once wiping was complete,

a contact time of 10 minutes was allowed for the RTU wipes, or contact times of 10,

60 and 120 minutes for the liquid cleaning agents was allowed to expose the tile to

the cleaning agent deposited from the wipe. Once the contact times were complete

samples were taken using cotton swabs, as in section 3.3.4.2. For the 60 and 120

minutes, ‘contact time’ refers to residual activity, as once dried the agent was not

reapplied.
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Immediately after sampling and vortexing for 60 seconds, serial dilutions

were prepared. A neutralisation step was not used as the samples were processed

and diluted immediately; therefore any residual cleaning agent was diluted. The

dilutions were plated onto blood agar plates, spread in a figure-eight motion using

sterile spreaders, and incubated at 37oC for 24-48 hours. Following incubation,

colonies were counted. Figure 5.2 shows the graphical method process.

Figure 5.2 Graphical Sampling methodology for swab processing.

WIPE LIQUID CONTENT TESTING

To assess liquid content, the first two wipes from each wipe pack were

discarded. Four additional wipes were removed from each container of the green

Clinell, alcohol and Clorox wipes. These wipes were immediately weighed, allowed
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to dry completely, then re-weighed to assess their moisture content. For the gauze

wipes, they were dampened with 15ml of PBS as described in section 5.3.3.

WIPE MANUFACTURER INSTRUCTION ASSESSMENT

An assessment of 11 global brands providing RTU wipes for the healthcare

industry were assessed for the type and quality of information they provide. Wipes

were scored on the quality and amount of information provided by the

manufacturer. Information provided from the manufacturer was assessed from

instructions on the wipe packaging, leaflets and product data downloadable from

their websites, and any efficacy data provided. The criteria chosen represent the

possible available information a wipe manufacturer could provide to their user, using

the well-known manufacturer GAMA healthcare and discussions with IPC

professionals as the gold standard. These represent the components a user would

need to know in order to use the wipes effectively, under the assumption that the

user were not receiving regular and robust cleaning refresher training. The easy

accessibility of such information can mitigate certain issues cleaners find when

needing additional help when using wipes, such as forgetting steps or feeling

uncomfortable with asking for help from a coworker or line manager through fear of

being reprimanded, or to try and prevent the risk of newer cleaning or healthcare

staff only learning through ‘hand me down’ information from peers which gets

diluted and bad habits are passed along outside of formal, evidence-based training.

With these criteria in mind, wipes were scored based on the following;

 Is there a visual training protocol? Either in the form of a diagram,

photographs, or instructional videos showing how to use the wipes.
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 Does it show or mention donning and doffing of PPE? Using gloves and

apron, or other appropriate PPE.

 Removing prior visible soiling? Disinfection cannot occur in the presence of

organic matter and other soiling. All visible soil must be removed before

disinfection of the surface can occur.

 Unfolding wipe fully before use? Unfolding the wipe properly is often

overlooked as an important part of the cleaning process. This can be shown

in the visual training photos or as text.

 Appropriate wiping technique/ motion? Appropriate wiping technique

allows efficient removal of bioburden. Poor technique can lead to the

spread of organisms. It is important to ensure all surface comes in contact

with the wipe, with enough overlap, in an ‘s’ motion.

 Pressure application? Pressure is a vital step in removing bioburden from a

surface, particularly if organisms have formed a biofilm. Using too little

pressure will not allow removal of organisms and other surface

contaminants.

 Contact time? Contact time is the time the surface remains saturated with

the active ingredient and remains wet for that time. Incorrect contact times

can lead to poor disinfection of a surfaces and infection transmission. It is

important to note that different organisms have different contact times, and

different wipes kill organisms at different times. It is important for this
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information to be freely available so the technician can ensure appropriate

contact times are adhered to, allowing the best disinfection results.

 Ensuring the surface is dry? Once contact time is complete, it is important

to allow the surface to dry before use or disturbance. Some chemicals have

a residual effect on the surface even when dry.

 Disposal instructions? Can the wipes be disposed of in biological waste bins,

or regular waste?

 Coverage per wipe? Surface area per wipe is not finite; it is important to

ensure a wipe is not exhausted or too heavily contaminated. Using a wipe

over a too-large surface area will lead to the spreading of organisms around

the surface and infection spread.

 Closing wipe pack securely? Closing the pack is important and sometimes a

reminder can be given on the packs or tubes, as dry wipes are ineffective

and contact time will not be reached.

 Training video availability? Some companies provide training videos,

showing wipe technique and other features of their product. This can be

useful training information for technicians and reminders on how best to

use the wipe.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data (CFU recovered) were assessed for normality and distribution within

IBM SPSS. The data violated ANOVA assumptions; therefore Kruskal-Wallis test was

performed. To assess wipe liquid content, paired samples t-test was performed.
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RESULTS

WIPE CLEANING RESULTS

The results showed that the most effective wipes were the green Clinell and

Clinell-Clorox wipes. Clinell Universal and Clinell-Clorox wipes both achieved mean

log reductions of 8.13 for S. aureus and 8.02 for K. pneumoniae, total kill, with a single

wipe and 10 minute contact time (table 5.3). As total reduction (within LOD,

≤4.00E+01 CFU) was achieved, a second wipe did not improve efficacy for Green 

Clinell and Clorox wipes.

For alcohol wipes, mean log reductions of 2.22 and 3.73 log10 were achieved

for S. aureus and K. pneumoniae respectively with a single wipe. A second wipe

improved removal for S. aureus (improving to 4.30) and for K. pneumoniae, there was

no improvement, at 3.32 (table 5.3).

For gauze, log reductions of 4.37 and 3.20 were achieved with a single wipe,

for S. aureus and K. pneumoniae respectively (table 5.3). A second wipe improved

removal of both organisms, improving to 5.04 for S. aureus and 4.32 for K.

pneumoniae.

There was no statistical significance between log kill and wipe type (P=

.080187). The two Clinell-branded (Clinell Universal and Clinell-Clorox) wipes

achieved and surpassed the required >5 log reduction required for clinical surface

wipes [194] in a single wipe for both organisms. Alcohol wipes did not meet this

criteria within these testing conditions, for either organism, using two wipes. Wetted
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gauze achieved this standard for S. aureus only with two wipes (table 5.3). There was

a statistically significant difference in recoveries of the different organisms (P< .001).

Gauze wipes outperforming alcohol wipes were addressed further in section 4.4.2.1,

assessing if the liquid content or ‘wetness’ of the wipe was a factor contributing to

the efficacy.
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Table 5.2 Wipe efficacy testing with single or multiple wipes for S. aureus and K. pneumoniae on

ceramic surfaces (each result is the mean of N= 4 replicates, also see figure 5.4)

Wipe efficacy for S. aureus

Wipe type Control / CFU/ml Test/ CFU/ml (SD) log kill (SD) % kill

Inoculum 1.4E+08

2 hour viability 1.4E+08 6.50E+05 (1.00E+06) 2.32 (1.11E-01) 99.523

Si
n

gl
e

w
ip

e

Clinell 1.4E+08 <4.00E+01 CFU 8.13 100

Clorox 1.4E+08 <4.00E+01 CFU 8.13 100

Alcohol 1.4E+08 8.E+05 (1.04E+06) 2.22 (1.70E-1) 99.397

Gauze 1.4E+08 6.E+03 (5.29E+02) 4.37 (2.73E+00) 99.996

Tw
o

w
ip

e
s

Clinell 1.4E+08 <4.00E+01 CFU 8.13 100

Clorox 1.4E+08 <4.00E+01 CFU 8.13 100

Alcohol 1.4E+08 6.88E+03 (3.38E+04) 4.30 (1.78E+00) 99.995

Gauze 1.4E+08 1.25E+03 (5.29E+02) 5.04 (2.73E+00) 99.999

Wipe efficacy for K. pneumoniae

Wipe type Control / CFU/ ml Test/ CFU/ml (SD) log kill (SD) % kill

Inoculum 1.1E+08

2 hour viability 1.1E+08 1.050E+07 (3.79E+06) 1.00 (3.79E-01) 90.000

Si
n

gl
e

w
ip

e

Clinell 1.1E+08 <3.30E+01 CFU 8.02 100

Clorox 1.1E+08 <3.30E+01 CFU 8.02 100

Alcohol 1.1E+08 1.94E+04 (7.12E+04) 3.73 (1.88E+00) 99.982

Gauze 1.1E+08 6.59E+04 (1.02E+05) 3.20 (1.75E+00) 99.937

Tw
o

w
ip

e
s

Clinell 1.1E+08 <3.30E+01 CFU 8.02 100

Clorox 1.1E+08 <3.30E+01 CFU 8.02 100

Alcohol 1.1E+08 5.06E+04 (3.09E+05) 3.32 (1.60E+00) 99.952

Gauze 1.1E+08 5.06E+03 (1.21E+04) 4.32 (2.52E+00) 99.995

SD = standard deviation. Limit of detection (LOD) for S. aureus (4.00E+01) and K. pneumoniae (3.30E+01)
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WIPE WETNESS AND PERFORMANCE

There was found to be a significant difference between the liquid content of

the gaze and alcohol wipes (P< 0.001) and the two Clinell-branded wipes (P< 0.01).

During the experiment, it was found that the most effective wipes, green Clinell and

bleach wipes, were found to be wetter and produce more liquid during use than the

alcohol wipe. The least effective wipes, the alcohol wipes, were found to be drier.

For S. aureus, the wetted gauze wipes outperformed the alcohol wipes. As the gauze

wipes were used as a control, with no active ingredient, it was determined that this

was either a difference in mechanical removal due to the fabric weave, or by the

amount of liquid contained within the wipe.

Figure 5.3 Volume of Liquid Contained (mean) within Different Types of Surface Wipes (n= 4)

The results showed the wipes that were determined to be wetter during use,

green Clinell (universal) and Clinell/Clorox (bleach), were more effective than the

drier alcohol wipes. The gauze wipes were the wettest, as they were wet with 15ml

PBS manually prior to use, yet did not have the most log reduction.
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LIQUID CLEANING RESULTS

When using traditional liquid cleaning agents, the results showed that

different contact times had an important impact on log kill.

Table 5.3 Mean Log kill achieved against S. aureus using bleach, NaDCC or chlorine dioxide liquid

cleaning agents for 10, 60 or 120 minute contact times (also see figure 5.4).

Exposure

(min)

Control /

CFU/ ml

Test/ CFU/

ml
log kill % kill

Bleach

(1000ppm, 10-15%

available chlorine)

10 3.50E+07 2.11E+03 4.2 99.994

60 4.00E+07
<4.00E+01

CFU
9.6 100

120 3.50E+07
<4.00E+01

CFU
8.5 100

NaDCC

(1000ppm 10-30%

available troclosene

sodium)

10 3.50E+07 9.25E+02 4.6 99.997

60 4.00E+07
<4.00E+01

CFU
9.6 100

120 3.50E+07
<4.00E+01

CFU
8.5 100

Chlorine Dioxide

(>20ppm <1%

available chlorine

dioxide)

10 3.50E+07 5.85E+03 3.8 99.983

60 4.00E+07 1.86E+03 4.3 99.995

120 3.50E+07 1.25E+01 6.4 100
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Table 5.4 Log kill achieved against K. pneumoniae using bleach, NaDCC or chlorine dioxide liquid

cleaning agents for 10, 60 or 120 minute contact times (also see figure 5.4).

Exposure

(min)

Control /

CFU/ ml

Test/ CFU/

ml
log kill % kill

Bleach

(1000ppm, 10-15%

available chlorine)

10 5.00E+07 1.76E+03 4.5 99.996

60 5.00E+07
<3.30E+01

CFU
8.7 100

120 5.00E+07
<3.30E+01

CFU
8.7 100

NaDCC

(1000ppm 10-30%

available

troclosene sodium)

10 5.00E+07 5.63E+02 4.9 99.999

60 5.00E+07
<3.30E+01

CFU
8.7 100

120 5.00E+07
<3.30E+01

CFU
8.7 100

Chlorine Dioxide

(>20ppm <1%

available chlorine

dioxide)

10 5.00E+07 2.26E+03 4.3 99.995

60 5.00E+07
<3.30E+01

CFU
8.7 100

120 5.00E+07
<3.30E+01

CFU
8.7 100
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For both organisms, a 60 minute contact time with bleach and NaDCC

achieved total kill (within LOD). A contact time of 120 minutes did not, therefore,

lead to improved kill. For CIO2, to achieve complete kill of S. aureus, a 120 minute

contact time was required.

READY TO USE WIPES VERSUS LIQUID CLEANING AGENTS

When comparing the RTU wipes against the cloths soaked in the liquid

cleaning agents, against S. aureus and K. pneumoniae, the results showed that for

the liquid agents exposure time played an important role. For the liquid cleaning

agents given a 10-minute contact time, both Clinell wipes performed better. At a 10-

minute contact time, the liquid agents achieved reductions of 3.78-4.95 log10,

whereas the RTU wipes achieved 2.22-8.13 log10 (figure 5.4). At a ≤60-minute contact 

time, bleach and NaDCC performed comparably to the RTU wipes. Extending to 120

minutes did not improve efficacy for bleach or NaDCC, but allowed CIO2 to improve

from 3.78 to 6.45 log10 for S. aureus, and from 4.34-8.70 log10 for K. pneumoniae.

Overall, the RTU wipes worked better against S. aureus than liquid agents with short

(10 minutes), contact times, whereas the liquid agents worked better for K.

pneumoniae achieving best reduction up to 8.7 log10 with 60 minute contact times,

whereas wipe methods for K. pneumoniae only achieved up to 8.13 log10 reduction

with two consecutive wipes. For both K. pneumoniae and S. aureus, the alcohol wipes

(PDI brand, tested within the conditions of this single study) failed to meet the criteria

of ≥ 5log10 reduction required to perform as an effective disinfectant.
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Figure 5.4 Mean Log reductions of S. aureus and K. pneumoniae on ceramic tiles cleaned with RTU

commercial wipes (a and b) or cloths soaked in liquid cleaning agent with contact times of 10, 60

or 120 minutes (c and d).
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of mean log reductions of S. aureus and K. pneumoniae on ceramic tiles

cleaned with either RTU wipes (blue bars) or liquid cleaning agents (green bars) both with a 10-

minute contact time.

MANUFACTURES’ INSTRUCTIONS ASSESSMENT RESULTS

The manufacturer instructions available on how to use different RTU wipes

varied considerably. Some manufacturers provide clear, precise instructions both on

their packaging and available to download as posters and information packages from

their websites, while others provide limited or no instruction. For users, especially

when re-training of cleaning is lacking (chapter 7), instructions on use on the package

can provide essential information to allow proper and effective cleaning. All wipes

(N= 19 individual wipes) were designed towards the healthcare environment, except

the Texwipe brand that catered towards industry cleanroom cleaning
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Table 5.5 Quality of information provided by wipe manufacturers (bold denotes tested wipes, each * awarded represents information available in each criteria)

Manufacturer Wipe Name
Main Active Ingredient(s) Quality of

Information

Metrex Caviwipes
Propan-2-ol, isopropyl alcohol, isopropanol 17.20%, 2-Butoxyethanol, ethylene glycol monobutyl

ether, butyl cellosolve 1-5%, Benzethonium Chloride 0.28%
*

PDI

Sani-Cloth AF3
Quaternary ammonium compounds, C12- 18-alkyl [(ethylphenyl) methyl] dimethyl, chlorides

0.14%, Benzyl-C12-18-alkyldimethyl ammonium chlorides 0.14%

**
Super Sani-cloth

Isopropyl alcohol 55.5%, uaternary ammonium compounds, C12-18-alkyl [(ethylphenyl) methyl]

dimethyl, chlorides 0.25%, n-Alkyl Dimethyl Benzyl Ammonium Chloride -.25%

Sani-cloth Bleach Sodium hypochlorite 0.63%

Sani-cloth 70% Propanol-2-ol 70%

GAMA healthcare

Clinell Universal Undisclosed QUAT formula, <0.5% benzalkonium chloride

****

Sporicidal Sodium Percarbonate 40-50%, Cirtric acid ≤15%

Spill Sodium percarbonate ≤50%, Cirtric acid ≤0.5%

Detergent Caprylyl/Capryl Glucoside ≤0.5%, Lauryl Polyglucose ≤0.3%, Butoxydiglycol ≤0.2%

Alcohol Propan-2-ol 70%
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Clorox Sodium hypochlorite 0.74%, sodium hydroxide <0.25%

PAL Medipal

Didecyldimethylammonium chloride <1%, -(3-Aminopropyl)-Ndodecylpropane-1, 3-diamine <1%,

Alpha.-Undecyl-omega hydroxypoly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl) branched and linear <1%, 2-Aminoethanol

<1%

*

USF Unisepta

didecyldimethylammonium chloride 0.14g/100g, polyhexamethylene biguanide 0.09g/100g, and

excipient **

Contec Sanotex
n/a provided as dry wipe to be compatible with all cleaners, cleaning agent of choice to be added

to canister for use
*

Synergy Health Azowipe Propan-2-ol 70% **

Texwipe Vertex Isopropyl alcohol 70% ***

Ecotech Surface disinfectant wipes Didecyldimethyl ammonium chloride 1-3%, isopropanol (Propan-2-ol) 1-10% *

Vernacare Tuffie Polypropylene, <5% non ionic and amphoteric surfactants *

Best Sanitizers INC Alpet D2 Isopropyl alcohol 55-65% *
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None of the manufacturers provided the limit to the surface area their wipes can

cover. Discrepancies were also found in which Metrex-branded wipes showed

donning PPE in the information provided on the wipe pack however, in the visual

training video, the wipes were handled without gloves. Unisepta provided visual

instruction, however the wipe was not pressed flat against the surface. Only two

companies stated their contact times on the packaging. Texwipe, a pharmaceutical

wipe manufacturer, were the only company to provide information on cleaning from

the cleanest part of the surface to the dirtiest, to prevent dragging contamination

across a surface. They were also one of two manufacturers, alongside GAMA

healthcare, to give details on overlapping while cleaning by 10-25% to ensure none

of the surface is missed. This suggests, as with surface sampling device options and

setting pass/fail criteria for sampling and establishing environmental monitoring

programmes (chapter 2), much can be learned from the food and pharmaceutical

industry than can be readily applied or adapted to healthcare settings.
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DISCUSSION

This study sought to assess how well 3 RTU commercially available wipes

performed when challenged with two clinically significant pathogens, on a

representative non-porous surface, and how well liquid cleaning agents performed

in comparison. The wipes varied in efficacy, depending on the type of wipe and

organism. Additionally, it was revealed that the ‘wetness’ of the wipe played a role

in how well the wipe performed. The Clinell branded wipes, green Universal and

Bleach/Clorox wipes performed similarly, and achieved total reduction within the

allowed 10-minute contact time.

It is important that the cleaning tools provided to healthcare professionals

work quickly and effectively, as claimed by the manufacturer. Wipes that perform

poorly due to variation in how the manufacturer chooses to test the wipes, local

policy, manufacturer instruction and quality of cleaning training are all compounding

factors that can lead to poor cleaning.

PERFORMANCE OF RTU WIPES AND LIQUID AGENTS

Depending on the type of active ingredient, contact time and target organism,

all the cleaning agents performed differently. The wipes have the advantage of being

pre-prepared and ready to use. With liquid cleaning agents, the additional step of

dilution can introduce accidental over-dilution of a product, which will make it less

effective as the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) is not being reached. The

MIC is defined as the lowest concentration of an agent, in this instance a cleaning

agent, to result in microbial death [365]. If incorrect preparation occurs, the cleaning

agent may be used as a concentration below the MIC and will allow organisms to
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survive following exposure to the cleaning agent. While some cleaning agents have

no known mechanisms for resistance, such as chlorine, other cleaning agents are

more susceptible. As discussed in section 1.3.6 in relation to antibiotics, adaptive

resistance is a mutation in response to the environment to improve the chances of

survival. Exposure to sub lethal concentrations of cleaning agents can allow this

resistance and has been demonstrated in the literature, such as a study by Kampf

(2018) demonstrating adaptation of a range of organisms to low level benzalkonium

chloride surface cleaner [366, 367]. A maximum 4-fold increase in MIC was found for

the 57 species of organism tested, and strong, adaptive changes in MIC were found

for Pantoea spp., Enterobacter spp., Staphylococcus saprophyticus and E. coli [366].

Additionally, using contaminated buckets or water may also reduce the efficacy of

the cleaning agent, as clinically significant organisms have been recovered from

disinfectant buckets [368] and detergent buckets [369]. Together, these factors can

have disastrous consequences. A study by Boyce and Havill (2022) found that a

bucket of disinfectant was used without emptying and drying the bucket between

uses, leading to contamination of the disinfectant with high levels (9.3 × 104 CFU) of

Serratia marcescens and Achromobacter xylosoxidans, two pathogens known to

cause HCAI, which were not present on surfaces prior to disinfectant [370].

Sequencing of S. marcescens isolates identified genes (sdeXY, sdeAB, smfY, and

a sugE-like gene) that to encode for efflux pumps associated with QUAT resistance

[370].

Therefore, correct and careful in-house dilution and appropriate use of

cleaning agents is critical, and incorrect compliance can cause spread of clinically
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significant pathogens. As wipes are pre-prepared and single use, they represent a

great alternative to mitigate this risk.

Another finding from these results highlight how Gram-negative and Gram-

positive organisms survive on surfaces and resist desiccation. As previously discussed

in section 1.3.5, Gram-negative organisms are more susceptible to environmental

conditions as they do not have the thick peptidoglycan later than Gram-positives,

such as S. aureus, have to protect them from the harsh environment. After drying on

the tiles for 2 hours, in the absence of wiping, S. aureus had a 2.32 log10 reduction,

while K. pneumoniae had a 1.00 log10 reduction. S. aureus is known for environmental

survival and desiccation tolerance and has several genes that allow resistance to

desiccation such as ahpC, kata clpX (controls osmotic and oxidative stress

responses), sigB (controls 251 genes related to the stress response) and yjbH [284].

While K. pneumoniae, a Gram-negative organism does not have thick peptidoglycan

that aids environmental survival, there are other factors that could explain this

greater survival compared with S. aureus. This study was undertaken using ceramic

tiles. Data from chapter 3 revealed that K. pneumoniae was more readily recovered

from ceramic tiles compared with S. aureus, recoveries of 27.75% recovery against

18.42% recovery (P<.0001). K. pneumoniae and S. aureus are also shaped differently.

K. pneumoniae are larger and rod shaped, while S. aureus are cocci and smaller.

Section 3.5.2 explores the relationship between organism morphology and sampling

device. Finally, while it may be expected that S. aureus, a Gram-positive, may resist

desiccation more readily than K. pneumoniae, a Gram-negative, K. pneumoniae is

known for its ability to persist and survive in the environment (section 1.3.2, 1.3.5)
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and environmental survival of K. pneumoniae is very variable within the literature as

shown in table 1.2 (reported between 2 hours and > 30 months) against S. aureus

(reported between 2 days and 7 months) and within this study, the viability samples

were taken after just 2 hours.

However, wipes cannot be used for all cleaning and are not suitable for large

surfaces, or for walls and floors. Here, liquid cleaning agents must be used. Contact

time for liquid cleaning agents was critical for greater log reductions. Particularly for

CIO2, in which a 120 minute contact time was needed to produce a >6 log10 reduction

for S. aureus, and a ≤60 minute contact time for >8 log10 reduction for K. pneumoniae.

For surfaces that can be cleaned with wipes, Clinell Universal or Clinell Clorox bleach

wipes work best for both S. aureus and K. pneumoniae. For larger surfaces requiring

liquid cleaning agents, sodium hypochlorite and NaDCC both work well for S. aureus

with a 60 minute contact time. For K. pneumoniae, all the cleaning agents work

similarly, allowing for a 60 minute contact time. Here, increasing to a 120 minute

contact time did not improve the efficacy of any of the agents.

MECHANICAL ACTION VERSUS ACTIVE INGREDIENT

The different wipes were made of different materials, with varying thickness

and weave type. It is plausible that the weave type played a role in the removal of

organisms. Specific weaves may allow more effective pick up and retention of

organisms [371, 372], which is particularly important when preventing the transfer

of organisms across different surfaces while cleaning. It has been suggested that

optimised cleaning method plays a more important role in reducing surface CFU than

the use of a disinfectant rather than a detergent [373].
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The Clinell branded wipes both achieved total reductions. The gauze wipe,

representing physical removal in the absence of an active ingredient, outperformed

alcohol wipes for S. aureus, and performed similarly for K. pneumoniae. While weave

types were not assessed within this study, previous work has considered how gauze

may have a superior weave or texture allowing greater organism recovery when

compared with other wipes with active ingredients [374]. Testing of different

materials and their ability to bind bacteria has revealed that different fiber types bind

different organisms with varying efficacy, and that generally, polyester and acrylic

fibers outperformed cotton and nylon [371]. Furthermore, size, shape, and inherent

charge of an organism itself may play a role. As previously explored in section 3.5.2,

size and shape of an organism may allow a surface sampling device to recover some

organisms more effectively than others, and that the charge on a sampling device, or

in this case a wipe, may help or hinder the cleaning process.

With an effective bacterial-binding weave and appropriate friction while

cleaning, the effectiveness of physical removal alone should not be overlooked. With

the attractive marketing ploys of antibacterial wipes and how effective they are, it is

a concern that the antibacterial properties of the wipes may create a false sense of

security, and reduce the effort exerted into the cleaning. Section 6.5.2 discovers how

personal perceptions of surface cleaning and how easy a surface may be to clean can

have a negative impact on cleaning effort, which may also translate to overreliance

in the advertised ‘cleaning power’ of the wipes themselves. As shown within the

results, physical removal can achieve a modest reduction of surface bioburden, which

is a critical step to break down biofilm and removing organic matter from a surface
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to then allow a follow-up disinfection process. This study assessed dried planktonic

organisms, not organisms within a dry biofilm, which would provide a greater

challenge for the wipes, requiring a strong mechanical removal step in order to break

down the biofilm and allow disinfection [300].

Another factor outside of active ingredient enhancing the wipe efficacy,

wetness of the wipe was considered [374, 375]. It was found that the wetter wipes

performed better than the drier alcohol wipes. However, while the alcohol wipes

were found to contain less liquid and be drier, isopropyl alcohol has a greater relative

evaporation rate than water, and while the wipes were weighed immediately upon

removal from the packaging, immediate evaporation is an issue. Previous studies

have also considered the role of liquid content and wipe efficacy, however, this is a

complex issue in which ‘wetter’ does not always mean better, and all wipes have an

optimum liquid content depending on the material of the wipe, the target surface to

be cleaned, and the organism the wipe was challenged with [374].

There is wide variation in the quality and quantity of information provided by

different wipe manufacturers. In light on the lack of training for cleaning in the clinical

environment, information provided on how to use wipes should be comprehensive

and clear. Staff members may not know where to find their cleaning protocols or

have time to look up methods, and without reminder instructions on the packaging

of the wipes, they could be used inappropriately. Furthermore, some of the

instructions are open to incorrect or ambiguous interpretations, such as instructions

for a surface to ‘remain treated’ for a specific time. The use of the term ‘contact time’

may not be understood by all types of workers using these wipes without a
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microbiological background. Easier to understand terminology should be considered,

such as instructions to ensure a surface remains wet with product for a specified

time. There are some important components of cleaning not considered by all

instructions, such as ensuring visible soiling is removed prior to disinfection and

putting appropriate pressure onto the surfaces.

Commercial wipes work differently against different organisms and wetness

plays a role. All cleaning agents have variable efficacies across different surfaces. If

cleaning agents are used incorrectly, this can lead to poor efficacy or additional

contamination of surfaces. Mechanical action is an important step for cleaning and

must not be forgotten just because an agent is labelled antimicrobial. Quality of

training across healthcare systems is variable and lacking (section 7.5.2) and available

manufacture instructions can mitigate risk, though available information can be

sparse. This means easy to understand and frequent training and refresher training

(section 1.5) as well as ‘on-the-go’ reminders in forms like reminder cards that slot

into NHS badge holders and posters can be valuable (figures 7.2-7.3). These issues

and that which were highlighted in the observation and audit study with training

intervention [200] (chapter 7) were tackled as part of improvement of cleaning

training [200]. Training sessions with the cleaning teams, where real issues and gaps

in training and difficulty understanding how to use wipes, were used as a platform

for discussing, highlighting, and tackling these issues. These findings show that

comprehensive and frequent in-house training is key, as manufacturers usually give

a basic suggestive guideline only.
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CONCLUSION

Frequent cleaning of clinical surfaces reduces the risk to patients, by lowering

the incidence of HCAI. While cleaning is a vital component of IPC, cleaning protocols

vary between different hospitals and are not standardised, therefore different trusts

can choose to use different cleaning agents. There are many cleaning agents available

for surface cleaning, and knowing which cleaning agent to select can be a difficult

undertaking. RTU wipes have grown in popularity for surface cleaning, and are a fast

and easy option for cleaning in a busy ward environment. However, cleaning agents,

including RTU wipes, are all tested under different conditions, with some testing

methods more rigorous than others. Therefore, it is important to know what the

manufacturer claims for wipe efficacy translate to for real clinical surfaces.

Wipes and liquid cleaning agents perform differently, and can be comparable

under certain conditions. Knowledge of potential surface organisms (determined by

ward or patient subset), surface type and contact time can make this selection easier.

Testing of the wipes revealed the wipe with no active ingredient performed modestly

and outperformed alcohol wipes when challenged with S. aureus. This highlights how

simple cleaning with detergent and water, using physical pressure to remove

organisms, should not be overlooked in favour of more technical or advanced

cleaning methods, such as no-touch decontamination systems like HPV, which are

growing in popularity for clinical cleaning. These results also demonstrate that

different wipes have varying performance profiles and this evidence should inform

procurement and use within healthcare settings.
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Chapter 6 CLEANING WITHIN A WARD – MULTIPLE FACTORS

AFFECTING CLEANING EFFICACY

INTRODUCTION

The role of surfaces in facilitating the transfer of pathogens within the

clinical environment is becoming more accepted. Their role as a reservoir for

pathogens has been heavily debated, and the surface environment was once

considered to play a negligible role. Now, studies have shown that not only can

organisms be recovered from the clinical environment [12, 94, 139, 146, 205],

survive long-term on surfaces [90, 146], but that a direct link has been found

between environmental isolates and clinical infection.

Knowing organisms persist in the clinical environment and how this can lead

to HCAIs, it is now clear the surface environment must be considered more closely.

It is important to keep these surfaces clean and free of pathogens in order to create

a safe clinical environment. Cleaning is the first defence against environmental

contamination. Effective cleaning can ensure environmental bioburden and

pathogens that could cause HCAI are kept to a minimum. Different hospitals have

varying levels and types of contaminants, depending on patient subset, ward type,

surface type, geographical location and time of year [219].

Multiple studies have identified that cleaning efficacy is insufficient, either

by failure to remove Ultraviolet (UV) markers or remove pathogens, despite these

environments often passing by a visibly clean standard, which is the current

benchmark for environmental cleanliness in UK hospitals [337]. As such, it is

important that hospitals know their environment and have the ability to assess

pathogen risk from different surfaces and areas. Assessing cleaning efficacy and
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their own environmental microbiome can allow important insight into their unique

environment. While routine environmental monitoring is not mandated [337], this

can provide an important overview of the normal distribution of contamination

within specific ward environments across various ward settings and times. Knowing

the normal level and composition of a ward environment will allow detection of

anomalous increases or decreases in the regular flora, which could be attributed to

increase or decrease in patient turnover, change in numbers of patients infected or

colonised with particular organisms, enhanced cleaning, insufficient cleaning, or a

potential outbreak scenario. Routine environmental monitoring can also identify

potential sentinel screening sites, which can be targeted in the instance of an

outbreak, providing an evidence-based initial sampling plan, to reduce the time and

resources associated with ward-wide sampling. Results of the following work have

been published in the American Journal of Infection Control [317].
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RESEARCH AIMS

The aim of this chapter was to assess the surface contamination of

a paediatric ward, and to identify how well cleaning has been undertaken.

1. Assess cleaning within the ward, and identify areas or individual surfaces

that were cleaned well, or surfaces that were consistently missed by the

cleaning team.

2. Take environmental samples using a method informed from extensive

surface sampling literature review undertaken in chapter 2.

3. Use the results to develop an environmental risk assessment for the

ward including identification of key control points within the ward, and

to better inform cleaning training to improve safety within the ward.

4. Explore factors that affect how well cleaning has been undertaken, such

as the surface material, perceived cleanability or perceived risk a surface

poses to a patient.

The results from this chapter were published in the American Journal of

Infection Control: Surface sampling within a pediatric ward—how multiple factors

affect cleaning efficacy [317].
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METHOD

STUDY SETTING

Samples were taken daily over a two-week period from a paediatric

haematology-oncology ward at GOSH. The daily sampling plan consisted of 55 sites.

A total of 1,160 samples were taken throughout the two-week period. Samples

were taken from 12 areas; toilet, sluice, reception seating area, main reception

area, corridor, consultation room, outpatient reception area, bed bay 1, playroom,

height and weight room, treatment room, cubicle ensuite. The ward consisted of 3

separate 4-bed bays, 3 single rooms with ensuite bathrooms, 4 treatment rooms, a

playroom, a height and weight room, 6 consultation rooms, and 2 reception areas

with seating for the day unit and outpatients area. The ward layout and

composition is shown below in the map.
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Figure 6.1 Ward sampling map with individual sampling sites
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SAMPLING SITES

Sampling sites were selected to form a representation of the ward as a

whole, encompassing both clinical and non-clinical surfaces, including near-patient

and wider environmental surfaces shared by all visitors within the ward. The 55 sites,

selected to represent a range of surfaces throughout the entirety of the ward, across

different rooms and between clinical and non-clinical areas including high-touch and

near-patient surfaces while also representing some less commonly assessed surfaces

such as windowsills and floor areas, were sampled daily before and after cleaning.

The sampling plan, as shown in figure 6.1, remained the same throughout the study

period. This produced 9 replicates of each sampling site over the 2-week sampling

period. To ensure any reduction of organisms seen was due to the cleaning and not

removal during the sampling process with the sampling devices, pre-cleaning

samples were taken from the left side of surfaces, and post-cleaning samples were

taken from the right. This pre-selection of sites allowed the results to

determine exact changes on the individual surfaces before and after cleaning.
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SURFACE CATEGORIES

For the purposes of analysis and assessing trends, surfaces were broken down

into different categories. Clinical surfaces are classified as surfaces related to direct

patient care.

Table 6.1 Classifications of surface categories.

Surface Category Details

Surface material

Surfaces are made of a wide range of materials, with different textures,

topographies and porosities. Different surface materials can change how

easily organisms and different strains of organisms are recovered from a

surface, as well as how easily the surface is cleaned. Rougher surfaces will

promote biofilm formation, which will require more vigorous cleaning (see

Section 3.5.1).

Who interacts

with the surface?

(N= 55 surfaces)

Interactions were defined as the population subset that comes into contact

the most with the surface: all populations, none, patients, or staff. Some

surfaces were only touched by clinical staff, such as surfaces within the

treatment rooms. Some surfaces were mostly touched by patients, such as

the playroom surfaces.

Perceived (by

cleaners and

healthcare

workers) risk to

patient

Perceived risk is the assessment of the role a specific surface could play in

relation to HCAI: high, moderate or low risk. Surfaces closer to the patient

and surfaces known generally to have a greater bioburden represented a

greater risk than surfaces within the wider ward environment, or surfaces

known to have little contact with the patient. Risk was then allocated

following advice from the GOSH IPC team.

Perceived (by

cleaners and

healthcare

workers)

cleanability

Surfaces are subconsciously assessed by how easy they will be for a staff

member to undertake cleaning: difficult, moderate, or easy. Factors

affecting perceived cleanability included size of the surface, surface height,

surface material, and general shape of the surface. Surfaces with multiple

components, gaps, and crevices, or surfaces in difficult-to-reach areas, such

as the reception telephone, were classified as more difficult to clean than

smooth, flat surfaces within easy cleaning reach for healthcare workers,

such as the reception desk.

Who is

responsible for

cleaning?

Different staff groups of healthcare workers are responsible for cleaning

different types of surfaces. These were broken down into: cleaners, clinical

staff or play staff.

Clinical and non-

clinical surfaces

Surfaces were divided into the following categories: clinical, bedspace,

non-bedspace, non-clinical and sink. Sink surfaces were separated due to

the associated increased bioburden.
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MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLING

Samples were taken a minimum of 3 hours following cleaning to allow any

residual chlorine from the cleaning agents to dissipate, so this would

not interfere with the recovery of organisms. Cleaning staff cleaned the floors daily

with a bleach-based cleaner and mop following closure of the day unit. Healthcare

assistants were responsible for cleaning the high-touch surfaces within the height

and weight room and used Clinell Universal wipes. During this time, there was no

further ward activity or interactions with the surfaces. There was no possibility of

recontamination of surfaces or movement of organisms after cleaning as the ward

was closed. Samples were taken with 90mm TSA contact plates (Oxoid; Basingstoke,

UK). Plates were pressed against the surface for 10 seconds with firm pressure,

and incubated at 37°C for 24 hours. Following incubation, CFUs were counted.
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RESULTS

Data are presented as CFU per plate. All statistical analysis was undertaken

in GraphPad 7 software (San Diego, CA).

CLEANING EFFICACY

A total of 1,160 contact plate samples were recovered from 55 sites daily

before and after cleaning. Before cleaning, recoveries ranged, on average

(mean), from 0.44-115.33 CFU/plate. Following cleaning, recoveries ranged from 0-

80 CFU/plate. On average, cleaning allowed a 68% reduction in surface CFUs, which

was a significant reduction (P< .0001). Figure 6.2 below shows the comparison

between CFU before cleaning and percentage change after cleaning. A clear

relationship can be seen, where surfaces that were highly contaminated before

cleaning (judged as >50CFU/plate) had an increased reduction in CFU after cleaning,

when compared to their cleaner counterparts. For surfaces that were less

contaminated, there was a more frequent risk of recontamination either due to

cross-contamination during cleaning or contamination once the ward re-opened and

cleaning was missed, with some surfaces starting at <20CFU/plate becoming

contaminated by an increase of up to 180%. This was seen in surfaces such as the day

reception desk, at 25.50 CFU/plate before cleaning, increasing to 61.60 CFU/plate,

the outpatient reception phone starting at 10.90 CFU/plate increasing to 21

CFU/plate, and the bin in toilet 1 increasing from 1.10 CFU/plate to 18.80 CFU/plate

following cleaning.
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Figure 6.2 Relationship between mean before cleaning and mean percentage change of sampling

site after cleaning (N= 55 sites) (Rawlinson et al. 2019).

These results support the theory that often, when cleaning, contamination is

being spread throughout the ward, either due to ineffective technique

(demonstrated in an observation study in a separate ward chapter 7), or use of

contaminated cleaning equipment (which has demonstrated, in the literature, as a

problem see section 5.5.1) or insufficient concentration of cleaning agent (section

5.5.1). Observations were not undertaken during preparation of cleaning agent,

cleaning technique, and cleaning equipment were not tested so it cannot be

determined where the spread occurred, though the relationship between the
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percentage change of CFU before and after cleaning show at some stage, this spread

is occurring.
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CLEANING PERCEPTIONS AND THE IMPACT ON CFU

The results were further divided into categories to assess potential human

and non-human factors that could cause variability in cleaning. Personal perceptions

such as ‘cleanability’ risk to patient, surface material, who cleans and who interacts

with a surface all had an impact on cleaning efficacy.

WHO CLEANS?

Difference surfaces are allocated for cleaning to different staff members.

Surfaces cleaned by cleaners, clinical staff or play staff were divided

and explored. The results found that, on average (mean), surfaces cleaned by play

staff had increased loading (27.93%), when compared with cleaners, (19.22%) or

clinical staff (19.15%). No statistical significance was found between groups; play

staff and clinical staff (P=1.000) play staff and cleaners (P=.840) or clinical staff and

cleaners (P= .873).

Figure 6.3 Mean percentage change in microbiological contamination of all surfaces sampled (N=

495 samples) within the study divided into staff group undertaking the cleaning.
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PERCEIVED CLEANABILITY

The cleanability of a surface, or the personal perception of how easy a surface

was to clean, was shown to play a role in how well a surface was cleaned. Perceived

cleanability and how ward staff perceived their surfaces was determined upon

informal discussions with the cleaning teams and healthcare workers on the ward.

The results found that surfaces classified as easy to clean had the greatest increase

in CFUs following cleaning, (34.13%) when compared with surfaces classified as

difficult to clean (18.31%). Surfaces with moderate cleanability had an average

(mean) reduction of 16.66% in CFU. This shows personal perceptions of how easy

surfaces are deemed to clean has an impact on the number of CFU remaining on the

surface after cleaning. No statistical significant was reported across the groups,

between difficult and moderate to clean surfaces (P=.946), difficult and easy to clean

surfaces (P=.988) or easy and moderate to clean surfaces (P=.934).

Figure 6.4 Mean percentage change in microbiological contamination of all surfaces sampled (N=

495 samples) within the study divided into easy, moderate and difficult to clean surfaces.
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SURFACE MATERIAL

Surface material was shown to have an impact on the CFU recovery after

cleaning. Metal surfaces (N= 14) had the greatest impact, with an increase in

CFUs of 167.68%. Ceramic surfaces (N=2) had the most reduction in CFU following

cleaning, with a reduction of 77.18%. Vinyl (N =3), wood (N= 10) and plastic surfaces

(N= 26) also had modest reductions in CFUs, with 28.04, 17.17 and 4.05% reductions

in CFU respectively. No statistical significance was reported between groups.

Figure 6.5 Mean percentage change in microbiological contamination of all surfaces sampled (N=

495 samples) within the study divided by surface material.
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INTERACTIONS

The results showed that the populations interacting with a surface impacted

the recovery of CFUs following cleaning. Surfaces that were interacted with by all

populations moving within the ward environment had a 119.88% increase in CFU

following cleaning. This is in contrast with surfaces with mostly patient interactions

(-21.59%), staff interactions (-4.45%) or no interaction (-29.44%), which all had

reductions. No statistical significance was reported between groups.

Figure 6.6 Mean percentage change in microbiological contamination of all surfaces sampled (N=

495 samples) within the study determined by the population subset interacting most with that

surface.
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RISK

Surfaces were classified into high, moderate and low risk to a patient. High

risk surfaces were the only category of surfaces to have a reduction in CFU following

cleaning, with 17.87% less CFU post clean. The moderate and low risk surfaces were

not cleaned as effectively, and both had increases in CFUs following cleaning, at

18.21% and 35.28% respectively. No statistical significance was reported between

groups of high and moderate risk (P=.373) or high and low risk (P=.311) or moderate

and low risk surfaces (P=.424).

Figure 6.7 Mean percentage change in microbiological contamination of all surfaces sampled (N=

495 samples) within the study by perceived risk to a patient, divided into high, moderate and low

risk.
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN AGAINST CURRENT PROPOSED STANDARDS?

If the surface samples were assessed against the two currently

available proposed standards for clinical surface sampling, all of the surfaces would

be classified as microbiologically safe under the Dancer standard, both before and

after cleaning, as shown in figure 6.8 below. Under the Griffith standard, however,

ten of the surfaces would fail before cleaning, and three would fail after cleaning.

Figure 6.8 Percentage of surface samples determined to pass when assessed against the Dancer

and Griffith standards for clinical surface sampling.

Under the Griffith standard, before cleaning, the playroom shelf, toilet door

handle, cubicle window sill, the sink in bay 1, corridor chair arm, three floor samples

(corridor, main reception seating area, outpatient reception seating area), the

corridor bookcase and a main reception phone sample would fail. Following cleaning,

the outpatient seating area floor and corridor chair arm surfaces would still fail, with

the addition of the main reception desk.
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DISCUSSION

This study sought to assess how well cleaning had been undertaken within

a paediatric ward. Due to the study setting and closure of the ward prior to evening

cleaning, it was possible to assess the direct impact of cleaning on surface bioburden,

by taking samples before and after the daily cleaning had taken place. The results

found that across the 11 areas sampled within the ward, there was a wide variation

in the level of CFU recovered from the different surfaces, and how there are multiple

factors that can impact cleaning effectiveness, such as the surface material, the staff

group delegated to clean, the population subset interacting with the surface, and

perceived cleanability. As cleaning is a critical component to keeping surfaces clean

and reducing HCAI risk, exploring how different surfaces are associated with different

levels of bioburden is important for developing effective cleaning training

programmes, as well as highlighting the role of personal perceptions and other

factors that can have an impact on how well cleaning is completed. With the rise of

multi-drug resistant organisms (MDROs) and HCAI, soon, cleaning may be the only

defense against MDROs.

Many studies have shown how cleaning efficiency is variable, and have shown

varying success with cleaning training interventions to reduce surface contamination

in hospitals, with an overall goal of reducing HCAI [191, 376, 377]. The results found

that overall, cleaning was moderately effective throughout the ward. On average

(mean), cleaning produced a reduction of CFUs by 68%. Surfaces with lower CFUs

before cleaning were found to become more contaminated after cleaning, by up to

180%, as shown in figure 6.2. Several factors were explored and were found to have

an impact on cleaning procedure and bacterial loading of the surfaces.
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WHO CLEANS THE SURFACE?

Different staff members are delegated to clean different types of surfaces.

Play staff are responsible for cleaning items within the playroom. Cleaners are

responsible for cleaning the wider ward environment and permanent fixtures, such

as walls and floors, while nurses are responsible for cleaning the surfaces within their

clinical space, such as the IV trays, equipment trolleys, and objects on

the nurses station. The results showed that the staff group who is delegated to clean

had an impact on how well the cleaning had been undertaken. When assessing

average (mean) CFU recovery over the entire study period, surfaces allocated to

clinical staff and play staff for cleaning had the lowest CFUs at 8.13 CFU/plate and

12.77 CFU/plate respectively after cleaning. Surfaces allocated to cleaners had higher

CFUs at 37.38 CFU/plate. Cleaners cleaned the ward environment once per day and

were allocated several hours dedicated only to this role, and should therefore have

the most CFU reduction as cleaning forms the entirety of their role. However,

cleaners are not just dedicate to one area unlike other staff members and must clean

the entire ward. Play staff are only in charge of the playroom, and have a more

limited number of surfaces that require cleaning. Clinical staff, as assessed in chapter

6, had a deeper understanding of the science behind cleaning in comparison with

cleaners who had not been taught this, and had the need to spot-clean their areas

more frequently, though not always the time within their busy role to comply with

this. Additionally, clinical staff and cleaners have different understandings of IPC and

pathogen transmission, and will have varying understanding of the science behind

cleaning. Understanding why cleaning is undertaken is important for high quality,

effective cleaning. Many intervention studies to improve cleaning are based on, or
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have a main component of training to ensure understanding [159, 191, 198, 377,

378]. These studies have shown how even simple training using a UV marker can help

cleaning teams understand the importance of proper cleaning to remove a surrogate

for infection, allowing them to better visualise their environment.

PERCEIVED CLEANABILITY AND RISK TO PATIENT

The ‘cleanability’ of a surface was classified as the personal perception of how

easy a surface was to clean. This perception was found to have an impact on how

well the cleaning was undertaken. Easy to reach surfaces, surfaces without different

components and smooth and flat surfaces were classified as easy to clean. Surfaces

that were classified as easy to clean, such as a desk or a door handle, had the greatest

increases following cleaning with 34.13% increase in CFU. The surface classified as

difficult to clean, such as out of reach tall shelves, or surfaces with multiple

components like a dolls house still had an increase in CFU, at 18.31% after cleaning,

though less so than the easy to clean surfaces. This is interesting, as smooth surfaces

are known to be more difficult for bacterial attachment and are easier to clean

(section 3.1). This suggests that the perception of the staff member is impacting how

well or how much effort they expend in cleaning and they are focusing more on

difficult to clean surfaces as they have a preconceived notion that they will have to

work harder in order to fulfil proper cleaning.

High-risk surfaces were found to have lower CFUs (14.60 CFU/plate) than

moderate risk (24.04 CFU/plate) and low risk (41.07 CFU/plate) surfaces, with high

risk surfaces being cleaned most effectively, with a 17.87% reduction in

contamination. In contrast, moderate and low risk surfaces had an increase in
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contamination following cleaning, at 18.21% and 35.28% increases respectively. This

suggests due to the high risk surfaces being considered more closely, they are being

cleaned more effectively and frequently than the surfaces classified as moderate and

low risk. This implies greater cleaning effort is being exerted onto the surfaces

thought to be difficult to clean, while less cleaning effort is used for the surfaces

deemed easy to clean.

The risk to the patient was classified as the personal perception of what an

individual surface posed to a patient. High-touch surfaces and near-patient surfaces

are classically considered the most high risk. Their constant use and proximity to the

patient are a factor that increases the risk of pathogen transmission. As such, these

high-touch surfaces are often the focus of enhanced and more frequent cleaning, as

well as a target for surface sampling to ensure patient safety [379-382]. This study

found that contamination was distributed across the ward, and that the highest

levels of contamination were found in the corridor and the reception areas, while

other surface sampling studies have reported the near-patient surfaces to be the

most contaminated, such as bed tables and bed rails [126, 258, 383].

The increased contamination in the wider ward areas could be due to a

variety of factors, such as increased traffic in these areas, variation of interactions

with these surfaces, and different staff groups allocated to clean these surfaces, as

well as the potentially increased concern for near-patient surfaces leading to

enhanced and more frequent cleaning, to the detriment of surfaces perceived as

lower risk, such as areas in the wider ward environment, such as reception spaces

and waiting areas.
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SURFACE MATERIAL

The results found that surface material had the greatest impact on bacterial

loading when compared with the other factors addressed within this study. Metal

surfaces including apron dispensers, waste bins, fan, trolleys, bed rails, and sluice sink

had a 167.68% increase in contamination following cleaning, despite on average

(mean), having the lowest CFU when compared to the other surface materials (14.66

CFU/plate). This could be due to metal surfaces being perceived as easy to clean, and

as previously discussed, this perception can lead to poorer cleaning and therefore

greater CFU. Figure 6.2 also shows how surfaces with lower bioburden prior to

cleaning were often found to be more contaminated following cleaning. Before

cleaning, vinyl (floors) surfaces had the highest average CFU, at 70.66 CFU/plate.

Coated wood (windowsills, shelves, bookcase and chair arms) and ceramic surfaces

(sinks) also had higher CFUs, at 49.78 and 44.29 CFU/plate. Plastic surfaces (toys,

keyboards, fireproof door handles, phone, desk surface, had a relatively low CFU, at

24.89 CFU/plate. While ceramic surfaces were found to have higher CFUs when

compared with coated wood and vinyl, ceramic surfaces had the most reduction

during cleaning, with a reduction of 77.18%. In comparison, vinyl, coated wood and

plastic surfaces only achieved an average 28.04, 17.17 and 4.05%

reductions respectively. This implies that some surfaces are both easier to clean, as

well as easier to contaminate. Furthermore, organisms are more readily recovered

with sampling devices from some surface materials when compared with others, as

found in section 3.5.1, in which organisms were most easily recovered from ceramic

and metal surfaces when compared with plastic. The ability for organisms to form

biofilm on different surfaces is also addressed, which will play a role in how easily
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they are cleaned from the different surface materials. As explored in chapter 3,

organisms adhere more easily to different surface materials, and strong biofilm

formation, promoted by certain surfaces, will require vigorous cleaning with a

detergent to break down the biofilm and allow proper cleaning to take place.

INTERACTIONS

The distribution and level of contamination in relation to interactions with a

surface was also investigated. Surfaces were broken down into contact by all ward

users, none, patients, or staff. These categories were determined by informal

observation of the ward environment. It was found that surfaces with the most

interactions with patients, including parents and guardians, were the most

contaminated following cleaning. Surfaces within the height and weight room had

consistently lower levels of CFUs when compared to other areas, despite this area

being in constant use throughout the day, and the nature of the surfaces having a

potential for heavy contamination, such as the nappy changing table. Due to the

perceptions of these surfaces potentially being high risk, as they had increased

contacts with patients and were within a clinical space, this could have contributed

to the lower CFU’s, as the results showed how higher risk surfaces were cleaned more

effectively than surfaces perceived to be low risk. When assessing average overall

contamination, surfaces with patient interactions were the most contaminated,

with 50.13 CFU/plate. For percentage change following cleaning, as would perhaps

be expected, surfaces that were interacted with by all ward users had the greatest

increase in CFU (119.88%) which is likely correlation, not causation.
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The paediatric setting makes the patient interaction with surfaces unique.

Paediatric patients behave differently to adult patients, and will therefore play and

interact with surfaces as they usually would in their daily life. This will attribute to

the increased loading on the surfaces they interact with. Paediatric patients

represent a different source of contamination when compared with adult patient,

linked to have skin contamination with faecal flora linked to nappy wearing, or

increased viral loading on the skin from infections endemic to the paediatric

population, such as adenovirus infection [254].

Additionally, surfaces that would potentially be less of a concern in an adult

setting due to the lack of patient contact, such as floors and walls, become a new

challenge in a paediatric subset, as children crawl, touch, and play interact

differently with these surfaces [384]. Floors are usually dismissed from

microbiological sampling [385, 386], and some even advocate for reduced cleaning

of floors to focus on other areas, rationalised by the limited interaction between

adult patients and the floor surfaces [385]. Though even in an adult setting, there is

still interactions with the floor, as things are dropped on the floors and picked up,

handbags are placed on floors [387], and sometimes patient falls occur, particularly

in geriatric settings.

The interactions between the clinical surface environment and the ward

users is dynamic, and an observational study by Cohen et al. revealed that of all traffic

entering a patient room, 33% had a touch interaction with only the environment

[388].
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Surfaces with most frequent staff interactions had the lowest contamination,

with 24.42 CFU/plate. It is unsurprising that staff member contacts could potentially

lead to less contamination when compared with other ward users, as staff have an

increased understanding in training and IPC. Additionally, clinical staff will have

increased interactions with clinical surfaces compared with other ward users. These

clinical surfaces will be associated with more frequent spot cleaning with disinfectant

wipes before and after use, such as for prep surfaces, trolleys, or nappy change areas

as cleaning these surfaces is a fundamental component of the role of a healthcare

professional prior to use, as well as hand hygiene. Compliance with this component

could be linked to perceived risk as the clinical staff member is usually cleaning these

surfaces prior to patient contact, and know these surfaces are frequently used in

relation to patient contact, and will therefore be of the understanding that there is

direct risk to patient as they or colleagues provide care. This is in contrast to areas

that are usually only spot cleaned when required (showing visible soiling) such as

walls, floors or window areas. While these surfaces cannot be forgotten, and form an

important component of the hospital surface environment, they are inherently lower

risk to patients than other surfaces that come into direct contact with a patient, such

as the nappy change table, or surfaces that clinical staff may touch before or during

patient care, such as door handles, keyboard in the height and weight room, or

treatment room surfaces. The end goal of all cleaning is preventing true risk to the

patient by allowing safe care.

Clinical staff, such as nurses, are continually performing hand hygiene

throughout the day, and donning and doffing gloves between patient contact and
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environmental surface contact, which would lead to reduced contamination of

surfaces. Interestingly, surfaces with no contact with any ward users had 36.46

CFU/plate, potentially due to their low risk consideration. These surfaces had a

reduction in CFU following cleaning, with a reduction of 29.43%, which can be

attributed to the lack of direct re-contamination following cleaning, due to no

contact.

The results suggest all ward users are responsible for

transferring organisms across the surfaces. All traffic through the ward can

contribute to the transfer and deposition of organisms, but clinical staff are of

special concern as they come into contact most often with the patients, and perform

high-risk procedures that break the skin and provide opportunity for infection. This

movement of infection and facilitation by people is explored more in chapter 7.

PERSONAL PERCEPTIONS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR CLEANING AND CLEANING STAFF

TRAINING

Several of the factors assessed within this study were based on personal

opinions and perceptions of cleaning and how their role is important to the

clinical environment as a whole. The risk a surface poses to a patient and how easy a

surface is to clean has revealed to have an impact on how well the surface is cleaned.

Higher risk surfaces are cleaned more effectively, potentially to the detriment of

other moderate and low risk surfaces. Surfaces classified as difficult to clean had the

lowest CFUs, and surfaces classed as easy to clean had nearly double the number of

CFU/plate than their difficult to clean counterparts. This could be the result of

an individuals perspective of cleaning, and how cleaning should be done in order to
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be most effective. As cleaning training is lacking and inconsistent, and often

performed ‘on the job’ by a colleague, these personal perceptions having an impact

on cleaning can be continued through many generations of cleaning staff. Staff

groups with increased understanding of IPC, such as clinical staff, their personal

perceptions of surfaces can be a more evidence-based approach, and more likely to

result in better cleaning, though this is not necessarily always the case. Lack of

understanding has been found even in clinical staff groups as explored in chapter 7.

Therefore training to guide personal perceptions in an evidence-based IPC manner

rather than common sense and using techniques one might use to clean their home,

is critical to ensure cleaning is complete in a way that is appropriate for the clinical

space to prevent the spread of contamination and reduce the incidence of HCAI.

As personal perceptions, the ‘human components’ have such a large role in

how well cleaning is undertaken, this must be considered when designing and

producing cleaning training and training interventions for the clinical environment

[333]. Feeling undervalued and a lack of understanding of IPC principles due to poor

teaching or training leads to poor cleaning compliance [378]. Cleaning is only as good

as individual compliance, so considering the weight of personal perceptions of

surfaces, this could prove an effective target for training. Including an overview of

IPC, teaching why cleaning is undertaken in a specific way in order to reduce the

spread of organisms and clean effectively, as well as the particularly important role

that cleaners play in preventing HCAI can produce good results in training

interventions (Chapter 7).
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN UNDER CURRENT PROPOSED SURFACE SAMPLING GUIDELINES?

This study considered surface CFUs and reduction of CFUs after cleaning in

order to consider how well a surface has been cleaned. Microbiological surface

sampling is not currently mandated for hospital surfaces outside of outbreak, and the

current guidelines are to clean to a standard that produces visibility clean surfaces,

under the National Specifications for Cleanliness in the NHS (NHS 2007). The results

were assessed against the available proposed standards for the clinical environment,

allowing 120 CFU/plate under the Dancer criteria [212] and a more conservative 60

CFU/plate under the Griffith criteria [213], as shown in figure 6.8. However, these

standards are for bacterial CFU, and do not have a viral counterpart. Like ATP and UV

testing, these guidelines are not specifically related to CFU number, but can still

provide some insight into the efficacy of cleaning as a whole, which will have an

impact on reducing loading of all microbiological contaminants, including viruses

[389]. Though the numbers are only in relation to general reduction of contamination

on a surface and cannot be used for risk assessment as we must consider infectious

dose, how well viruses can survive in the environment and size, as S. aureus is

approximately 1µm in size and in contract, norovirus is 38nm so CFU limits of bacteria

cannot transfer in terms of risk. This is particularly relevant when assessing a

paediatric setting, due to the large proportion of viral infections in hospitalised

children [384] and the associated increased viral loading. The differences between

these two proposed assessment criteria highlight how determining the safety of the

clinical surface environment can be difficult and confusing, particularly when the

current standard is for visibly clean only. Using the stricter Griffith criteria, after

cleaning, 52 of 55 could be classified as safe, and of the 3 failures, only 1 can be
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classified as a high touch surface. Several of the failed samples were floor surfaces,

and generally floors are excluded from clinical surface sampling as they are not

deemed important [385, 386].

However, more work needs to be done to produce a more robust set of

guidelines for clinical surface sampling [139] to allow staff to identify and determine

the safety of their surfaces and if cleaning had been undertaken well in relation to

risk assessment. The Griffith and Dancer criteria is not achievable across all hospital

surfaces or surfaces in different areas of the hospital. An extensive 2- year sampling

study of a NHS hospital found that >60% of near patient surfaces had an average of

380000 CFU/cm2 [390]. In an ideal scenario, all surfaces within the hospital would

pose no risk to patients. To determine surfaces as posing no risk, they would need to

be sterile. This is not practical or possible due to the nature of the environment,

therefore the standards used need to be assessing the individual risk of different

surfaces, not just general CFU or total viable count (TVC) limits. On a practical side, it

must be understood that whole-ward cleaning cannot be a constant and never-

ending process [391]. There are limits to the amount of cleaning a single cleaning

team can deliver within a day, limits to the individual budget a hospital reserves for

cleaning and IPC, and overburdening a cleaning team could result in poorer

compliance due to overwork in order to reach certain criteria. Enhanced cleaning can

only be a positive step and these measures have been successfully linked to reduced

environmental contamination and reduction of HCAI [132, 392]. A study by Dancer

et al. 2009 found introduction of an additional cleaner led to 32.5% reduction of

microbial contamination and a 26.6% reduction of S. aureus acquisition by patients,
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saving the hospital between £30,000-70,000 [132]. However, these enhanced

interventions do not always yield significant impacts for all settings on patient

acquisition of clinical infection, such as MRSA, therefore the standard set needs to

reflect the implementation of only the most effective cleaning to give the best

outcomes which is the fundamentals of cleaning; a cleaner, safer environment

leading to reduction of HCAI [393].

The Griffith and Dancer criteria make an important contribution to providing

microbiological pass and fail standards for surface sampling, yet these guidelines are

not evidence-based. A high surface bioburden does not necessarily mean a surface is

unsafe or would lead to clinical infection. A more precise evaluation

of surfaces would be to search for a range of clinically significant pathogens.

However, CFUs can give a good indication of cleaning. This quantification of number

of organisms present on a surface is valuable as it allows trend analysis of specific

surfaces and rooms, and can be linked to specific incidences, such as introduction of

new cleaning policy, introduction of training or increase in patient turnover.

The nature of some surfaces will lead them to have a higher bioburden, such

as floors. However, due to the paediatric setting and the different interactions the

patients and siblings have with their environment, the standard near-patient

environment should not be the only consideration. Paediatric patients often have an

increased interaction with lower surfaces such as floors and walls, which would not

be the case in a general adult setting.
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CONCLUSION

This study sought to assess how well cleaning had been undertaken using

microbiological surface sampling before and after cleaning had taken place within

a paediatric day ward. The results found that, overall, cleaning produced a reduction

of surface contamination of 68%. Some surfaces were consistently cleaner than

others, both before and after cleaning, such as surfaces in the height and weight

room. These results highlight that not all surfaces can be held to the same standard,

and as different surfaces pose different risk to the patient, these results should be

considered when developing environmental monitoring programmers. Monitoring of

individual clinical environments to build a picture of the general microbiome is

discussed as an important step (section 6.1). Not all benchmarks and proposed

standards will fit all hospital areas, therefore assessing a specific environment before

determining and applying a benchmark is key. The results from this ward sampling

study became a legacy impact for this thesis, and continue to be used at GOSH to

keep discussions ongoing to improve how cleaning is assessed as in-house

benchmarks are needed to keep control of external cleaning contractors in light of

poor performance. These results were also used to inform future training

implemented on that ward and when designing the training protocol for the cleaning

training intervention in the following chapter, to highlight how each surface must be

considered in its own right as different surfaces have different properties, risk, and

contamination levels as an evidence-based way to present ideas to the team.

Some surfaces were found to be more contaminated, such as floors and the

bookcase in the corridor. The individual impacts of different factors were assessed,
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and it was found there are a multitude of factors affecting cleaning efficacy. Where

the surface is located, the material the surface is made from, the population subset

interacting most with the surface, the staff group responsible for cleaning, the

perceived risk to the patient and perceived cleanability all played varying roles in

impacting the bioburden and how well the cleaning had been undertaken. This study

highlights how there are many factors impacting cleaning, and these must all be

considered when designing cleaning training programmes in order to be effective and

produce long term improvements.

As previously discussed, there is a distinct lack of standards and guidelines for

environmental monitoring of clinical surfaces [139]. This study used the two

current proposed standards. While these standards are not evidence-based, they

provide an important benchmark for assessing samples, with a distinct pass or fail

criteria in the form of CFU limits, allowing easy interpretation of a sample. Under the

Dancer criteria [212] all samples within this study would pass, as be classified as

clean. Under the Griffith criteria [213] just 3 of the surfaces would fail. When

considering the vulnerable paediatric subset, the implications of this require further

discussion, and there needs to be more work and discussion on setting

microbiological limitations based on evidence.

Overall, cleaning was acceptable, though some surfaces were consistently

missed, as demonstrated by little to no change in CFU over the sampling period. As

found in section 7.5.2 and the wider literature, cleaning training has been found

lacking. The findings from this study can be used to develop training programmes for

more effective cleaning. Knowing how personal perceptions play such an important
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role on how well cleaning is undertaken, these components can be used as a target

for training interventions, to improve compliance and cleaning practise, leading to

more effective cleaning and safer surfaces in the clinical environment. This

discrepancy between cleaning quality and staff group will be explored in the

following chapter in which cleaning compliance of different staff groups (cleaners

and nurses) is assessed.
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Chapter 7 OBSERVATIONS OF CLEANING AND TRAINING

INTERVENTION

INTRODUCTION

Human behaviour and personal perceptions of responsibility within a

professional role are difficult factors to change and control, despite this ‘human

component’ having a significant impact on cleaning and infection transmission [317,

394] [333]. The role of people has been proven in the transmission of pathogens from

surface to surface [395]. Anyone moving within the hospital and interacting with the

space will facilitate the movement of organisms, including visitors, patients, domestic

staff and healthcare workers. This movement and transmission is inevitable, yet the

contribution of behaviour is not well explored. For example, hand hygiene is an

important component of infection control, yet relies entirely on an individual’s

compliance. Achieving good compliance for hand hygiene is a commonly recognised

issue in healthcare settings across the world, [396-398] and many schemes have been

put in place specifically to improve compliance, though often to mixed success. One

factor proven successful, however, is the availability of a good role model,

particularly when that role model is a senior member of staff [394, 399]. Therefore,

it would be reasonable to suggest the same dynamic could apply to surface cleaning.

As previously discussed in chapter 4, cleaning of the surface environment is

vital to limit HCAI. Despite the importance of effective cleaning, this important

infection prevention tool is often overlooked. During a busy clinical day, for clinical

staff groups, cleaning can be overlooked in favour of immediate clinical tasks, or

other jobs that would immediately affect patient safety. While the threat of
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antibiotic-resistant organisms is well known among all healthcare workers, this

environmental contamination cannot be seen, and the threat it poses to patient

safety is not visible until infection or outbreak has occurred. With the ever-stretched

burden on the NHS and lack of time and resources, cleaning training and cleaning

competency is often left lacking.

Poor cleaning compliance can be caused by a multitude of factors, including

personal perception, quality of training received, frequency of re-training, how

valued domestic workers feel, availability of role models and allocated time and

resources for cleaning training [394, 399]. A study by [378] demonstrated poor

compliance can be attributed to domestic workers feeling undervalued, as well as a

lack of understanding of basic infection control principles.

It could, then, be determined that clear, regular training is the key to

improving cleaning compliance and quality. However, there are multiple issues with

implementing effective cleaning training. There is little guidance on how to train and

how often to re-train, and what constitutes a well-rounded and effective cleaning

training package for both domestic or clinical cleaning [201, 400]. Different hospitals

choose to train their staff differently and, with the rise of subcontracted cleaners,

training is often not undertaken in-house, and therefore the quality of training given

to the staff is often unknown.

Many studies have addressed this issue and used large, multifaceted training

interventions in order to improve cleaning within the clinical environment. These

studies vary in the types and scale of interventions used, as well as the methods used

to assess their impact [159, 197, 198]. While large-scale training interventions are
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effective, they are often not practical or feasible to roll out in some clinical

environments. They are resource heavy, and require investment of both time and

money which not all hospitals have at their disposal. The training designed for this

study sought to produce a small, yet carefully targeted training intervention to

maximise efficacy while remaining a feasible training package that could be used in

the clinical environment.

The practicality of training is important, as different staff members have

different roles in relation to cleaning. Nurses are required to undertake cleaning of

their clinical surfaces before and after use as needed, as well as their larger nursing

role. Cleaners are dedicated to cleaning only, including general cleaning of the wider

ward, though their day-to-day schedule can vary significantly. Some days may require

multiple discharge cleans or infectious cleans, depending on current patient

occupancy.

Bundle-style training with audit and re-audit are commonly used within the

infection prevention and control (IPC) setting, and are an important tool for

improving practice [401, 402]. A common IPC bundle format training intervention is

the ‘5 moments for hand hygiene’ campaign [403]. Bundle training is based on 3-5

elements [404] implemented together as a set, which can attain greater

improvement that if they were used alone. For this study, the 5 bundle components

were chosen by assessment of the literature and determining what constitutes as

good practice to improve cleaning, such as using the correct number of wipes while

cleaning, and ensure the correct wipe has been chosen [405-408]. The bundle

components were designed to be applicable across different staff cleaning in the
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hospital as findings from 6.5.1 informed how different staff subjects may perform

differently, and would also need to be assessed separately, and that the bundle

would need to be designed in a format where different components can be delivered

individually in relation to compliance across nurses or cleaners.

An observational study was undertaken to produce an audit tool to assess

cleaning compliance against a pre-defined bundle based on the best current evidence

available within the literature and consultation with IPC professionals. The 5-part

cleaning bundle was defined in order to audit and give a score to each cleaning

opportunity. Based on the results of 50 hours of cleaning observations, a targeted

cleaning training package was designed and given to all staff within the ward.

Following the training, a further 50 hours observations were undertaken, and

cleaning was audited against the same 5-part bundle to assess scores before and

after targeted training.
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RESEARCH AIMS

The aims of the work presented in this chapter were to assess how effective

cleaning was on a paediatric CICU ward by use of an audit re-audit method, assessed

against a 5-component bundle. This assessment of the reality of hospital cleaning

would identify if and where failures were occurring, how this differed between staff

group, and how best to design and implement a training bundle to improve cleaning

as a whole. The following areas were considered during the study;

1. How well is cleaning being undertaken in the clinical environment?

2. How do different staff groups clean, and is there a difference in

competencies between nurses and cleaners?

3. Assessed against a 5-point bundle created for this study, how do

cleaners and nurses score? What areas are they failing in?

4. Can a small, staff-specific training scheme, based on these results, be

effective in improving cleaning compliance?

The results from this chapter were published in Infection Prevention in

Practise: Does Size Matter? The Impact of a Small but Targeted Cleaning

Training Intervention Within a Paediatric Ward. [200]
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METHODS

AUDIT BUNDLE CRITERIA

To assess all cleaning undertaken during the observations, an evidence-audit

based tool was developed in order to create an audit standard. Cleaning assessments

were based on 5 bundle-style components to judge each cleaning opportunity and

generate a score, out of a possible 5, in which every component has equal weight.

Bundle style interventions have been proven effective for delivering training in the

clinical setting [409]. The following criteria fulfilled the bundle;

Figure 7.1 The 5 components required for effective cleaning, used to generate a score for all

cleaning observations.

The 5-component cleaning bundle

1. Has the entire surface been cleaned?

This ensures all components of a surface are cleaned, including the

undersides of objects.

2. Was an ‘s’ shape motion with overlap used?

This motion is proven to clean the most effectively and ensure contamination

is not dragged across a previously cleaned area.

3. Was one wipe used for each surface (or until dirty or soiled)?

The size of the surface must be assessed and the amount of wipes used as

appropriate.

4. Was the wipe folded out entirely?

Folding out the wipe allows maximum surface area for cleaning, and for the

capillary action of the wipes to work as per manufacturer design.

5. Was the correct wipe used?

Correct wipes or cloth was determined as per the local cleaning protocol. For

cleaners, cloths and chlorine-based cleaning agent are to be used for surface

cleaning. For nurses, alcohol wipes are to be used for IV tray cleaning, and

Clinell Universal for all other surface cleaning. Paper towels or chlorhexidine

cannula wipes are not to be used for surface cleaning.
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The bundle components were chosen by assessment of the literature, and by

consultation of GOSH IPC:

Bundle component 1

This component was determined based on the work by Sattar and Maillard [407],

where it is shown that failure to full decontaminate a surface means other surfaces

an easily be recontaminated. By failing to clean the entire surface, it cannot be

classified as safe.

Bundle component 2

The ‘s’ shape motion with overlap is a proven method for ensuring the surface in

cleaned in a manner that doesn’t recontaminate areas of the surface with a dirty

cloth [410]. The ‘s’ motion makes sure the entire surface has been cleaned and soiling

has not been pulled across previously cleaned sections [410].

Bundle component 3

This component follows evidence showing how a cleaning cloth or impregnated

wipes have a limited volume of cleaning agent, and a limited surface area they can

properly clean before there is risk of poor cleaning or contaminating a surface with a

dirty cloth. As the cloth is use, the wipe becomes dry and contaminated, and must

be disposed of and replaced with a new wipe [407, 408, 410].

Bundle component 4

This component ensures the wipe is being used to maximum effect. Folding out the

entire wipe, as per the manufacturer instructions, allows the wipe to work as
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designed. This will ensure organisms are captured properly and not released back

onto a clean surface [407].

Bundle component 5

Different wipes are to be used under different circumstances for different types of

surface, as per local cleaning policy. This component follows evidence in which using

the incorrect cleaning device or cleaning agent can allow the transfer of organisms,

and how different cleaning agents are more effective against different organisms

[407, 408].
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AUDIT OBSERVATIONS

Observations were undertaken in a paediatric 4-bedded bay within a cardiac

intensive care unit (CICU). The observations were undertaken for 50 hours, assessing

all healthcare staff that cleaned surfaces within the bed space environment. Patients

and visitors were not included within the study, as this was assessment of healthcare

workers only. Staff were broken down into; doctors, nurses, cleaners and others. The

others category consisted of; housekeepers, physiotherapists, healthcare assistants

and x-ray technicians.

To assess the cleaning, observations were undertaken by assessing all

cleaning undertaken against the 5-component bundle shown in figure 7.1. How the

staff cleaned and what they cleaned with was recorded. The observations were

undertaken by two staff members using the same scoring criteria to ensure the

results were consistent. They were both trained in cleaning, and were familiar with

the bundle. In order to account for the Hawthorne effect, in which a person may

modify their behaviour in response to being watched, the two staff members

undertook the observations at the ends of the 4-bed bay which allowed easy

observation of the bay without impeding staff cleaning or providing patient care. This

would also ensure they were not in the way of clinical practise or intruding within the

bed spaces. The observations were undertaken over 15 days in 1-3 hour periods, in

which a range of times and days were observed, in order to account for the variation

in ward activity between days and nights, or afternoons and evenings, capturing

morning handovers, movement of patients and discharges. When completing the

audit, the following staff cleaning roles were observed;
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Table 7.1 Cleaning responsibilities for nurses and cleaners

Cleaning Responsibilities Cleaning Responsibilities
N

u
rs

e
s

IV tray

C
le

an
e

rs

Floors

Patient bed tables Walls

Nurses station keyboard and
mouse

General wider environment

Nurses station surfaces Windows

Equipment trolley top surface
Non-clinical surfaces post-

discharge

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EDUCATION INTERVENTION

As the cleaning responsibilities varied between staff group, and the level of

understanding of infection prevention and control varied, it was critical to build a

training package that could target nurses and cleaners differently. Nurses and

cleaners were selected as the focus for the intervention as the other observed

groups of staff had no or few recorded cleaning observations. Doctors,

physiotherapists, healthcare assistants and x-ray technicians had no recorded

cleaning observations, and housekeepers only had N=4 cleaning observations

before the intervention and N=5 post-intervention. The initial observations

revealed nurses required more training in bundle components 1 and 2 (cleaning the

entire surface, using an ‘s’ shape) and cleaners required from training in

components 2 and 3 (using an ‘s’ shape, using one wipe per surface, or until dirty or
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soiled). By streamlining the training and putting extra emphasis on the areas that

required more improvement, it would, hopefully, allow the largest amount of

improvement over a limited time. As nurses had a stronger background in Infection

Prevention and Control, this could be used as an important baseline for additional

training. For cleaners, it was important to give an overview of Infection Control

basics, with emphasis on how their role keeps patients safe, and how this has an

impact. Resources for training were developed. Design and printing, but not

content, were provided by GAMA (GAMA healthcare, Watford, UK). The resources

consisted of flashcards focusing on the 5 components of the bundle, reminder

cards, and leaflets;

Figure 7.2 Training cards designed to fit in standard NHS badge lanyards front (above) and back

(below) handed out during training.
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Figure 7.3 Detailed leaflet explaining each component of the training bundle.
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DELIVERY OF THE EDUCATION INTERVENTION

The education intervention was delivered with the following components:

1. Introduction to Cleaning

(How microorganisms live on surfaces, why cleaning is important to prevent
transmission of these organisms and protect patients)

2. What are the components of cleaning?

(The 5 bundle components with flashcards S1)

3. Practical demonstration

(Cleaning of a surface)

4. Provision of handouts

(Handout S2 given to staff to reinforce all training components, with reminder
cards S1)

Delivering the education intervention in a practical format has been shown to

be effective in improving IPC knowledge in domestic staff [378]. The design of the

training was the same for both staff groups, and the practical sessions delivered were

identical. Where the pre-audit observational revealed poorer compliance in some

areas of the bundle (component 1 and 2 for nurses, and components 2 and 3 for

cleaners) the design of the training ensured these were covered with sufficient detail

in both the why and how of cleaning, with practical demonstration.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analysis of scores was undertaken using an unpaired t-test. The individual

bundle components were assessed using one-way ANOVA. All statistical analysis was

undertaken in OriginLab2018.
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RESULTS

PRE-INTERVENTION AUDIT

The pre-intervention audit consisted of assessing cleaning, using the 5-point

bundle (figure 7.1), before any training or intervention was undertaken. Here, a total

of 26 cleaning opportunities carried out by nurses and 92 by cleaners were observed

over 50 hours. As so few staff from the others category were observed cleaning, they

were not considered for data analysis. Doctors, physiotherapists, healthcare

assistants and x-ray technicians had no recorded cleaning observations, and

housekeepers only had N=4 cleaning observations before the intervention and N=5

post-intervention. Before any training intervention, of a possible 5, nurses scored an

average (mean) of 2.4 across all (N= 26) observation, and cleaners scored an average

(mean) of 2.5 across all (N= 88) observations, as shown in figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4 Frequency of scores achieved for a) nurses and b) cleaners prior to the training

intervention for each cleaning opportunity.
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EDUCATION INTERVENTION AND POST-INTERVENTION AUDIT

During the education intervention, an effort was made to train as many of the

ward staff as possible. A total of 103 (69%) of the nurses and 5 (100%) of the cleaning

staff received the training. A total of 38 training leaflets (figure 7.2) and 118 reminder

badge cards were given out (figure 7.3). A total of 33 cleaning observations were

recorded post-intervention for nurses, and 88 for cleaners. After completing the

training, both nurses (P= .004) and cleaners (P= .0003) showed significant

improvements in compliance and bundle scores, improving from 2.4 and 2.5, to 3.3

and 2.9, respectively (figure 7.5). This produced a total improvement in compliance

of 18% for nurses and 8% for cleaners.

Figure 7.5 Cleaning bundle scores achieved, for nurses and cleaners, before and after

implementation of the training intervention.
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the training intervention, the bin had 9 individual observations and 11 after the

training. For cleaners, the floor had 10 before training, and 8 after. The soap and

hand gel dispensers had 10 before and 8 after, and the chairs had 7 before and 9

after. For nurses, the IV trays had 18 individual cleaning observations before the

training, and 25 after. The other surfaces category for nurses had 9 before and 10

after.

Figure 7.6 Average (mean) Compliance to bundle components for cleaning of individual surfaces

for Cleaners before and after the training intervention of ; a) clinical and domestic waste bins, b)

floors, c) hand soap and hand gel dispensers, d) staff, visitor and patient chairs.
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Figure 7.7 Average (mean) compliance to bundle components for cleaning of a) IV trays and b) all

other surfaces for nurses before and after the training intervention.

It is unsurprising that different surfaces would vary in how well they have

been cleaned, due to personal perception of risk and physical size and shape. As

expected, compliance between cleaning different surfaces varied. Cleaners had an

improvement of 11.92% for cleaning bins and 7.5% for floors, though to no statistical

significance (P >.01). Very little differences were seen for chairs, at 1.27%. Soap and

hand gel dispensers had poorer compliance, at a reduction in compliance of 0.5%

after training. For nurses, IV tray cleaning improved by 14.62% (P= .0475) and all

other surfaces had 25.33% (P= .0168) improvement.
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Figure 7.8 Average (mean) compliance to individual cleaning bundle component for nurses and

cleaners before and after the training intervention.

When considering individual compliance to the different bundle components

and the variation between staff groups, it is clear that compliance varies between
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Following the training intervention, nurses had the most improvement (18%

overall) in cleaning the entire surface (P= .003) and using an ‘s’ motion with 15%

improvement (P= .004), which were the focus of the training. Cleaners had the most

improvement in the same two bundle components, one of which was the focus of

the training intervention. This had a small but statistically significant improvement of

15% (P=.004). Cleaners had an 8% improvement overall. Despite being a target for

improvement, using one wipe per surface had insignificant improvement (P= .855) at

just 2%.
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DISCUSSION

This study sought to assess cleaning compliance within a paediatric

ward to a specifically designed audit criteria, with staff-group specific targeted

training based on these audit observations, and to assess the efficacy of this training

intervention with the same audit criteria. Overall, the study showed a modest

improvement (P<.0001) in cleaning compliance as assessed by the bundle. Prior to

training, 2.4 of 5 bundle components were adhered to. Following the training, this

improved to 3. For nurses, a score of 2.4 improved to 3.3 (P=.004) following training,

and cleaners improved from 2.5 to 2.9 (P=.0003).

The importance of cleaning in the healthcare settings is well-recognised.

Many studies have shown how a wide range of pathogens can be recovered from

surfaces as proof of poor cleaning [139, 411, 412]. However, as previously explored

in chapter 1 and 6, surfaces are often neglected, particularly surfaces that are not

classified as ‘high-touch’ or near patient surfaces. Failures in cleaning in clinical

settings are an ongoing issue, and are documented across the world [4, 413].

Cleaning is the first line of defence against HCAIs, and effective cleaning is associated

with lower incidence of HCAI [208]. Invasive medical procedures that break the skin

leave patients extremely vulnerable to HCAI, and cleaning can help mitigate the risk

from environmental contamination.

As antibiotic resistance is on the rise, and antimicrobial stewardship is

becoming more important [414], cleaning to prevent HCAI acquisition and therefore

the use of antimicrobials can be an important step in reducing the dissemination of

antimicrobial resistance; prevention is better than cure.
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CLEANERS – THE UNDERAPPRECIATED BACKBONE OF THE HOSPITAL

The most obvious heroes of the clinical environment are often the doctors

and nurses. Cleaners play such an important role in keeping patients and staff safe,

and yet cleaning is considered a low-skilled job. The reality is that without cleaners,

healthcare premises could not function. Despite this, cleaners are often forgotten.

They feel unappreciated, not respected, and this is reflected in their wages and job

outlook. Studies have shown that cleaners do not feel valued, or considered as part

of the hospital team [415]. Some domestic workers are left feeling as though their

roles are not important, and they are not given adequate support [196, 415]. Feeling

undervalued and unsupported, in any job role, can undoubtedly damage morale and

lead to lower compliance.

TRAINING – A COMPLICATED ISSUE!

Training is key to improving cleaning efficacy and compliance. Effective

communication, delivery and frequency of training can improve cleaning efficacy.

Failures in cleaning are often due to lack of competency, caused by poor training.

Cleaning training is an underestimated issue. Quality, frequency, type and content of

cleaning training varies between hospitals [191, 201]. However, despite training

being so critical, there is no standard cleaning training protocol. Often, for cleaners,

training is not delivered as a distinct specific component of induction, and simply

given by their peers as they complete their job. This undoubtedly leads to reduced

quality of training as this information is passed down, as key elements are lost by

attrition over time. During the implementation of the training intervention, it was

clear, even within the same staff groups, the level and quality of training previously
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given varied. This disparity in training was well-documented in a review of cleaning

across hospitals, which showed this wide variation in cleaning training quality and

type [191]. An international survey revealed only 46% of staff were given yearly

cleaning training, 15% twice-yearly, and 20% sporadically [201].

Compliance is also measured in different ways. Within the UK, under the

Health and Social Care Act, there is a requirement for clinical environments to be

safe. However, this is difficult to define as there are no standards, legislation or

consensus about what constitutes as ‘safe’ concerning the level of surface

contamination. Currently, there is some guidance available from the National

Specifications for Cleanliness in the NHS [337] on general monitoring of the hospital

environment, in which surfaces are assessed by visible audit only, and no

microbiological screening is indicated. Therefore, good cleaning may be determined

as surfaces simply looking clean, which gives no bearing on the microbiological safety

of a surface. Some hospitals go further, and use other methods to assess their

cleaning, such as auditing the removal of UV markers following cleaning, or the use

of ATP monitoring. The advantages and disadvantages of these methods have been

explored in chapter 2, though neither are comparable to true microbiological

sampling. None of these are mandated, however, how a cleaning teams’ compliance

is measured, if at all, is down to local policy and opinions.

DESIGNING TRAINING - ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL

With a lack of guidance overall, designing effective training is a difficult task.

It is also important to consider the needs of those receiving the training. In this study,

cleaners and nurses were assessed separately. With different levels of training and
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IPC knowledge, it is unsurprising that their compliance to individual bundle

components was found to differ. Figure 7.4 shows how the compliance varied

between staff group and bundle component. Nurses had the lowest compliance in

cleaning the entire surface and using the ‘s’ motion (23% and 12% compliance

respectively). Cleaners had lower compliance with using ‘s’ motion and a single wipe

for each surface (8% and 23% compliance), as shown in figure 7.8. As such, designing

training based on these findings could potentially increase the impact of a training

intervention. As the intervention was designed to be small scale and require few

resources, enhancement by producing specific targeted training for each staff group

could improve its impact. With limited time available, re-training of all components

of cleaning and IPC basics were not possible. By knowing the specific areas that

required improvement, additional time could be allocated for the bundle

components that required the most improvement. Additionally, training must be

different as nurses and cleaners will have different basic training which can be

expanded on to add clarity and understanding. For nurses, the training could provide

more detail on pathogen transmission and IPC. For cleaners, very basic details on

transmission were given, and their training focused on the mechanics of the wipes,

as well as the specific importance of their role, and how they were so very important

in preventing patient from contracting potentially deadly HCAI.

Training to clean should never just be an instruction on how to physically

clean a surface. Lack of understanding has led to cleaning failures. Throughout the

observation study, many of the failures were due to basic lack of understanding on

the fundamentals of cleaning, which highlights a specific issue in training, such as the
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lack of understanding on why cleaning motion or action, or using an ‘s’ shaped

motion would be an important step in cleaning. The lack of understanding of how

poor technique may spread organisms on a surface or cross contaminate cleaner

parts of a surface came from the fundamental gap in training on why cleaning should

be undertaken a certain way in relation to the basic knowledge of IPC.

With some additional explanation as to why the different aspects of the

bundle are so important, this could allow staff to make informed choices when

cleaning. Instead of simply remembering a set of motions, their new understanding

of cleaning would allow them to clean according to best IPC practise.

Additionally, personal perception plays a role in cleaning efficacy as discussed

in sections 6.4.2.2 and 6.5.2; surfaces classified as easier to clean had the greatest

increase in CFUs following cleaning, (34.13%) when compared with surfaces classified

as difficult to clean (18.31%). When cleaning, staff members make subconscious

assessments of their surfaces, often with poor or incorrect training. They will

determine how easy the surface is to clean and the risk they deem this surface to be

to the patient, all of which will impact their cleaning [317]. These choices made with

poor IPC knowledge could lead to poor cleaning practice. These impacts have been

discussed further in chapter 6, though it is important to consider these as a target

when delivering the cleaning training.

IMPLEMENTING EDUCATION-BASED CLEANING TRAINING INTERVENTIONS

This study sought to produce and implement training that was feasible for the

busy clinical ward. Ideally, training would be delivered regularly, as a separate event

with reserved time and a dedicated space. However, in a busy clinical environment
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with ever-increased patient load and staffing issues, this is not possible. Therefore,

producing a large, detailed training intervention would not work in this context,

despite the fact that large multi-faceted training interventions have been shown to

work in other settings [159, 197, 198]. Therefore, the focus was on delivering the

training as quickly as possible, with the ability to be delivered bedside, be adaptable,

and to be staff-group specific. The CICU setting in which the training was delivered

only reiterated the importance of ‘portable’ training interventions. Within CICU,

nurses were unable to leave their patients’ bed spaces. Here, the training could be

delivered bedside, or at a strategic point within a 4-bed bay to capture any staff

within the area. This proved effective as a good proportion of a busy working cohort

received the training due to this format, and even within the CICU setting in which

access to bed spaces could be limited due to a wide variety of factors, such as medical

emergency, the training was delivered to 69% of the ward nurses. This ‘on the go’

factor was less important for cleaning staff, who were able to take a moment aside

from their role, in which 100% of staff were captured.

Other education-based cleaning training intervention studies have been

completed in the clinical environment and have shown to have improvement in

cleaning compliance. For this study, improvements were documented as increased

compliance to the 5-point bundle by observation of cleaning. Assessing

improvements following cleaning training varied between studies, from observations

[200] to UV markers [159], to evaluation of change in HCAI rate [198], to a

combination of these, including staff attitude changes and surface bioburden of high-

touch surfaces [197]. Evaluation of HCAI rate is the gold standard of viewing how
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much real impact a cleaning training intervention has had. While audit re-audit

observations can assess if cleaning compliance has improved and that cleaning is of

a better standard then before any intervention is delivered, more comprehensive

methods are needed in order to assess if the cleaning is truly improved in terms of

reducing HCAI. It is the assumption that improvements in cleaning will relate to

improvements in reducing environmental bioburden, usually assessed by CFU or ATP

systems. It is again assumed that reduction of CFU or ATP will have a positive

correlation in reducing HCAI. General CFU or ATP are indicators of cleanliness and

not of specific risk. Assessing HCAI trends in parallel with cleaning training

interventions will give the true answer to the question; is this training effective? A 12

month study by Allen et al. 2018 implemented a cleaning training intervention and

assessed the results against HCAI data for MRSA, VRE, K. pneumonia and C. difficile,

though found no significant difference in change of HCAI incidence [198]. A longer

study across 11 hospitals with a multimodal bundle-style cleaning training

intervention found that the incidence of VRE reduced N= 230 cases before

intervention and N= 50 after intervention, but that S. aureus bacteremia and C.

difficile infection did not change significantly. Both studies reported a positive change

in cleaning compliance. And while bigger studies are not always better, and there

needs to be a plateau of time and money invested versus training interventions

outcomes, this format of HCAI-incidence based assessment give a deeper analysis of

how effective a training intervention has been. Such deeper analyses give more

ammunition in the fight for better cleaning training and investment in large

multifaceted training, as one study found that introduction of just one more cleaning
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member of staff gave a 26.6% reduction of S. aureus acquisition by patients, saving

the hospital between £30,000-70,000 [132]. In comparison, implementation of a

multi-modal cleaning bundle within a 400-bed hospital with a 3-month pre-

intervention and a 6-month post intervention stage had a cost of approximately

£10,600.

While the end goal of cleaning training is to reduce overall HCAI rates,

monitoring impacts of training interventions themselves can be a time and resource-

consuming process, which would not be applicable to all healthcare environments.

Due to differences in method, study size and audit criteria, different training

interventions cannot be directly compared, though the simple 5-point bundle

intervention was effective when weighed against larger, multi-faceted interventions.

One large-scale intervention had increased cleaning of bathroom touch points from

55% to 75%, and in bedrooms improvement from 64% to 86% compliance assessed

by UV marker removal [197]. Another large intervention revealed improvement by

34.3% assessed again with UV marker removal [198]. While this study did not assess

specific surface cleaning improvement due to the nature of the ward making surface

sampling difficult, compliance improved by 18% for nurses and 8% for cleaners,

which would hopefully translate to increased and more effective removal of surface

bioburden.
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CONCLUSIONS

This work sought to evaluate the impact of a small but targeted education-

based cleaning training intervention, with a staff-specific intervention implemented

by assessment on areas of failure by a 5-point bundle audit. The training proved

effective. Overall compliance to bundle components was a 2.5 score of a possible 5.

A targeted training intervention was found to have a small but significant (P <.0001)

improvement to 3.0 overall in cleaning compliance, in both nurses and cleaners. Due

to differences in how successes of an intervention were assessed, this intervention

could not be compared to its larger-scale counterparts, thought it can be said the

improvement was modest when compared to other interventions. This chapter

identified how training has many factors, and training must be carefully designed and

delivered in order to have maximum possible impact. Procedure-based training has

less impact than explaining why different components are important for cleaning

efficacy, instead of just the physical action required.

Cleaning and domestic services have often been considered low-skilled jobs,

and their wages reflect this perception. It has been suggested that cleaners don’t feel

respected or valued. While the overall perception of cleaners and their role cannot

be changed quickly, how cleaners value their job and see their role was a target for

training. It is critical they know just how instrumental they are in the running of the

hospital. They also must be provided with the information they need in order to do

their job best. It must be accepted that, like hand hygiene, cleaning compliance will

never be 100% [198, 416]. In the events where cleaning teams cannot fulfil their

duties for any reason (time or resourcing restraints) we must arm them with the
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knowledge of what surfaces are of most value to clean, when value is determined as

risk to patient. However, when cleaners are in charge of cleaning an entire ward,

knowing what surfaces within this space may or may not be most critical can be

difficult to determine. Building knowledge of how contamination or a surrogate for

contamination, moves around a ward environment can help inform cleaning training

interventions to give cleaners insight into what is happening on their surfaces.
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Chapter 8 VALIDATING A SURROGATE MATERIAL TO TRACK

INFECTION MOVEMENT IN THE CLINICAL SPACE

INTRODUCTION

The use of a ‘surrogate’ or replacement material for tracking infection and

identifying potential reservoirs and to assess cleaning efficacy is not a new concept.

Often, this is done by the use of adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) sampling, in which

swab-based sampling devices measure the amount of ATP on a surface. More ATP in

the swab leads to an increased bioluminescence reaction, called relative light units

(RLU). Manufacturers of these devices claim RLU can generally relate to CFU, though

these claims are fundamentally flawed for several reasons, such as the limitation of

the swabs on visibility dirty surfaces. Another option is ultraviolet (UV) reactive

powders and liquids, which can be viewed only with UV torches. This can show how

quickly a material can spread between surfaces and hands, and give cleaning teams

an idea of how effective their cleaning efforts have been. While these methods are

fast and easy, they are not without large limitations. These methods do not provide

accurate quantification, and cannot track movement throughout the environment.

Using cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) as a surrogate is an accurate way of

quantifying spread and deposition, and movement throughout the clinical

environment.

Cauliflower mosaic virus is a double stranded plant pathogen that is

transmitted by aphids, causing a wide variety of symptoms dependant on species of

plant and environmental conditions [417]. It has a total length of 8024 nucleotides

[418]. Cauliflower mosaic virus was chosen for this study as it has proven potential
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as a non-infectious surrogate marker for environmental infection transmission, used

previously in two studies [419, 420]. Even with ingestion of CaMV-contaminated

vegetables, there are no implications for human safety. Inoculation of a pathogen

onto a surface can be mimicked with the DNA marker, and subsequent transmission

throughout the surface environment tracked, while remaining a safe, non-infectious

and appropriate method for tracking infection movement, even in sensitive areas

such as paediatric intensive care units (PICU). It also fulfils the requirement for easy

quantification and recovery from surfaces. Tracking this surrogate marker provides

greater accuracy and applications in comparison to other methods currently

available, such as the use of UV powder to simulate spread of infection.

In 1985, the first amplifications of target DNA using polymerase chain

reaction (PCR) were achieved with Escherichia coli DNA polymerase [421]. In 1988,

amplifications were achieved using Taq DNA polymerase [422]. PCR is the process in

which target DNA is cycled through heating and cooling stages, allowing the

amplification of even the smallest amounts of target DNA, facilitated by an enzyme

reaction. A long timeline of discovery and method adaptation (figure 8.1) has allowed

PCR to become widely available.
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Figure 8.1 Basic timeline of PCR discovery and development

The DNA markers can be recovered from the swab samples and processed

using qPCR (quantitative polymerase chain reaction). qPCR is an advancement on

traditional PCR in which a fluorescence reaction is used. When the fluorescence of

the target reaches above the background signal, a cycle threshold (Ct) is reached.

Lower Ct values are associated with greater concentrations of the target DNA. These

Ct values can be used for quantification following set-up of a standard curve, such as

providing results in number of viral copies within a sample. This quantification of a

specific target makes this method useful for a wide array of microbiological

applications, as well as for a hospital ward tracking study.
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Two other studies have used CaMV-based DNA markers as a surrogate

material. This chapter expands on previous studies in several ways, including the

removal of the ampicillin resistance gene (AMPr) to ensure the inoculums have no

potential resistance transferred to hospital organisms, increase in number of

inoculations from one surface to three surfaces to see movement and interactions,

and size of sampling study, of which this thesis expands upon by sampling an entire

ward. Previous studies also did not quantify recovery as the method design only

allowed for presence-absence testing of the oligonucleotide and sampled a very

small range of environmental surfaces (12 sites, 10 sites and 32 sites). This thesis

used complex method design so recovery could be quantified, interactions between

three separate markers could be assessed, and sampled sites across the entire ward

(44 sites daily).

Knowing where contaminated surfaces are within a clinical environment is

only some of the picture. In order to build truly evidence-based sampling and

cleaning training protocols the transmission of organisms around the environment

must be shown. Transmission studies can identify key moments that microbiological

sampling cannot. By designing a surrogate marker than is safe and can be used in any

healthcare facility, both paediatric and adult, can inform and assist in the

development of targeted cleaning protocols. Identifying surfaces that lead to

significant transmission events can help IPC teams ‘cut off’ the chain of transmission.

Additionally, marker transmission can not only be an assessment of cleaning, but of

ward design efficacy and insight into how if contact precautious are being adhered
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to. This chapter designs and validates a surrogate marker than can be used across all

healthcare facilities.
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RESEARCH AIMS

This chapter aims to use an oligonucleotide based on a plant pathogen as a

surrogate for infection.

1. Develop an oligonucleotide that would move around the environment as

a surrogate for a pathogen, while remaining safe to release in a

paediatric clinical environment.

2. Develop appropriate and optimised sampling methodologies for

recovering the oligonucleotide from the surface environment.

3. Validate the use of this oligonucleotide as a surrogate marker, assessing

how the marker persists on a surface, can be cleaned, is transferred by

hands, and how it is removed following hand hygiene.
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METHODS

OLIGONUCLEOTIDE DESIGN

Three 400 base pair (BP) strands, that had no overlap and had appropriate

primer pairs as assessed by Primer3plsus software were selected at random from the

CaMV sequence by downloading the entire Cauliflower Mosaic Virus sequence

(accession number: KF357594) and sent for synthesis (IDT, Belgium). These separate

strands would be used for inoculating three separate sites within the hospital for

tracking. Three markers were chosen as an appropriate number to make sampling

recovery viable across an entire hospital ward, and to see interactions between the

three markers from three distinct areas within the hospital ward; an isolation room,

a treatment room and the reception (detailed in section 9.3.1). Following qPCR

analysis, these separate strands would give distinct results using separate primer

pairs, meaning they could be identified separately, and both origin from an

inoculation site and concentration could be determined.
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Table 8.1 Sequence of three synthesised oligonucleotides to be used as markers for surrogate

infection, with primer pairs and highlighted annealing sites and amplicon sizes.

Marker

Sequence

(at 400 BP each)

Forward
Primer

Reverse
Primer

Amplicon
size

1

GGTATCAGAGCCATGAATAGGTCTAAGACCATAACTCAAG
AGGGTAAAACCTCATCAAAATACCAAAGAGTTCTTAACTCT
AAAGATAAAAGATCTTTCAAGATCGAAAACTAGTTCCCTCA
CACCGGTGACCGATAGGTTTACCACCGTAAGGTTTCAGAAC
AACATCGAATGCGTTTACGCCAACTTCGACTCTCAGCTCAA
GTCGTCGTACGATGGTGATCTAAAAAGATCAAGAATCTAA
GCCTTAAAAATCTTAGATGTTACGAAGCCTTCCTCAGGAAG
TACCTTCTGGAACAATAAAATCTCTCTGAGAATAGTACTCTA
TTGAGTATCCACAGAAAAAATAATCTTCTGTGTTGAGATGG
ATTTGTATCCAGAAGAAAACACCCAAAGCGAG

ACTAGTTCC
CTCACACCG
GT

CGTACGAC
GACTTGAG
CTGA

106

2

AATCCAGTACTAAAATCCAGATCTCCTAAAGTCCCTATAGAT
CTTTGTGGTGAATATAAACCAGACACGAGACGACTAAACCT
GGAGCCCAGACGCCGCTTGAAGCTAGAAGTACCGCTTAGG
CAGGAGGCCGTTAGGGAAAAGATGCTAAGGCAGGGTTGG
TTACGTTGACTCCCCCGTAGGTTTGGTTTAAATATCATGAA
GTGGACGGAAGGAAGGAGGAAGACAAGGAAGGATAAGG
TTGCAGGCCCTGTGTAAGGTAAGAAGATGGAAATTTGATA
GAGGTACGCTACTATACTCATACTATACGCTAAGGGAATGC
TTGTATTTACCCTATATACCCTAATAACCCCTTATCGATTTAA
AGAAATAATCCGCATAAGCCCCCGCTTAAAAAATT

GACGCCGCT
TGAAGCTAG
AA

TTTAAGCG
GGGGCTT
ATGCG

304

3

ACATGTACAAGACGGAACTGGCGGATTTCCCAGGATATAT
CAACCAGTACCTGTCAAAAATTCCCATCATTGGAGAAAAAG
CGCTAACACGCTTTAGACATGAAGCCAATGGAACCAGCATC
TACAGCTTAGGTTTTGCGGCGAAGATAGTCAAAGAAGAAC
TATCTAAAATCTGCGACTTATCCAAGAAGCAGAAGAAGTTG
AAGAAATTCAACAAGAAGTGCTGTAGCATCGGAGAAGCTT
CAGTAGAATATGGATGCAAGAAGACATCCAAGAAGAAGTA
TCATAAAAGATACAAGAAAAAATATAAGGCTTATAAACCTT
ATAAGAAGAAGAAGAAATTCCGATCCGGAAAATACTTCAA
GCCCAAAGAAAAGAAAGGCTCAAAGCAAAAGTATTG

TGTACAAGA
CGGAACTGG
CG

TGAGCCTT
TCTTTTCTT
TGGGC

383

Primers were assessed for GC content, and that no primer-dimers would be

created. These primers were assessed in silico using the primer3plus software
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(Untergasser, Germany). Three primer pairs for three separate cauliflower strands

were chosen. These were cross-referenced in silico to ensure there would be no

binding and interactions between the three different primers and strands of CaMV.

An additional primer pair (PUC13_F CACGACGTTGTAAAACGAC, PUC13_R

GGATAACAATTTCACACAGG) was also created using a commercial sequence for P-

GEMT easy vector, in order to assess successful insertion of chosen sequences into

the vector. PUC13 primers were based on the commercial sequence (Promega, UK)

and synthesised (IDT, Belgium).

RESUSPENSION, A-TAILING AND LIGATION

The oligonucleotides were shipped as a dry powder (IDT, Belgium). This required

resuspension to a concentration of 10ng/μl. Oligonucleotides suspended in water or 

Tris EDTA (TE buffer) at a pH of 8 can be kept frozen and will remain stable for several

years.

1. Upon delivery, the oligonucleotides were centrifuged at 3000xg for one

minute to ensure all powder content collected in the bottom of the tube.

2. 50μl of TE buffer was added to each oligonucleotide.  

3. Oligonucleotides were vortexed and incubated in a heat block for 20

minutes at 50oC.

4. Following incubation, the oligonucleotides were vortexed for 30 seconds

and centrifuged at 3000xg for one minute. These were now ready for the A-

tailing process.
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LIGATION INTO PGEM-T

Oligonucleotides were shipped blunt-ended. The A-tailing protocol added the

necessary ‘A’ overhangs to produce compatibility with the pGEM-T vector. The

following contents were added into a 0.5ml microcentrifuge tube:

Table 8.2 Components added for the ‘A’ tailing of oligonucleotides

Components Volume (µl) Final amount

gBlocks Gene Fragments (10 ng/ µL) 5 50 ng

Taq polymerase (5 units/µL) 0.6 3 units

Taq polymerase buffer (10×, MgCl2 15mM) 1.5 1×, 1.5 mM

dATP (0.5 mM) 1.5 0.05 mM

Nuclease-free H2O 6.4 -

Total Volume 15 µL

The components were incubated using a heat block for 30 minutes at 70oC.

This product was then used for the ligation step. The following components were

added to 0.5ml tubes with low DNA-binding capacity:

Table 8.3 Components added for the ligation process of the oligonucleotides

Reagents
Reaction

(µl)
Positive

Control (µl)
Negative

Control (µl)

2X Rapid Ligation Buffer 5 5 5

P-GEMT plasmid (50ng) 1 1 1

A-tailed oligonucleotide 1 - -

Control Insert DNA - 2 -

T4 DNA ligase (3 Weiss Units/μl) 1 1 1

Deionised water 2 1 3

final volume of: 10 10 10
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pGEM-T vector, an artificially constructed plasmid, and control insert were

centrifuged at 3000xg for 30 seconds to collect the contents at the bottom of the

tube. 2X concentration ligation buffer was vigorously vortexed between uses.

Reactions were mixed by pipetting, before incubating at 4oC overnight to produce

the maximum number of transformants.

TRANSFORMATION INTO COMPETENT E. COLI CELLS

Following A-tailing and ligation, the oligonucleotides must be inserted into the

plasmid. Transformations were undertaken using High Efficiency Competent (E. coli)

Cells (Promega, UK). Each individual 400BP were inserted into a pGEM-T easy vector

(Promega, UK) which has resistance to ampicillin. Ligation and transformations were

completed using the Promega protocol. Insertion site was shown in figure 8.2. The

following steps were undertaken for transformation:

1. Ligation reactions (contents in table 8.3) were centrifuged at 3000xg for 30

seconds.

2. 2μl of each reaction was added to sterile 1.5ml tubes on ice.  

3. The E. coli Competent Cells were thawed in an ice bath for 5 minutes and

mixed by flicking the tube gently.

4. 50μl of competent cells were aseptically transferred into the ligation 

reactions. 100μl of competent cells were added to the background tube 

(control tube).
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5. Cells were heat-shocked for 50 seconds in a water bath set to 42oC, then

placed in ice for 20 minutes.

6. 950μl SOC medium (Super Optimal broth with Catabolite Repression) was 

added to the ligations, and 950μl was added to background tube. 

7. Reactions were incubated for 1.5 hours at 37oC with 150rpm shaking.

8. Luria Bertani (LB) agar (Invitrogen, UK) plates were prepared as per

manufacturer instruction with the addition of 100µl ready-made solution of

ampicillin (Sigma, UK) per 100µl broth added once cooled to approximately

55°C. Once plates were set, they were spread with 40µl blue-white select

reagent (Sigma, UK) using sterile plastic disposable spreaders and allowed to

dry.

9. Following incubation, 100µl of each reaction were plated out in duplicated

onto LB agar plates with ampicillin at a concentration of 100mg/l.

10. 100µl of ligation reactions were inoculated onto LB/ampicillin plates with

blue-white screening reagent, spread with a sterile l-shape spreader in a

figure eight motion, and incubated overnight at 37°C (Classic incubator,

LEEC, UK).

11. Following incubation, white colonies were selected and inoculated into 40ml

LB broth with ampicillin, and allowed to grow in the shaker overnight at

37°C (Stuart, UK). This broth was now ready for the extraction process.
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Figure 8.2 pGEM-T Easy vector with sequence reference points and insertion region.

PLASMID EXTRACTION

Following successful insertion into the plasmid, the DNA required extraction.

Extraction processes were undertaken in a separate lab to avoid environmental

contamination with hardy plasmid DNA. Extractions were undertaken using the

QIAGEN mini plasmid extraction kit, following the protocol as per manufacturers

instruction, with a slight amendment during the elution stage, in which 50µl of buffer

was used, allowed to stand for 5 minutes, and centrifuged for 1 minute at

13,000RPM. Another 50µl of buffer was added and centrifuged a second time to

allow maximum DNA elution from the column. Prior to the washing stage, sample

repeats were pooled into single columns to increase overall DNA yield, as losses were

to be expected in the following manipulations to remove the ampicillin resistance.

Extracted DNA contents were immediately diluted by 1:10,000, and 1:10

dilutions. Concentrations were analysed using the Qubit flouorometric system

(Thermofisher, UK). Following concentration analysis, insertion was confirmed using
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p-GEMT primers (PUC13) and specific primers to sequence the cauliflower inserts

only.

PLASMID LINEARISATION AND REMOVAL OF AMPICILLIN RESISTANCE

Plasmids are the major contributor to the spread of antibiotic resistance. It is

important to consider the small yet potential risk plasmid-mediated resistance

transfer could pose during this experiment. p-GEMT uses ampicillin resistance

(provided by the AMPr gene) for user-friendly transformation and selection of cells

with insert. In order to remove this risk, specific enzymes were used to cut out the

ampicillin resistance from the plasmid prior to release in the clinical environment.

Visualisation software revealed BspHI and AcuI commercial enzymes would cut the

resistance, while leaving the 400BP cauliflower insert intact (figures 8.2 and 8.3).

Figure 8.3 NEB cutter visualisation where the enzyme BspHI will cut out Ampr resistance gene for

cauliflower 1 and 3. Red line indicates target for enzyme.
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Figure 8.4 NEB cutter visualisation where the enzyme AcuI will cut out AMPr resistance gene for

cauliflower 2. Blue lines indicate target for enzyme.

The enzymes were used to cut out the resistance gene using the restriction

endonuclease reactions protocol provided by New England Biolabs, and digestion

was allowed to occur for 15 minutes at 37oC for both enzymes. The reactions were

terminated by heat inactivation. Once this step had been completed, the plasmid

DNA was frozen at -70oC to prevent any degradation until further use.

Following digestion with the enzyme, the entire product was loaded into a

large agarose gel, with 20ul product into each well. Gel electrophoresis was run as

per section 8.3.1.6. Target bands could be isolated under UV light on the gel. The

resistance gene was separated into a smaller fragment, and the target fragment was

selected and cut from the agarose using a sterile scalpel, aseptically transferred into
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1.5ml tubes. The gel plugs were frozen until further processing. Extractions from the

gel were undertaken using the QIAquick gel extraction kit from QIAGEN (UK)

following the manufacturer instruction.

PCR METHOD

Biomix Red (Bioline, UK) and the separate Qiagen PCR kit (QIAGEN, UK) were

tested for PCR. The clearest bands were created using the Biomix Red. Mastermix

was created as per protocol from Bioline. Samples were then run in the Prime

thermocycler (Techne, UK). Mastermix and primers were handled only within a PCR

workstation (Analytik Jena, UK).

Reactions were as follows;

Stage 1 (initial denaturation) – 1 cycle – 95°C for 3 minutes

Stage 2 40 cycles – (denaturation) 95°C for 15 seconds, (annealing) 60°C for

30 seconds, (extension) 72°C for 30 seconds

Stage 3 (final extension) – 1 cycle – 72°C for 7 minutes

Hold – 4°C

Samples were held at 4°C until running on a 1.5% agarose gel created using

molecular grade agarose (Bioline, UK) and Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer

(Thermoscientific, UK) diluted to 1x concentration. Gel was suspended in 1x

concentrations TBE buffer and samples were loaded. Ladder was loaded, created

using Quick-Load 100bp DNA Ladder (New England Biolabs, UK) and Gel Loading Dye

6x Purple (New England Biolabs, UK). Trouble with ladder smearing on the gel was

resolved by altering the concentration of the ladder dye, and diluting with water prior

to use. Following loading, the gel was run under electrophoresis (Biometra, Analytik
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Jena, UK) at 120 volts for approximately an hour or until dye had travelled two-thirds

length of the gel. Bands were visualised by removing the gel from the buffer and

placing under UV light at 302nm (Alphamager Mini, Proteinsimple, California).

For qPCR, samples were processed with the setting for Syber Green reactions

on the 7500 qPCR (Applied Biosystems, UK) or the micPCR system (Biomolecular

systems, Australia). The Lunar Universal (New England Biolabs, UK) Master mix was

used for all runs. Reaction volumes were as follows:

Table 8.4 qPCR reaction volumes for each well for hospital samples or all other samples

Reagents Reaction (µl) Reaction (µl) Final concentration

Hospital samples only All other samples

Sample 9 1 -

Forward primer 0.5 0.5 0.25 μM

Reverse primer 0.5 0.5 0.25 μM

Luna® Universal
master mix

10
10 1x

Molecular grade
water

-
8 -

final volume of: 20 20 -

Runs were as follows;

Primer pair 1 and 2

Stage 1 (initial denaturation) – 1 cycle - 95°C for 1 minute

Stage 2 40 cycles – (denaturation) 95°C for 15 seconds, (annealing) 60°C for

30 seconds

Melt curve stage - 95°C for 15 seconds, 60°C for 1 minute, 95°C 30 seconds,

60°C for 15 seconds

Primer pair 3
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Stage 1 (initial denaturation) – 1 cycle - 95°C for 1 minute

Stage 2 – 40 cycles – (denaturation) 95°C for 15 seconds, (annealing) 64°C for

30 seconds

Melt curve stage - 95°C for 15 seconds, 60°C for 1 minute, 95°C 30 seconds,

60°C for 15 seconds

OLIGONUCLEOTIDE VALIDATION METHODS

VIABILITY OVER TIME

The longevity of the oligonucleotide marker must be determined in order to

assess the period in which it could be traced across clinical surfaces, as well as

confirm the stability over time. To assess this, ceramic tile surfaces were used as a

representative non-porous surface to replicate similar surfaces found within the

clinical environment. Ceramic tiles were prepared as in section 3.3.2. 100µl at

9,121copies/µl of one of the oligonucleotide markers, as a representative, was

inoculated onto a surface and allowed to fully dry. During the test, temperature and

humidity were recorded, but not controlled (appendix). Quadruplicate samples were

taken with the swab method as per section 3.3.4.2 at the following time intervals; 0,

2, 4, 6, 8, 24, 48 hours, and 7, 14, and 30 days. Swab tips were placed into 1ml

molecular water and 1ul was taken for processing using qPCR (section 8.3.1.5).

DNA TRANSFER AND HAND HYGIENE

In order to assess how the oligonucleotide would be transferred across

clinical spaces it was important to determine how hands would transfer the

oligonucleotide across surfaces, and how many subsequent surfaces it would be

detectable from once, being picked up from a healthcare workers’ hand, both with

or without gloves.
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Ceramic tiles were prepared as per section 3.3.2. These were used as

representative fomites for transfer. 100µl of oligonucleotide marker at

9,121copies/µl was inoculated onto a surface and allowed to fully dry. During the

test, temperature and humidity were recorded, but not controlled (appendix). This

was then touched with a hand, gloved or bare skin, using firm pressure on the

fingertips, and pressed against 10 surfaces in succession. Swabs were taken as per

the same method for bacterial sampling, in section 3.3.4.2, from the whole surface

of the hand, and processed by qPCR as method in section 8.3.1.6. Transfer of copies

could be calculated.

Further to transfer, removal from hands must be considered in the form of

hand hygiene. This was addressed by assessing how the oligonucleotide was

removed from artificially contaminated hands, both with and without gloves, by

using hand hygiene adhering to the 5 moments or alcohol hand gel.

Bare hands or gloved hands were inoculated with 100µl (3.98E+08 copies/µl)

oligonucleotide in 10x10µl drops and allowed to dry fully before challenge with hand

washing or alcohol hand gel. Hand washing followed the NHS guidance for washing

hands, which requires 11 steps to achieve safe hands (APPENDIX). Hand gel was

applied using the same guidance, which requires 8 steps to achieve safe hands

(APPENDIX). A systematic review of the literature reported that compliance to hand

hygiene is usually around <60% [423]. Following hand hygiene, a swab of the entire

hand surface was taken and processed immediately with qPCR method section

8.3.1.6.
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DNA WIPE EXPERIMENT

In addition to removal by hand transfer and hand hygiene, removal of the

oligonucleotide will occur by surface cleaning. Furthermore, it is important to assess

how the oligonucleotide is cleaned in comparison to pathogens of clinical concern.

To be an effective model for infection transmission, the oligonucleotide should be

removed in a similar fashion to organisms, or its limitations clearly identified.

To assess this, ceramic tiles were used to represent non-porous surfaces.

They were prepared as in section 3.3.2 and inoculated with CaMV as per section

4.3.2, using CaMV as a surrogate for bacterial organisms, and allowed to dry. Tiles

were wiped with either a single wipe in one, fluid motion with firm pressure, or two

consecutive wipes. The following wipes used to clean NHS surfaces were assessed:

green Clinell universal wipes, alcohol wipes, Clorox wipes, and a gauze control wipe

was also used to assess physical removal in the absence of an active ingredient. A

contact time of 10 minutes was allowed for all cleaning agents. Following contact

time, swab samples were taken and processed by qPCR as per section 8.3.1.5.
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RESULTS

qPCR assay efficiencies results are provided in APPENDIX

VALIDATION RESULTS

VIABILITY OVER TIME

The results showed that the oligonucleotide marker, when tested under

laboratory conditions recovered from a ceramic tile surface, could remain detectable

for up to 7 days, with no detection at 14 or 30 days. This provides a maximum

timespan for the experiment design, as well as the confirmation that the marker will

not persist in the clinical environment following the completion of the study.

Figure 8.5 Average (mean) Recovery of oligonucleotide over time from ceramic surfaces
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DNA CLEANING

The results showed one instance of hand hygiene, either hand washing

adhering to the 5 moments for hand hygiene or using hand gel with >60% alcohol

content rendered the oligonucleotide undetectable (appendix). This is comparable

to pathogens found in the clinical environment, which would be destroyed or

rendered inactive by proper hand hygiene. For removal from a surface, it was found

that the DNA marker could be removed with cleaning, and log reduction varied

depending on type of wipe used and if one or two wipes were used (1.95-2.80). These

results can be compared with the data retrieved for the same testing using 4 clinically

significant pathogens in chapter 4.

Table 8.5 Removal of oligonucleotide marker from tiled surfaces following cleaning with different

wipes with a single, or multiple wipe

Wipe type
Control

Copies/µl
Test

Copies/µl

log reduction
%

reduction

Suspension (no wipe control) 9.12E+03

Clinell 1 wipe 9.12E+03 102.55 1.95 98.88

Clinell 2 wipes 9.12E+03 33.72 2.43 99.63

Clorox 1 wipes 9.12E+03 17.28 2.72 99.81

Clorox 2 wipes 9.12E+03 17.07 2.73 99.81

Alcohol 1 wipes 9.12E+03 24.19 2.58 99.73

Alcohol 2 wipes 9.12E+03 14.60 2.80 99.84

Gauze 1 wipe 9.12E+03 48.44 2.27 99.47

Gauze 2 wipes 9.12E+03 36.45 2.40 99.60

2 hour drying (no wipe control) 9.12E+03 1124.98 0.91 87.67
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DNA TRANSFER

Under the conditions applied within this test, it was found that gloved hands

transferred more of the DNA marker than bare hands. On average (mean), gloved

hands transferred 45,000 copies to a ceramic fomite, and hands without gloves

transferred between 21,810-20,460 copies. The oligonucleotide marker could be

transferred to 6 surfaces following a single touch from a contaminated surface. These

findings show that a single touch without an instance of hand hygiene could inoculate

up to 6 surfaces with the surrogate.

Figure 8.6 Transfer of oligonucleotide following touch from a contaminated surface onto 10

consecutive surfaces with gloved or non-gloved hands (copies per swab sample).
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DISCUSSION

Surrogates for infection are commonly used in experimental design. When

use of the original infectious agent would prove unsafe or difficult, the nearest

surrogate can be used. This is common when testing disinfectants, such as the use of

feline calcivirus as a surrogate for norovirus [424], or animal viruses in place of human

counterparts. Both cauliflower mosaic virus DNA and bacteriophage MS2 have been

proven as safe and effective markers for dissemination studies within hospital

environments. While both proven effective [425], CaMV markers have the advantage

of lasting longer on surfaces and the possibility of using multiple markers with

different primer pairs simultaneously [425], as was undertaken in this chapter.

While safe and effective, it is important to understand the associated

limitations with the CaMV marker. Recovery of the surrogate DNA cannot imply that

infection would occur. Recovery by qPCR cannot determine viability and will not

differentiate between live or dead cells, or viable and non-viable DNA. Furthermore,

the amount of marker recovered does not necessarily mean that quantity could be

sufficient to cause clinical infection if it were an infectious material. Infectious dose

for different organisms varies greatly, and sometimes, a larger amount of

contamination would be required to cause clinical infection. Noroviruses have very

low infectious doses, at ≥18 viral particles [426]. Similarly, C. difficile has been shown

to cause infection with just 1 CFU in mouse models [90]. In contrast, S. aureus

requires a minimum of 100,000 CFUs [427]. However, the recovery of the marker

does indicate a failure in cleaning and hand hygiene, and highlights how just a single

inoculation of a marker on one surface can spread rapidly [186].
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When assessing the transfer of the surrogate with bare hands or gloved

hands, it was found that gloved hands transferred more of the marker. Poorly fitting

gloves can provide a greater surface area for potential organism adherence. Surface-

to-fomite and fomite-to-surface transference interactions are complex, and vary

depending on surface type, pathogen type, glove material or skin condition.

Estimating possible transfer can be difficult, though some comparisons have been

made for A. baumannii in which reduction in bacterial transfer occurred with gloves

compared to bare skin [428], and findings where fewer bacteria adhered to bare

hands when compared to gloves, tested against a mixed bacterial culture sourced

from a beef carcass [429]. In a study using circular CaMV, with bare fingertips,

transfer was seen after 9 touches onto stainless steel discs [425]. For linear CaMV,

tested on ceramic surfaces for this study, it could be recovered after 6 touches.
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CONCLUSION

This study showed how the CaMV-based DNA marker proved an effective and

useful tool for tracking how an infectious agent might move across hospital surfaces,

and to determine how effective current cleaning efforts were. The marker can be

removed using routine surface cleaning products, and was also undetectable

following an instance of proper hand hygiene, either washing with soap and water or

using an alcohol-based hand gel, adhering to the 5-moments for hand hygiene. The

marker can be produced in larger quantities, inoculated onto surfaces and easily

recovered with swabs, and quantified with PCR.
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Chapter 9 TRACKING INFECTION MOVEMENT WITHIN A HOSPITAL

WARD

INTRODUCTION

Hospital ward environments are busy and dynamic. Patient turnover, visitors

and staff movements all facilitate the movement of infection within these

environments. The hospital environment is known to play a role in the transmission

of pathogens, and as the environment is consistently exposed to pathogens shed

from patients and other ward users, it can be difficult to eliminate this risk, and

organisms can persist on surfaces and in the air [430].

Ward environments are designed to prevent this transmission, and the

infrastructure of the hospital has an impact on infection prevention and control (IPC)

[431]. Such examples of design including the availability, placement and accessibility

of alcohol gel dispensers, which play a role in how often they are used. Appropriate

placement, adjacent to the patient in clear view, saw use at 53.8%, opposed to just

11.5% use when the dispenser was installed at the door [432]. Availability of single-

patient rooms reduces colonisation risk, and increased distance between patient

beds reduces droplet transmission risk and allows movement of healthcare workers

and cleaners [431]. Sinks are critical for hand hygiene. Easy access and visible

placement [433] as well as appropriate use and design to prevention contamination

of hands or surrounding areas is important [434].

As there are many factors and building design elements that can change how

an organism may move around the clinical environment, it is important to know how,

for each specific ward environment, a pathogen may move. Sink surfaces are an
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important component of safe hospital design, and poor sink placement have IPC

implications. Sinks are known reservoirs for clinically significant pathogens,

particularly those that thrive in damp environments, such as K. pneumoniae and P.

aeruginosa, which have been isolated from sinks. Poor sink design or placement can

aid transmission of these organisms. While it is important to know sinks pose a risk,

further insight is needed into the true problem. Knowing how transmission occurs

from the sink to the wider environment, outside of the direct use of the sink, should

be considered. A study by Buchan et al. 2019 found that following a culture

assessment of a 600-bed hospital, a high prevalence of carbapenemase-producing K.

pneumoniae [29]. Studies sampling sinks and drains for K. pneumoniae are not novel,

though this study did identify a design flaw. Sinks near toilets were 4-times more

likely to be positive (87% of samples) than sinks distal to toilets (22%) [29]. This

highlights that while cleaning is the key to preventing such surfaces acting as

reservoirs, the design of the surface environment plays a role too. The problem with

HCAI is multifaceted, and transmission routes should be carefully identified to further

highlight such issues outside of cleaning failure, such as design flaw. While it is easy

to blame poor cleaning, there are undoubtedly other factors at work during

transmission events. Identifying and being aware of these specific routes of

transmission can identify sentinel sites for surface sampling, either when routine

monitoring of the environment or provide a first point of sampling in an outbreak

scenario, as well as help risk assessment for cleaning different surfaces. Knowing how

organisms move and are deposited can identify where heightened cleaning efforts

should be, and identify surfaces that have higher levels of contamination, such as the
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bookcase in a ward environment (chapter 6). Additionally, tracking this movement

can identify potential instances where hand hygiene has failed, either by compliance

issues or ward design flaw, such as poor placement of alcohol gel dispensers.
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RESEARCH AIMS

The oligonucleotide was released in a ward environment and tracked, to assess

movement and cleaning efficacy. The following aims complete the work within this

chapter:

1. Release an oligonucleotide marker within a ward and identify how this

marker has been moved within a clinical space.

2. Use these findings to advocate for enhanced environmental monitoring

and cleaning.

A component of these results were used and presented as a letter in the Journal

of Hospital Infection, in light of the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak, to help emphasise the

importance of surfaces in relation to infection control and transmission within clinical

spaces [186].
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METHODS

INOCULATION OF THE SURROGATE MARKER

The three oligonucleotides were released within a ward, with samples taken

every day for 5 days. Three surfaces were chosen and a different oligonucleotide

marker inoculated on each;

 marker 1 on a bed rail in isolation room,

 marker 2 computer mouse in a treatment room,

 and marker 3 on the children’s play table in reception.

Inoculations consisted of 100μl of each oligonucleotide marker at 1.15E+09 

copies of linear plasmid DNA diluted in molecular grade water. Surfaces were

inoculated at 7:30am on Monday morning and allowed to move for a full day

cycle (10 hours) within the ward before samples were taken to recover the

oligo at 5pm to assess movement and cleaning. The samples were taken prior

to the cleaning, which was undertaken with 1,000ppm chlorine, which has

been demonstrated to degrade DNA.
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SAMPLE RECOVERY AND PROCESSING

Surfaces were sampled as previously described in section 8.3.1.6 and

assessed with qPCR. The following surfaces formed the daily sampling plan;

Table 9.1 Daily sampling plan for ward surface sampling

Sample number Surface Area

1 Bed 1 rail right Bay 1

2 Bed 2 rail right Bay 1

3 Bed 3 rail right Bay 1

4 Bed 4 rail right Bay 1

5 Bed 5 rail right Bay 2

6 Bed 6 rail right Bay 2

7 Bed 7 rail right Bay 2

8 Bed 8 rail right Bay 2

9 Bed 9 rail right Bay 3

10 Bed 10 rail right Bay 3

11 Bed 11 rail right Bay 3

12 Bed 12 rail right Bay 3

13 Bed rail right Cubicle 1

14 Door handle exit Cubicle 1

15 Door handle toilet Cubicle 1

16 Over bed table Cubicle 1

17 Bed rail right Cubicle 2
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18 Door handle exit Cubicle 2

19 Over bed table Cubicle 2

20 Door handle toilet Cubicle 2

21 Door handle exit Cubicle 3

22 Bed rail right Cubicle 3

23 Over bed table Cubicle 3

24 Toilet door handle Cubicle 3

25 Bed rail right Isolation room

26 Door handle exit Isolation room

27 Bed table Isolation room

28 Toilet door handle Isolation room

29 Kids table Reception seating

30 Book Playroom

31 Dollhouse Playroom

32 Shelf Playroom

33 Prep surface Treatment room 1

34 Trolley handle Treatment room 1

35 Prep surface Treatment room 2

36 Chair arm Corridor

37 Trolley handle Treatment room 2

38 Bookcase Corridor

39 Keyboard Height and weight room

40 Nappy change Height and weight room
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41 Door handle exit Height and weight room

42 Notes trolley Main reception

43 Keyboard Main reception

44 Chair arm Reception seating

These surfaces were sampled where possible, though in a dynamic ward

environment, this was not always possible. If some surfaces were unavailable for any

reason, the nearest alternatives were sampled instead. Any deviations from the

original sampling sites are listed in appendix. Samples were taken in a 10x10cm2 area,

as per section 3.3.4.2. For smaller surfaces such as door handles, the entire surface

was sampled. Samples were stored and transported in an insulated cool box on ice,

kept refrigerated (2-10oC) until processing. All samples were processed within 3

hours by qPCR, as in section 8.3.1.6.
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RESULTS

The transmission of the DNA marker within the ward were animated to

visually explore how the surrogates moved across the different surfaces:

Marker 1: https://youtu.be/haVPliuQ4WU

Marker 2: https://youtu.be/yxMvGAoB7XQ

Marker 3: https://youtu.be/DuIh932T3Gg

Following the release in the ward, the three surrogates spread across the

surfaces and were located on different surfaces across the ward environment.

Figure 9.1 Average (mean) percentage positive sites for oligonucleotide 1 bed rail in isolation room

(a), 2 computer mouse in treatment room (b) and 3 play table in reception (c) across the 5 day

sampling period.
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The results showed that the surrogate markers spread quickly through the

ward environment. Within 10 hours, on average (mean), 41%, 30% and 41% of

surfaces had some contamination with markers 1, 2, or 3 respectively. At the final

sampling point, day 5, 41%, 41% and 23% of sites were positive with markers 1, 2 and

3. Across the entire sampling effort, only 3 surfaces (a bed table in cubicle 1 and a

bed table and a door handle in the isolation room remained uncontaminated with

any marker throughout the 5 day sampling process.

The ward area can be broken down into different areas; the immediate

bedspace, the wider bedspace, clinical areas, and general ward areas. When

exploring percentage of sites showing contamination with the marker, it can be seen

that the type of surface plays a role in how many sites are contaminated.

Figure 9.2 Percentage positive sites for all three surrogate markers, recovered from a) immediate

bedspace environment b) wider bedspace c) clinical areas d) general ward surfaces.
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Some areas had more positive sites than others. The general ward areas had

the fewest positive sites. The most positive sites were found within the immediate

bedspace environment. Surfaces within the immediate bedspace had the most

positive sites overall, with 53.33% surfaces showing marker contamination on day 1,

and 55% at day 5.

For wider bedspace surfaces, fewer positive sites were found. On day 1, just

16.66% of sites were positive. On day 4, no sites were found positive, and day 5 had

just 12.5% sites showing contamination. Clinical areas had more positive sites than

wider bedspace areas or general ward areas, though not as many as the immediate

bedspace areas. On day 1, 47.62% of surfaces were positive, falling each day until day

4, in which 14.29% sites were positive, with a small increase in day 5 at 19.05%.

General ward areas, like wider bedspace surface, had fewer contaminated sites. On

day 1, only 11.11% sites were positive, reaching a maximum of 22.22% on day 5.

Cleaning responsibilities are divided into different staff groups, and

different surfaces require different levels of clean. General areas, such as floors and

walls within the wider ward and reception areas are not classified as high risk. The

cubicles require deep cleaning by domestic workers, the bays had general daily

cleaning by domestic workers and healthcare assistants, and the other non-clinical

surfaces had light cleaning where required to uphold the visibly clean standard.
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Figure 9.3 Average (mean) recovery of oligonucleotide marker across all sampling days from

surfaces within a) cubicles b) bed bays c) all others

When exploring the difference between DNA marker recovery and

cleaning type within each area, it was found that the cubicles had the lowest marker

recovery, at an average (mean) 16% positive, as well as the lowest concentrations of

marker, with an average of 26.72, 20.03 and 2.32 copies/µl for markers 1, 2 and 3

respectively. The bays were associated with highest percentage recovery, at 72% of

sampled surfaces showing contamination, and an average recovery of 13,175.88,

1095.79, and 127.73 copies/µl for markers 1, 2 and 3. All other surfaces had a low
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positive rate, at 22% positive, and a moderate level of recovery of the marker, with

114.50, 17.16, and 1702.96 copies/µl for markers 1, 2, and 3.
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DISCUSSION

This study sought to address how an infectious material might move around

the clinical surface environment, by use of a surrogate marker. By using a DNA

surrogate based on the cauliflower mosaic virus, movement and transfer of the

surrogate could be quantified and qualified by sampling surfaces with swabs and

analysing the samples with PCR. Three distinct sections of CaMV with specific primer

pairs allowed the inoculation of different sites within the ward with the distinct

markers, that could be defined during the analysis, to see how the surrogate moves

from the three sites and the interactions between the different surfaces.

Within 24 hours, 41%, 30% and 41% of surfaces were contaminated with

markers 1, 2 or 3. Each of the three markers travelled throughout the ward. Surfaces

were divided into near patient (marker 1, bed rail in isolation room), clinical ward

(marker 2, computer mouse in treatment room) and non-clinical (marker 3, play table

in reception area). Marker 1 travelled, in high concentrations (average 12,162.82

copies/μl across 5 days) to near patients surfaces in nearby bed bays. It was found in 

non-clinical areas in lower concentrations, such as the playroom surfaces (average

7.05 copies/μl) and reception areas (average 0.88 copies/μl). Marker 2 did not 

disperse well in the treatment room where it was initially inoculated, with just

2.69copies/μl recovered from the preparation surface on day 1, and no other positive 

sites for the other 5 sampling days. Marker 2 was recovered in higher concentrations,

like marker 1, from the bed rails in the bed bays, at an average 1,095.5copies/μl. 

Marker 2 did not widely disperse to the general ward or clinical areas, with just

17.16copies/μl average across all sampled sites, with no positive sites recorded for 
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the reception and reception seating areas, and 69 of the 80 cubicle surfaces sampled.

Marker 3 also travelled to each of the 3 bed bays, with an average 127.73 copies/μl 

across the 5 days. As with marker 2, marker 3 did not disseminate well in the general

ward areas, the clinical surfaces or the wider bedspace surfaces, with an average

852.64 copies/μl across all surfaces not within the bed bays.   

Recovery of this marker is indicative of either cleaning failure or failure to

perform hand hygiene after prior cleaning. This is determined by presence of the

marker, as the chlorine is used to clean the ward and chlorine has known efficacy

against many pathogens and DNA. Work in chapter 8 also showed how the DNA

marker could be rendered undetectable (≥8.13 log10 reduction) following use of a

bleach-based wipe (section 8.4.1.2).

Some surfaces showed re-inoculation with the marker. Multiple bed rails

within the bed bays were contaminated at day 1, had no detection of marker

following cleaning and later sampling, but proceeded to present as positive upon

sampling later within the week. Some surfaces also remained clean for several days

following the release of the markers, but became contaminated near the end of the

week, such as the chair arm in the corridor becoming contaminated with markers 1

and 2 at day 5. This also occurred for some surfaces within the cubicles, for marker

2, in which two door handles and a bed table became positive on the final day of

sampling only. This re-inoculation of surfaces implies an intermediary surface acted

as a reservoir for the marker due to poor cleaning. These missed surfaces, which

perhaps not classed as critical themselves, represent the risk that incomplete
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cleaning poses to IPC, as interactions in the ward allow the movement of organisms

from dirty to clean surfaces.

Different areas and surfaces are allocated to different staff groups to clean.

When assessing recoveries, the surfaces requiring the highest level of clean had this

enhanced cleaning effort reflected in the results. Cubicles have deeper, more

frequent cleans due to their use for isolating shedding patients requiring contact

precautions. These surfaces had the lowest % positivity, and far lower concentrations

of marker recovery, indicating the frequent and deep cleaning of these surfaces had

a positive impact on reducing the frequency of recovery and quantity of marker on

the surfaces.

Additionally, some surfaces were found to be contaminated with all three of

the markers. All sampled bed rails, aside from a single bed rail in bay 2, were found

to be contaminated simultaneously with all 3 of the markers across multiple days.

This accumulation of separate markers originating from different surfaces within the

ward has implications for not only the quality of the cleaning, but for gene transfer

and resistance (see section 1.3.5). Some organisms readily share genes, and the

accumulation of different markers, representative of different species, presents the

opportunity for pathogens to undergo horizontal gene transfer. With the rise of

antibiotic resistance, the surface environment should not to be overlooked, as

surfaces can act as a reservoir of resistant genes, increasing the opportunity for

clinically significant pathogens to uptake resistance genes [73]. Additionally, many

antibiotics persist in the environment, representing an additional risk to sink and

sink-adjacent surfaces [435].
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MARKER SPREAD AND CLEANING RESPONSIBILITIES

Isolation rooms have a critical role within the hospital setting. These rooms

are used to house immunocompromised patients to keep them safe from outside

sources of infection, or to isolate an infectious shedding patient. These rooms have

specific design features to ensure a patient is protected [436]. Positive pressure

reduces the risk of outside contaminants entering the room and reaching the patient,

whereas negative pressure prevents inside contamination from entering the wider

ward. Isolation rooms have a smooth, seamless and minimalistic design to allow

frequent and easy cleaning, excellent sealing between the walls and floor [436], and

usually have filtration systems air is passed through before being vented outside.

Isolation rooms come complete with an ensuite bathroom so the patient can remain

inside throughout their stay. With the current pandemic and the concern of limiting

the spread of COVID-19 within hospitals, the importance of isolation rooms and

keeping them clean, and how to clean after an aerosol generating procedure, is of

concern [437, 438]. A systematic review of the literature by Barlow et al. 2006 found

that isolation policies in combination with other infection control measures can

reduce MRSA transmission [439]. In addition to this, a study of a 215-bed hospital

found that enhanced cleaning of high touch surfaces within isolation rooms of C.

difficile infected and MRSA colonised patients led to reduced acquisition of these

pathogens on healthcare workers’ hands caring for these patients [440]. As

previously discussed throughout this thesis, cleaning is one of the most critical IPC

measures to prevent the spread of hospital infection. However, without good hand

hygiene, clean surfaces will become re-contaminated and critical areas, such as

isolation rooms, will not work as they should. Isolation rooms are often linked to
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colonisation of patients. Colonised patients show increased environmental

contamination than infected (0-106 CFU/cm2 against 0-29 CFU/cm2 respectively)

[93]. As isolation rooms are used to house infectious and colonised patients, cleaning

is critical to ensure the safety of both the clinical staff and visitors entering the

isolation room, the wider ward users, as well as the next patient to be housed within

that same isolation room following a discharge. If hand hygiene is not being

undertaken, then isolation rooms cannot perform their function. Within the context

of the paediatric ward sampled within this study, a hematology-oncology ward,

spread of organisms, or a surrogate, has implications for patient safety within the

rest of the ward, as the patient subset is immunocompromised. As these are such

critical rooms and are associated with a higher risk of surface organisms and multi-

drug resistant organisms (MDRO), the cleaning procedure for these rooms is more

frequent and comprehensive than the other spaces within the ward. As such, this

was selected as one of the inoculation sites for this study.

The surrogate inoculated onto the bed rail within the isolation room should,

if cleaning protocol and hand hygiene is impeccable, should not leave the isolation

room. Frequent cleaning should remove or dramatically reduce the amount of

marker within the room. Movement of the marker from the bed rail to the outer

areas of the ward demonstrates a lack of effective cleaning and hand hygiene, as the

cleaning agent used within the ward is known to be effective against DNA [441], and

the marker was shown to be removed by common cleaning agents (section 8.4.1.2)

or an instance of hand hygiene (section 8.3.2.2). The marker moved, within 1 day,

outside of the isolation room and into the neighboring bed bays. The highest
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concentrations of marker were found in the nearest bays (1 and 2) and the

concentration reduced in bay 3. The marker was found in low concentrations is most

other areas of the ward. This demonstrates poor hand hygiene as clinical staff move

out of the isolation room to attend to other patients within the bays. As the marker

was found in the bays for the 5-day sampling period, this issue has been worsened

by poor cleaning or the misunderstanding of cleaning roles and what has or has not

been cleaned by other team members, as also found during a cleaning observation

study (chapter 7). If this marker were an infectious disease, such as SARS-CoV-2, this

could have drastic implications for clinical infection, though no comment can be

made on the amount of marker retrieved and how this may translate to an infectious

dose.

WHO IS FACILITATING THIS MOVEMENT?

The original inoculation sites were carefully chosen to represent different

movements within the ward, and show the difference between clinical and non-

clinical movements. Inoculation site 1, the bed rail within the isolation room was

chosen to show how people entering and leaving the isolation room, mostly staff,

would transfer the marker. Marker 2, inoculated on the mouse in reception will be

used by staff only. The marker placed on the children’s play table in the reception

area is likely to be touched only by the children (patients). This is important to see

how staff and patients may spread the marker differently, suggesting how one group

may be a bigger driver for environmental organism transmission. Staff have

consistent and frequent movement between patients, and have frequent contact

with potentially contaminated surfaces within the bed space, such as equipment
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monitoring equipment, the sink area and the nurses station. These frequent contacts

put healthcare workers at higher probability of facilitating contamination movement

through contaminated gloves or hands [442]. As healthcare workers move from

patient to patient, good hand hygiene is essential to ensure HCAI is not transmitted.

The results show that marker 1, inoculated within the isolation room, readily moved

out into the neighbouring bed bays. This movement into the bed bays suggests poor

hand hygiene as the marker is transmitted between patients. The marker is also

found in much lower concentrations in the wider ward environment, such as in the

reception. The marker remained detectable within the bed bays for all 5 sampling

days, suggesting cleaning with not effective, and other surfaces may be acting as an

intermediary reservoir as the marker continues to be deposited within the bed bays.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENTS

The study setting was a paediatric haematology-oncology ward. This

represents a particularly vulnerable patient subset. Patients visiting the ward and

receiving treatment, particularly those receiving chemotherapeutic agents, will be

immunocompromised and at higher risk for HCAI acquisition. Additionally, paediatric

patients interact differently with their environment than adult patients.

Environmental infection control is always critical, however some surfaces are

generally overlooked as less important, such as walls, floors, and surfaces lower to

the ground. Paediatric patients have greater and more unusual and less restrained

interactions with the surface environment and toys and objects within playrooms

and reception areas [384, 443], therefore finding the marker present on these
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surfaces has greater implications for patient safety within this setting than perhaps

an adult ward.

The marker moved quickly out of the isolation room into the bed bays, and

was recovered from almost all the bed rails within each of the three bays. Bed rails

are often a focus during environmental sampling studies. They are classified as a high

touch surface, are near the patient, and represent risk as they are frequently touched

by both patient and healthcare workers. An observation study by Cheng et al. 2015

recorded the most touches per hour (mean 13.6 touches) on bed rails when

compared with other high touch surfaces such as bedside tables, bed frames, lockers,

and linens. Of all 6,144 contacts recorded throughout the study, 14.6% were touches

involving the bed rail [444]. Another study found similar results, with bed rails being

the most frequently touched high-touch surface (mean 7.76 contacts per interaction)

when compared with other surfaces such as the bed surface or the bed side table

[445]. Comparing this with other studies sampling hospital surfaces where bed rails

are repeatedly reported as highly contaminated [122, 123, 126] these findings show

that movement involving bed rails have implications for patient safety, as they are

interacted with so frequently by both patients and healthcare workers and may lead

to transmission events and possible clinical infection, worsening the rate of HCAI and

requiring additional interventions and bed days. The data suggests hand hygiene was

poor for healthcare workers leaving the isolation room. Hand hygiene was also

missed when entering the bed bays. As isolation rooms are used to house shedding

patients or patients with multi-drug resistant infections, the movement of the

surrogate between these two areas could lead to poor clinical outcome if a patient
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in a bed bay became exposed to an infectious agent from the isolation room. As a

day unit giving outpatient care, there is a high turnover within the bed bays. Multiple

patients are seen throughout the day. Movement of the surrogate from the isolation

room into these bed bays and the implicated poor hand hygiene could represent a

real risk to many of the immunocompromised patients receiving care on this ward

due to the high patient turnover.
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CONCLUSION

The results found that the surrogate marker spread rapidly across the ward, and

41, 30 and 41% of surfaces were contaminated with marker 1, 2 or 3 within 1 day.

Re-inoculation of some surfaces was seen, suggesting there was either one or more

sites acting as a reservoir for infection. Additionally, some surfaces showed recovery

of all three of the markers, highlighting the issue of potential gene transfer if the

surrogates were indeed pathogenic organisms.

While no estimation can be made for the direct clinical significance of marker

recovery such as possible chance of infection, this highlights how cleaning must be

improved. Overall, across all the sampling days, just 3 sampling sites had no instance

of detectable marker. The re-inoculation, speedy accumulation in the bed bays and

high concentrations recovered within near bedspace surfaces shows that cleaning

needs to be more effective. There are many issues with cleaning efficacy and user

compliance, which have been explored in chapter 6, and these must be considered

when developing or implementing training to ensure cleaning is as effective as

possible to promote a clean and safe clinical surface environment.

This movement of the marker highlights the synergistic relationships between

different pillars of IPC. Isolation rooms are a required intervention for patients that

pose a cross-infection risk, functioning to keep the patient safe, or to keep other

patients shielded from transmission events. Infected or colonised patient shed more

readily into their surface environment leading to higher contamination within such

rooms of certain pathogens, such as MRSA or VRE. If cleaning is not being undertaken

effectively, then the surface bioburden may be high. For cleaning to be effective, the
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cleaning agent or technique used must be optimal. Even if cleaning is being

undertaken appropriately, if hand hygiene is not effective, then transmission from

outside the isolation room or from within the isolation room to the wider

environment, as demonstrated within this study, will reduce the effectiveness of the

isolation room itself. Therefore, all components of IPC (contact precautions,

environmental monitoring, cleaning, hand hygiene) must be optimised and utilised

in order to achieve the best patient outcomes as each factor impacts the other.
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Chapter 10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

WHAT DID THIS RESEARCH SEEK TO DO?

This research sought to assess one of the most important tools available to

IPC teams to prevent HCAI, cleaning. Wider environmental contamination, detection

and control. Effective cleaning is key to keeping surfaces safe for patients. However,

knowing how and when to clean, how to train cleaners and how to assess the impact

and quality of cleaning and the contamination within the surface environment can

be a difficult and confusing task. This research addressed these aims (section 1.2) by

exploring how to assess cleaning and the environment with microbiological surface

sampling (chapters 2 and 3). Then, work began to address cleaning (chapters 4, 5 and

6) and finally, behavior and training. A summary of the main findings of the research

are outlined below.

MICROBIOLOGICAL SURFACE SAMPLING

The review of the literature revealed several issues related to microbiological

surface sampling. Most importantly, the clear lack of guidance for sampling of clinical

surfaces and setting up an environmental monitoring programme. The lack of

evidence-based guidance meant knowing how to effectively monitor the clinical

environment can be a difficult and confusing task. A review of the literature sought

to pull together the current evidence and efficacies of different surface sampling

devices to allow healthcare professionals to make informed choices for their

sampling devices.

The literature review revealed the following information for different surface

sampling methods:
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 Dipslides, a lesser-known surface sampling device performed well and

should not be overlooked for clinical surface sampling.

 Sponges work best for recovering C. difficile.

 TSA contact plates are effective for recovering Acinetobacter and

Pseudomonas spp.

 Macrofoam swabs performed better for P. aeruginosa and Salmonella

abony than contact plates for recovery from stainless steel.

 Methicillin contact plates were most effective for recovering S. aureus from

stainless steel, outperforming dipslides and swabs.

 When assessing sampling devices, ceramic surfaces were easiest to recover

from, and plastic surfaces proved more challenging.

 Regardless of sampling device, Gram-positive organisms were more readily

recovered than Gram-negatives.

 As found within the review, overall, dipslides were the most effective

surface sampling device.

This review of the literature highlighted the variability in experimental data for

surface sampling devices, and identified the gaps in the literature, leading to the work

undertaken in chapter 3, which had the following conclusions:

 The interactions between sampler, surface type and target organism are

important, and all must be considered when selecting a sampling device.

 Surface material plays an important role in how well organisms can be

recovered from a surface.
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 The results suggest, overall, steel allows easiest recoveries of E. faecalis,

with poor recoveries of K. pneumoniae and P. aeruginosa. Ceramic surfaces

allow good recovery of K. pneumoniae and E. faecalis. Plastic surfaces allow

good recovery of S. aureus, but poor recoveries of E. faecalis and P.

aeruginosa. This has implications for the surface material used as a

representative (most commonly stainless steel) when testing surface

sampling device efficacies, as some species may be underestimated on

different materials.

 Organisms have the ability to adhere well to certain surfaces, and their

mechanisms of attachment vary. Organism size, shape, charge and ability to

form biofilm will all impact how well they are recovered with different

sampling devices.

EFFECTIVE CLEANING

Following the work in chapters 2 and 3, recovering organisms from the clinical

environment, it was clear a review of cleaning agents was needed to assess how to

combat these surface pathogens. Cleaning is critical to keep hospital surfaces safe

and preventing HCAI. However, protocols for cleaning are not standardised, and the

quality and frequency of cleaning varies between hospitals. Overall, the lack of

evidence-based guidance for clinical cleaning and wide array of cleaning options

makes choosing a cleaning agent and delivering training a difficult undertaken, which

is leading to poor compliance and cleaning failures throughout clinical settings.. The

main issues were highlighted:
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 Cleaning agents are tested under different conditions and are awarded

different standards. A true measure of a cleaning agent should be

challenged with both planktonic and carrier testing, as well as testing in the

presence of soiling, to give the truest representation of how a cleaning

agent may work for hospital surfaces.

 Different cleaning agents should be used for high, medium and low risk

surfaces, though these classifications are perhaps outdated and need

review. Regardless of cleaning agent chosen, physical cleaning must occur

first, as disinfection cannot occur in the presence of debris or organic

matter.

The review of cleaning agents showed how there were many different agents

available for surface clinical cleaning, but perhaps most notably, the importance

of ready to use surface wipes, which represent a fast and effective way of

cleaning clinical environments. To assess their efficacy, a study of wipes used for

clinical cleaning revealed the following:

 Ready-to-use (RTU) surface wipes are not created equal. Alcohol wipes dried

out quickly and performed poorly when compared to other RTU wipes

available for cleaning clinical surfaces.

 The gauze with no active ingredient performed well, and it was found that

wipes have an optimum wetness, and wetter wipes allow better cleaning.

However, care must be taken to ensure wipes are not too wet and as

surface must be completely dry before use, and remaining wet for too long

may hinder clinical practise.
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 Wipes and liquid cleaning agents perform differently, and target organism,

surface type and contact time should be considered carefully when selecting

a cleaning agent.

With the efficacy of cleaning agents now put to the test, a ward sampling study

was undertaken to put this into context and identify how well cleaning has been

undertaken within a real clinical environment. The sampling study revealed the

following:

 A multitude of factors have an impact on cleaning efficacy, such as

personal perceptions of cleanability, perceptions of patient risk, surface

material, staff groups delegated for cleaning, and population that

interacts with the surface.

 Surfaces with lower CFU before cleaning became more contaminated

after cleaning when compared with the surfaces with higher initial CFU

BEHAVIOUR AND TRAINING

With cleaning efficacy within a ward environment revealed, it was clear an

intervention was required. The personal perceptions of surfaces had such an impact

on cleaning, it was critical to first evaluate weaknesses in cleaning and develop a

training intervention specifically based on this feedback. Following an audit re-audit

study, surface wipe cleaning methods were inconsistent between all staff groups,

and it was shown that nurses and cleaners had different understanding of cleaning

and their role in cleaning, due to differences in training and backgrounds, and
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therefore had different compliance to different components of the audit bundle. The

main findings from the study were as follows:

 The education intervention had a small but effective positive impact on the

targeted bundle components, identifying how the content and delivery of a

training intervention is more important than the size of the intervention.

This intervention represented a style and size of training that could be

feasibly delivered, quickly and with few resources, within a busy ward

setting.

 Personal judgement of a role and how cleaning should be undertaken can

have an impact on how well cleaning is done, and this personal perception

can be difficult to control.

To further understand how a pathogen may move and spread around a clinical

environment, a DNA-based surrogate marker was used and inoculated within the

clinical environment. This spread was tracked around a ward, and the results

identified the following:

 Following the inoculation of a surrogate marker within the clinical

environment, the surrogate spread rapidly when inoculated in the ward.

Within 1 day, 41%, 30% and 41% of surfaces were contaminated with

markers 1, 2 or 3.

 This spread highlights how any movement within the clinical environment,

either by patients, visitors or staff, can facilitate the movement of an

infectious agent.
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 Some surfaces had simultaneous recovery of all three markers, which may

represent an issue for potential gene transfer if the three markers

represented different pathogenic organisms.

 Fast dissemination of the marker suggests poor hand hygiene and

insufficient cleaning, as a single instance of proper cleaning or hand hygiene

was shown to remove the marker.

 Movement of the marker from the isolation room into the bed bays

represents an IPC risk, as isolation rooms are used for infected or colonised

patients. This movement could put patients within the bays at risk.
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LIMITATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH

No study is without limitations, and the limitations presented by this thesis

are discussed in turn below. An important limitation to consider, for all work

undertaken within the clinical environment (chapters 6, 7 and 9) is that all work was

completed within a single paediatric hospital, covering two ward types (outpatients

day unit and CICU). While all clinical environments are similar, they are not the same

(different local policy, different building type and age, different patient subset,

different services). Therefore findings from this study may not represent adult

settings, or even other paediatric hospitals as a whole.

Furthermore, the work undertaken was short term; therefore the results

represent a snapshot of the environment at that time. Changes within the ward may

change the organisms present on the surfaces, movement of a surrogate or cleaning

quality, such as outbreak, increased or decreased number of patients, change in

patient turnover, outside training, season, or change of staff. Therefore, the results

represent the conditions of that particular ward at that time period.

LITERATURE REVIEW LIMITATIONS

Care was taken to ensure an exhaustive list of key words and databases to search,

though it is inevitable that some of the literature may be missed. The literature

reviews were ongoing, though upon completion, were completed with the

information currently available at the time. This may be out of date following new

work. A detailed meta-analysis was not possible due to the broad subjects. The

surface sampling literature review required a semi-systematic approach and

unpublished or grey literature, that may contain valuable data, were not included.
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SURFACE SAMPLING LIMITATIONS

 Pathogens were chosen to give a Gram-positive and Gram-negative

representative, and to represent the species as a whole. However, these

organisms may not cover all potential pathogens, and some may behave

significantly differently.

 Sampling devices were tested across three different technicians due to

volume of samples. This will lead to inevitable variations in technique, such

as amount of pressure used when sampling. Careful supervision and training

was used to reduce this variation to a minimum.

 Working with live organisms can also lead to natural variations in growth

and recovery, of which are not preventable.

 Crowding of colonies on a plate can make some samples difficult to read,

which can be mitigated by dilution of a sample where possible.

WARD SAMPLING LIMITATIONS

 Species testing was not undertaken and results were given in CFU. While

this gives an indication as to the cleaning, risk cannot be determined.

Therefore it was the assumption that any CFU recovered could, potentially,

be a pathogenic organism.

 As with all surface sampling methodologies, the result is limited by the

surface area sampled. This study, for the purposes of results, makes the

assumption that the left side of the surfaces (sampled before cleaning) and

the right side of the surfaces (sampled after cleaning) are representative of

the entire surface, which was not tested within this study.
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 Recovery with traditional microbiological methods may underestimate

numbers of organisms on a surface, as stressed or damaged cells may not

grow for plate count.

 Sampling was a snapshot of the environment at that time. Patient numbers,

types of patient and season will likely change the environment, which would

not be captured.

OBSERVATION STUDY LIMITATIONS

 The observations post-intervention were not repeated later within the year,

therefore it cannot be determined how well the improvements from the

training intervention would remain over time.

 The observation method considered and accounted for the Hawthorne

effect, though this may not be ruled out entirely.

 Observations were not undertaken of specific staff before and after training,

and instead captured cleaning efforts as a ward whole. Therefore individual

improvements could not be determined.

 The staff captured before and after may differ due to absence, variation of

staff and rota, and will inevitably have an impact on results.

 It was not possible to train every single staff member on the ward.

 The observations were a snapshot of that ward at that time period. Effort

was taken to capture different ward times over different events (discharge,

movement of patients, morning and evening handovers).

 Training intervention was based on the ‘easiest’ components of cleaning.

Other cleaning components are important, such as contact time and order
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of cleaning, though these were not used for the audit, as limited

components could be chosen for audit.

 Observations method measured cleaning efficacy in relation to compliance

to the cleaning bundle, as microbiological sampling and HCAI incidence data

were not used as part of this study, if there had been an individual impact

on HCAI incidence (which would be the goal standard of assessing result of a

cleaning training intervention) then this was not highlighted. While

improved cleaning undoubtedly has a positive impact on reducing

environmental loading, there is no specific data from this study to state this.

CAMV SURROGATE LIMITATIONS

 Due to practicality of sample collection and processing, a limited number of

samples could be taken from the ward. These sampling sites were chosen

strategically and to represent clinical significance, though it is important to

note that more samples could give a clearer picture of how the surrogate

disseminated within the ward. Additionally, samples were not taken outside

the ward and from neighboring wards, therefore how far the surrogate

travelled outside the ward could not be determined.

 Samples were taken with three technicians to ensure all samples could be

taken within a timely manner. This may lead of variations in sampling, as

some components of swab sampling cannot be standardised. How to sample

and where to sample was identical, but components like pressure on the

swab are hard to standardise.
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 qPCR is a very sensitive method and can theoretically detect the presence of

a single DNA copy. Swabs are the only method appropriate for recovering the

oligonucleotide from the clinical surfaces, so processing losses are

unavoidable. While qPCR is a very sensitive method, as well as assay and

primer and run design, losses during swab sampling may cause

underestimation during sampling. During the study, swab losses, on average,

accounted for a loss of 5.50E+06 copies/µl.

 The results capture the movement of the ward at that particular time and

no more.

 The use of three surrogate markers inoculated onto three surfaces allowed

the identification of the movement of a potential infectious agent across

these surfaces. More oligonucleotides could have been used on more

surfaces, or different surfaces, for further assessment.

 The likelihood of infection/ infectious dose cannot be determined with the

surrogate marker.

 The oligonucleotides make an excellent surrogate marker, though it is

important to consider the limitations. The marker will be similar to an

infectious material, though not the same, therefore the surrogate is not an

exact picture of how an organism may move or persist in the environment.

Furthermore, the surrogate did not have the capability to replicate, grow, or

persist in biofilm.

 Many suggestions can be made from the results as to how the surrogate has

moved between surfaces and the events that could have caused such
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movement and deposition. However, these suggestions are cautious

speculation only, and exact routine of movement can not be determine

without a simultaneous observation study.

 It could not be determined if a surrogate was found on a surface specifically

due to failed hand hygiene, or through inoculation from an intermediary

source.
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FUTURE WORK

The work within this thesis could be expanded on in several ways:

The literature review highlighted the gaps within the literature regarding

comprehensive analysis of surface sampling devices. While the work in chapter 3

worked to close this gap, further work is needed under a single, clear methodology

to rigorously test all sampling devices across a range of surface materials, under

different conditions such as humidity, temperature and organisms in biofilm. This will

help give a clearer representation of how sampling devices may perform when

recovering organisms from clinical environments.

The ward sampling was undertaken with contact plates, to give total CFU. It was

understood that any colony could be a potential pathogen. Specific organism

identification by MALDI-TOF or other molecular methods could explore the exact

species present on the surfaces and therefore determine more specific risk. MALDI-

TOF can also use subtyping to determine resistance markers, to identify important

clinically significant pathogens such as MRSA or carbapenemase-producing K.

pneumoniae. Sampling could also have been taken using selective media, to identify

a range of select pathogens, such as MRSA.

The surrogate marker release could be undertaken within different types of

clinical settings, such as adult hospitals or across a range of ward specialities.

Additionally, running in parallel with an observation study and hand hygiene audit

could closely reveal the exact movement of the marker. With a parallel observation

study, specific deposition of the marker can be traced to the source, and important
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areas of failure (hand hygiene failure, cleaning failure) can be identified, which can

aid in future cleaning training and hand hygiene audit.

This study used three individual markers for the release. Future work with more

markers could reveal closer interactions between different surface types. A larger

number of samples could identify more movement and potential reservoirs for

infection. Inclusion of surfaces from the wider hospital environment, such as waiting

rooms outside of the ward, staff kitchens, staff rooms and canteens could explore if

and how these non-clinical areas play a role in transmission.

Implementation of the audit re-audit cleaning training intervention in different

wards could show how well the intervention works across different ward types.

Frequent follow up in 3, 6 and 12 months with re-audit could reveal the longevity of

the training, how frequently re-training should be implemented to give best results.

OVERALL THESIS THEMES

Across the 10 chapters, this thesis extensively reviews the literature on surface

contaminants, how to find them and how to clean them. Gaps in the literature on

surface sampling was identified (chapter 2), and addressed (chapter 3). Clinical

surfaces were shown to be contaminated (chapter 1) therefore it was important to

learn how to mitigate this surface contamination, assessed by a literature review of

possible cleaning agents (chapter 4) efficacy testing of liquid agents and clinical

surface wipes (chapter 5) and assessment of real cleaning within a ward (chapter 6).

Cleaning was variable, and it was clear an intervention was needed (chapter 7)

undertaken by an audit re-audit study following delivery of a specific training
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package. To further assess how contamination might move around the clinical

surface environment, a DNA marker study was used (chapters 8 and 9).
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APPENDIX

Supplementary information for chapter 2

Table S.1 Search terms used for surface sampling literature review

Hospital AND surface

Hospital AND environmental monitoring

Hospital AND surface sampling

Hospital AND surface AND swab

Hospital AND surface AND contact plate

Hospital AND surface AND sponge

Hospital AND contamination NOT outbreak

Hospital AND environment

Hospital AND surface AND organisms

Hospital AND surface AND infection

Hospital AND surface NOT outbreak

Hospital AND surface NOT outbreak NOT review

Dipslide AND efficacy

Dipslide AND surface

Contact plate AND efficacy

Contact plate AND surface

Contact plate AND environmental monitoring

Sponge AND efficacy

Sponge AND surface

Sponge AND environmental monitoring

Swab AND efficacy

Swab AND surface

Swab AND environmental monitoring

Petrifilm AND efficacy
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Petrifilm AND surface

Petrifilm AND environmental monitoring

Surface AND sampling

Surface AND sampling AND efficacy

Environmental monitoring AND surface

Environmental AND monitoring

Environment monitoring AND surface

Supplementary information for chapter 3

Table S2. Results for S. aureus recovered with all surface sampling devices across all

surface materials.

S. aureus

Ceramic Plastic Steel

Recover
y (%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviatio
n

Recover
y (%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviatio
n

Recover
y (%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviatio
n

Dipslide 38.79 16.65 56.44 11.95 56.27

10.959.09-
63.64

36.05-
77.90

40.56-
65.02

Petrifil
m

23.72 5.57 31.82 9.40 29.43

10.2316.39-
36.07

22.64-
50.94

7.55-
45.28

Cotton
swab

2.64 0.35 0.43 0.74 1.01

1.042.00-
3.31

0-2.02 0-3.54

Flocked
swab

5.44 0.28 1.16 0.64 1.35

0.784.65-
5.69

0-2.03 0.68-
2.03

Sponge 0.63 0.18 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03
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0.44-
1.00

0-0.07 0-0.07

Contact
plate

39.29 4.70 55.81 73.10 47.47

9.8932.16-
47.45

25.75-
83.35

28.31-
67.43

Table S3. Results for K. pneumoniae recovered with all surface sampling devices

across all surface materials.

K. pneumoniae

Ceramic Plastic Steel

Recover
y (%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviatio
n

Recover
y (%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviatio
n

Recover
y (%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviatio
n

Dipslide 63.58 1.35 50.28 19.86 37.55 5.93

60.94-
66.09

20.48-
68.60

29.73-
41.93

Petrifil
m

34.91 1.38 20.95 5.77 22.77 8.20

32.62-
38.63

11.69-
29.87

14.29-
38.31

Cotton
swab

2.69 0.09 0.59 0.69 1.28 0.70

2.60-
2.89

0-2.70 0-2.36

Flocked
swab

6.08 0.15 0.89 0.44 1.30 0.86

5.90-
6.19

0-1.22 0-2.74

Sponge 0.95 0.06 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.05

0.88-
1.12

0-0.20 0-0.20

Contact
plate

58.26 4.01 44.31 19.15 30.93 9.34

52.17-
63.98

22.88-
96.61

20.34-
50.85
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Table S4. Results for P. aeruginosa recovered with all surface sampling devices across

all surface materials.

P. aeruginosa

Ceramic Plastic Steel

Recover
y (%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviatio
n

Recover
y (%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviatio
n

Recover
y (%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviatio
n

Dipslide 65.59 4.66 12.16 4.06 14.87 1.45

60.87-
79.13

3.85-
18.37

12.96-
17.41

Petrifil
m

26.52 1.95 6.87 6.04 21.35 15.13

22.61-
30.43

1.30-
22.08

3.52-
49.90

Cotton
swab

1.10 0.09 1.29 2.09 1.25 4.07

0.99-
1.30

0-2.94 0-15.85

Flocked
swab

1.60 0.08 0.32 0.53 2.40 2.76

1.49-
1.84

0-1.66 0-10.60

Sponge 0.13 0.13 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.09

0.03-
5.53

0-0.14 0-0.28

Contact
plate

33.59 6.50 2.84 1.03 11.86 5.51

23.53-
43.92

1.50-
5.26

2.76-
23.05
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Table S5. Results for E. faecalis recovered with all surface sampling devices across all

surface materials.

E. faecalis

Ceramic Plastic Steel

Recovery
(%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviation

Recovery
(%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviation

Recovery
(%)
Range
(%)

Standard
Deviation

Dipslide 69.46 8.26 43.57 18.84 64.68 10.68

58.06-
83.87

19.69-
74.02

48.03-
80.31

Petrifilm 35.05 6.20 16.83 6.40 41.83 17.35

22.58-
45.16

6.09-
25.51

14.35-
78.41

Cotton
swab

3.78 0.72 4.50 6.02 10.08 8.36

3.27-
4.88

0.23-
21.61

1.64-
22.79

Flocked
swab

5.84 0.50 0.67 0.53 1.18 1.05

4.83-
6.58

0-1.86 0-4.46

Sponge 0.80 0.46 0.04 0.08 0.06 0.11

0.25-
1.38

0-0.19 0-0.37

Contact
plate

51.75 8.98 3.36 3.35 54.97 9.40

38.10-
71.43

0-13.75 35.47-
68.36
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Supplementary content for chapter 4

Table S6-S13 Breakdown of all literature and cleaning agents recovered from review

Alcohols

Ethanol Isopropanol Methanol Ethyl

alcohol

Benzyl

alcohol

[446] [351] [447] [448]

[449] [450] [451] [452]

[453] [454] [455] [456]

[457] [458] [459] [460]

[461] [462] [463] [464]

[465] [466] [467] [468]

[469] [470]

[446] [351] [447]

[471] [449] [472]

[453] [457] [473]

[474] [460] [461]

[466] [467] [469]

[464] [466] [451]

[475]

[476]

[477]

Aldehydes

Formaldehyde Glutaraldehyde Ortho-

phthalaldehyde

Dialdehyde

[478] [352] [479]

[456]

[478] [477] [464] [469] [480]

[352] [479] [481] [482] [483]

[484] [457] [473] [485] [486]

[475] [470]

[487] [477] [452] [464] [485]

Iodine-based

iodine iodophor

[480] [352] [488]

[489] [479] [490]

[491] [352] [456] [492]

[464] [465]
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[456] [478] [458]

[460] Terpenes

[449] [450] [451]

[467]

Oxidising agents

Hydrogen

peroxide

vapour

ozone Potassium

persulfate

Electrolysed water

[493] [494]

[495] [496]

[497] [498]

[499] [343]

[500] [501]

[502] [503]

[504] [505]

[506] [507]

[508] [509]

[510] [511]

[512] [513]

[514] [515]

[469]

[516]

[517]

[518]

[519]

[520]

[521]

[522]

[351] [470] [523] [524] [525] [526]

[527] [528] [529] [530]

[531] [532]

UV and

UV-C

[533] [534]

[535] [536]

[537] [538]

[539] [503]

[540] [541]

[542] [543]

[544] [545]

[546] [547]

[548]
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Physical cleaning methods

Wipes Cloths Mops

[533] [447] [471]

[549] [374] [550]

[551] [454] [552]

[474] [345] [459]

[461] [553] [554]

[555] [556] [557]

[558] [549] [559] [560]

[561] [562] [563] [472]

[564] [565] [566] [567]

[568] [459] [554] [569]

[570] [571] [406]

[572] [573] [4]

[549] [346]
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Chlorine

Sodium

hypochlorite

Calcium

hypochl

orite

Chloramine Chlorine

dioxide

Sodium

hydroxide

Sodium

dichlorocynaurat

e

Calcium

hydroxide

Electrochemical

oxidants

[351] [574] [575] [576]

[577] [578] [480] [491]

[579] [494] [448] [580]

[489] [581] [582] [353]

[451] [583] [584] [524]

[585] [374] [354] [490]

[472] [586] [452] [587]

[483] [588] [551] [589]

[455] [541] [590] [456]

[591] [592] [458] [474]

[593] [486] [594] [595]

[459] [460] [596] [519]

[597] [598] [529] [463]

[464] [349] [599] [531]

[600] [467] [601] [602]

[604] [448] [549] [585] [579]

[606] [581]

[607] [472]

[483] [608]

[609] [527]

[509] [610]

[611] [612]

[613] [614]

[615] [616]

[617] [529]

[599] [531]

[618]

[462] [470] [351] [574] [619]

[604] [527] [620]

[464] [348] [621]

[622] [448] [623]

[624] [549] [481]

[482] [625] [626]

[627] [628]

[629] [630]
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[469] [527] [552] [603]

[604] [605] [470]
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Supplementary content for chapter 8

Table S14 Temperature and humidity recordings taken during viability over time testing of

DNA marker

Time of

sampling

(hrs)

0 2 4 6 8 24 48 72
7

days

14

days

30

days

Temperature

(oC)
21.1 21 21.1 21.1 21.7 21.3 20.3 20.3 21.1 21.1 21

Humidity (%) 17 17 17 17 17 18 17 17 17 17 17

Table S15 Temperature and humidity recordings taken during DNA marker transfer and

hand hygiene assessments

Experiment Temperature (oC) Humidity (%)

DNA transfer, gloved

hands
21.6 17

DNA transfer,

ungloved (bare) hands
21.1 17

Hand hygiene 22 17

Wipe removal test 21.6 17
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Cauliflower 1: R2 0.99 efficiency: 102%

Cauliflower 2: R2 0.99 106

Cauliflower 3: R2 0.99 efficiency 108%

Figures S1-S3 qPCR assay efficiencies
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Figure S4. How to hand wash – guidelines followed for hand hygiene removal of DNA

testing as taken from As taken from [631]
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